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This final report describes activities under NASA grant NAGW-4049 to Lockheed Missiles
and Space Company. The report covers the entire period of the grant from 15 August 1994 to 31
January 1998. The original grant was for 3 years ending in August 1997; however the grant was
extended 6 months to accomodate additional data analysis that added significantly to the scientific
results. This is a grant under the NASA Supporting Research and Technology Program for the
analysis and interpretation of the combined scientific data from the ISEE-1 Plasma Composition
Experiment and the AMPTE/CCE Hot Plasma Composition Experiment. These combined data sets
were used in a study of the Earth's magnetopause to develop a fundamental understanding of
plasma entry and dynamics at the boundary and formation and maintenance of the low latitude
boundary layer under a variety of solar wind and magnetospheric conditions and at a wide range of
local times.
The first part of this final report contains a summary of the data analysis activities.
A contains preprints of publications submitted during the lifetime of the grant.
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DATA ANALYSIS ACTIVrrlES
The analysis of the composition data under this grant proceeded along two different lines.
Magnetopause crossings in the ISEE- 1 Plasma Composition Data were processed into a usable data
set. The AMPTE/CCE hot plasma composition data were already in a usable form and were simply
analyzed. In the next two sections, the analysis of these two data sets is described separately.
ISEE-1 Plasma Composition Data
The ISEE-1 plasma composition data for this study consists of approximately 100
magnetopause crossings which span local times from pre-dawn to pre-dusk. These magnetopause
crossings occurred during intervals when the plasma composition experiment was in its high time
resolution mode. During the 3 year study, data from other experiments were accumulated and
analyzed. These data included the magnetometer plots and 1 min time resolution Fast Plasma
Experiment data and needed to interpret the lower time resolution (-30 s to 1 min) composition
data. Finally, in the last months of the study, an additional set of data were accumulated looking
specifically at the dusk flank magnetopause in relatively low time resolution. Again, the high
resolution FPE data were used as a guide to determine the location of the spacecraft.
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Thesedatawere analyzedfor the first of several studiesconcerningplasmaentry and
dynamicsattheEarth'smagnetopause.This first studystartedwith theaccumulationof thehigher
timeresolutiondata.Thefocusof thefirst studywas theentryof solarwind plasmainto the low
latitudeboundarylayer. In this study, the He2+ densitychangeacrossthe magnetopausewas
evaluatedto determinewhen and wherechangesin the solar wind compositionoccur in the
transition from-the magnetosheathto the magnetosphere. The results of this study were
summarizedin a papersubmittedto the Journal of GeophysicalResearchentitled Solar wind
compositionchangesacrosstheEarth'smagnetopause.Thispaperwaspublishedin theJournalof
GeophysicalResearchandappearsin thereferencelist.
In additionto thegatheringof supportingdatafor theISEEplasmacompositionexperiment,
thedatafrom this experimentwasusedin two morestudiesof themagnetopause.Thesestudies
demonstratethe importanceof the compositiondata in understandingmagnetopausedynamics.
Thesepaperswerealsopublishedandalsoappearin thereferencelist below.
A secondstudy that directly involved the compositionobservationsis the study of kinetic
aspectsof magnetopausecrossingsduring timeswhen reconnectionwas occurring. Specifically,
reflectedmagnetosheathand magnetosphericions are observedoutside and inside of the
magnetosphere,respectively.Using datafrom severalcrossings,a reflectioncoefficientfor the
magnetosheathions andfor themagnetosphericions wasestimatedto be -30%. Specificevents
nearthesubsolarregionwereused.A paperdiscussingtheresultsof this studywas publishedin
thesecondyearandis listedin thereferencelist below. .
AMPTE/CCE Hot Plasma Composition Data
The AMP'IE hot plasma composition data for this study consists of a small group of
magnetopause crossings (-27 crossings or groups of crossings) that was used to study plasma
entry into the magnetosphere under high solar wind dynamic pressure conditions. The specific
study of these data concerned a follow-on study of the magnetopause structure during northward
IMF conditions. In particular, this study focused on the different ion signatures observed in the
low latitude boundary layer under these IMF conditions. Two types of ion distributions were
observed. The first was a distribution that appeared to convect into the low latitude boundary layer
when the field line the ions were on reconnected at high latitudes. These ion distributions were
distinguished by their low energy component and lack of a low energy cutoff velocity. A second
type of distribution was observed where the low energy ion distribution had a low energy cutoff in
one direction along the magnetic field. These distributions may have been the result of reconnection
equatorward of the cusp. The low energy cutoff in the ion distribution allowed an estimate of the
location of the reconnection site. This site appeared to be far from the spacecraft but clearly
equatorward of the cusp. A paper sumarizing these results was submitted to the Journal of
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GeophysicalResearchin the secondyear. It waspublishedin the third yearof the study and
appearsin thereferencelist.
Finally, the lastmonthsof thecontractwereusedto providea partof a chapterof a book that
will beentitledSource and Loss Processes in the Magnetosphere. This book will appear in early
1999 when other contributions are accumulated and the book editor has revised these
contributions.
In addition to this last work, another study was started that focuses on the dusk flank
magnetopause. The dusk flank magnetosphere exhibits significant structure. The mantle density
on the flanks can range over several orders of magnitude. It is sometimes difficult to distinguish
the dusk flank magnetopause on the basis of ion data alone because the magnetosheath and mantle
plasmas often have nearly similar densities, temperatures, and bulk flow velocities at the
magnetopause. However, the mantle can often be distinguished by the presence of O+ that
originates from the ionosphere or plamasphere. We have used ISEE Fast Plasma Experiment and
Plasma Composition Experiment data to examine the composition of the mantle and to study a set
of transitions from the mantle to the plasma sheet where mantle-like and plasma sheet-like plasmas
overlap. In this mixed region the mantle-like plasma typically has almost zero convection speed.
The results of this investigation indicate that the variability of the mantle density is entirely due to
variability in the solar wind component (H+ and He2+): the ionospheric plasma (O+) density is
usually roughly constant in the mantle. Similarly, the mantle-like, but non-flowing, plasma found
in the mixed region is entirely of solar wind origin. These results have important implications for
the origin and transport of plasma at the flank magnetosphere. A paper describing _hese results
will be submitted to the Geophysical Research Letters in the near future.
SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS
The following papers were published during the 3 year study. Reprints of all papers are
attached:
Gary, S. P., D. Winske, M. E. McKean, S. A. Fuselier, R. E. Denton, and B. J. Anderson,
Proton Anisotropies upstream of the magnetopause, in Physics of the Magnetopause, ed. P. Song,
B. U. 0 Sonnerup, M. F. Thomsen and M. Scholer, Geophysical Monograph Series 90, p. 181-
187, AGU, Washington D.C., 1995.
Fuselier, S. A., Kinetic aspects of reconnection at the magnetopause, in Physics of the
Magnetopause, ed. P. Song, B. U. 13 Sonnerup, M. F. Thomsen and M. Scholer, Geophysical
Monograph Series 90, p. 181-187, AGU, Washington D.C., 1995.
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Eastman,T. E., S. A. Fuselier,andJ. T. Gosling, Local timedependenceof magnetopause
microstructure, J. Geophys. Res., 101, 49-57, 1996.
Fuselier, S. ,_., B. J. Anderson, T. G. Onsager, Electron and ion signatures of field line
topology at the low shear magnetopause, J. Geophys. Res., 102, 4847-4863, 1997
Fuselier, S. A., E. G. Shelley, and O. W. Lennartsson, Solar wind composition changes
across the Earth's magnetopause, J. Geophys. Res., 102, 275-283, 1997.
Anderson, B. J., T.-D. Phan, and S. A. Fuselier, Relationships between plasma depletion
and subsolar reconnection, J. Geophys. Res., 102, 9531-9542, 1997.
SUMMARY OF PRESENTATIONS
Fuselier, S. A., Particle Signatures of Magnetic Topology at the Magnetopause, AMFFF_JCCE
Observations, 27 October, 1994, Palo Alto, CA.
Fuselier, S. A., B. J. Anderson, and T. G. Onsager, Particle Signatures of Magnetic
Topology at the Magnetopause, AMPTE/CCE Observations, Fall AGU, San Francisco, CA, 1995.
Fuselier, S. A., E. G. Shelley, and O. W. Lennartsson, Solar wind composition changes
arcross the Earth's magnetopause, Spring AGU, Baltimore, MD, 1996.
FINAL SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
The work in the last few months of this grant indicated that the ISEE and AMPTE composition
data is still an important asset to the space physics community. With the loss of Cluster, these data
still represent the only composition data at the low latitude magnetopause. The recent launch of
Equator-S will provide exciting new high resolution data. However, this spacecraft had a difficult
start and is not tracked 100% of the time. Furthermore, it is currently in the tail and will not
provide new composition measurements at the magnetopause for another 8 months. Even when it
does, it will not match the breath of the ISEE data set which spans over 5 years and contains
hundreds of magnetopause crossings. Thus, the ISEE and AMPTE data sets should be analyzed
further. Our hope is to submit a new proposal for supporting research and technology funds so
that this research can be continued. With a favorable review, issues such as the ultimate fate of the
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plasmain thelow latitudeboundarylayer will beaddressed.
of solarwind plasmainto themagnetosphere.
J;,_ _ _ 1.t// -
Stephen A. Fu_elier J
This will close the loop of the entry
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Proton Anisotropies Upstream of the Magnetopause
S. Peter Gary, l Dan Winske, I Michael E. McKean, 2 Stephen A. Fuselier,a
Richard E. Denton, 4 and Brian J. Anderson s
Boundary conditionsfor rrmgnetopausep_ such as reconnectioncan be un-
derstoodby studyingthe propertiesof magnetosheath plato-noas itflowstoward this
transition.This paper reviewsthe roleofelectmrnagneticioncyclotroninstabilitiesin
constrainingion temperatureanisotropiesin the rnagnetesheath.LinearVlasov theory
and hybridcomputer simulationshave demonstratedthattheupper bound on theproton
temperatureanisotropyolmervedinthesubsolm"magnetoshe_h and which isrepresented
by an inversecorrelationbetwe_ that anisotropyand the parallelproton_ isdue to
wave-particlescatteringby ioncyclotronanisotropyinstabilities.Recentresearchon this
topicisreviewed and theapplicationofthisupper bound toa succemfulmodel ofproton
tenkv_atureevolutioninthesheathisdescribed.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describesa recentdevelopment inthe the-
ory ofmicroscopic,i.e.,kineticphysicsupstream ofthe
Earth's magnetopause. Although the primary thrust
here willbe the same as inmy invitedtalkat the Con-
ference,some ofthe detailswillbe different.In partic-
ular magnetosheath observationsof magnetic fluctua-
tionsnear the proton cyclotronfrequencyare addressed
in Anderson [this volume] and will not be treated in de-
tail here.
1Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New
Mezico.
ZNow at: Deparlment of ECE, University of Califor-
nia, San Diego.
3Lockheed Polo Alto Research Laboratory, Polo Alto,
California.
4Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire.
SApplied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, Laurel; Maryland.
Physics of the Magnetopause
Geophysical Monograph 90
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The context of my presentation and of this paper can
be established by quoting several other speakers at this
Conference. George Siscoe said that, in order that an is-
sue be regarded as of critical importance to future mag-
netopause studies, it should meet at least one of several
criteria. One of these criteria was that "microphysics
sets qualitative macrophysics? The concept that small
scalephysicsdetermines a conditionon plasma param-
eters characterizingthe largescale magnetosheath is
indeed centralto the research presented here. Harry
Petschek noted that,to get drag influiddynamics, vis-
cosityisnecessary,but that itsvalueisnot important in
subsonic flow. Similarly,although the plasma physics
describedhere depends ina detailedway on the small-
scaleprocessesoffluctuationgrowth and wave-particle
scattering,the result,an upper bound on the proton
temperature anisotropy,isindependent of microscopic
quantitiessuch as wave amplitudes or transportcoeffi-
cients.Finally,Rick Elphic,speaking about a different
problem, said,"This issomething we shouldhave done
in1980._ Indeed,the theoreticaltoolsforthesolutionof
the problem we willdescribehave been availablesince
the publication of Kennel and Petschek [1966]. What
we have done is to use the linear theory formalism and
the instability threshold concept of that pioneering pa-
per in a new way which, we believe, can be applied
not only to magnetospheric and magnetosheath plas-
mas, but to any relatively homogeneous space plasma in
which microinstabilities axe driven to sufficiently large
amplitude.
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It iswell establishedthat heating at the bow shock
and magnetic fieldline draping against the magne-
topause imply the development ofa protontemperature
anisotropy T±p/T_ip > I,where .I.and H refer,respec-
tively,to directionsperpendicular and parallelto the
background magneti.cfieldBo. Such an anisotropyhas
been observed frequentlyinthe Earth'smagnetosheath
[Tsu_lani et al., 198_; Sckopke el al., 1990; Anderson
et al., 1991].
In the terrestrialmagnetosheath this nonthermal
property leads to the growth of two distinctinstabil-
itiesand the observation of corresponding enhanced
magnetic fluctuationsat frequenciesbelow the proton
cyclotron frequency f_p [Sckopke et ai., 1990; Song el
al.,1993; Anderson, this volume]. Mirror-likemag-
netic fluctuationsarisefrom the growth of the mir-
ror instability[Priceet al.,1986],have frequenciesoar
much lessthan f_p,and are primarilycompressive,that
is,6B IIBo. In contrast growth of the proton cy-
clotronanisotropyinstabilityleadstoenhanced proton-
cyclotron-likefluctuationsat w_ _ f/p with predomi-
nantly transverse fluctuatingfields,i.e.,orB .I.Bo.
The relativelytenuous, hot,anisotropicdoubly ionized
helium in the sheath can drive the helium cyclotron
anisotropyinstability;itsmagnetic fluctuationsare ob-
served in the sheath at frequenciesbelow the helium
cyclotron frequency [Anderson et al., 1994]. Here we
will primarily address the first two modes and refer the
reader to Denton et al. [1994a] and Gary el al. [1994b]
for further discussions of the theoretical properties of
the helium cyclotron instability.
Anderson and Fuselier [1993] and Anderson et al.
[1994] used AMPTE/CCE observations to study the
subsolar magnetosheath downstream of quasi-perpen-
dicular bow shocks during times when the magneto-
sphere was strongly compressed by the solar wind.
These observations showed that proton-cyclotron-like
fluctuation spectra were predominant at #tip _ 1, but
mirror-like spectra constituted the majority of obser-
vations at /3 values large compared to unity. These
authors also showed that the proton temperature
anisotropies exhibited a relatively small variation for
a given value of _[p and that a least-squares fit to the
data over the range 0.02 ,,q/_t,._10.Oyieldedthe re-
sult
T_ _ i = 0.85
T,. (i)
where/_l_, --- 87rnpTllp/B_o" Similar anisotropy//5 inverse
correlations in the magnetosheath have been observed
by Phan ef al. [1994] and Fuselier el al. [1994], and Has
et al. [1993] have shown that Equation (1) corresponds
to an approximate upper bound for the proton temper-
ature anisotropy as observed in the magnetosheath by
AMPTE/IRM.
We have used both linearVlasov theory and hybrid
simulationsto interpretthese observationsin terms of
an upper bound on the proton temperature anisotropy
imposed by ion cyclotronanisotropyinstabilities.I will
first discuss linear theory results using the formalism
and notation of Chapter 7 of Gaw [1993].
2. LINEAR THEORY
It has long been known that the thresholds of
both the proton cyclotron anisotropy instabilityand
the mirror instabilityqualitativelysatisfythe same
type ofinversecorrelationbetween proton temperature
anisotropyand parallel]3that isrepresentedby Equa-
tion (I) [Gary d al.,1976]. To quantify thisrelation-
ship,we assumed that 7m, the instabilitygrowth rate
maximized over allwavevectors,held a constant value
of 0.01f/pat the thresholds of both growing modes,
and used computer evaluationsof the unapproximated
linearVlasov dispersionequation for a homogeneous
plasma to determine the corresponding temperature
anisotropiea. For each of these instabilitieswe then
plottedthesethresholdanisotropiesasfunctionsof lp
and, in both cases,used a standard least-squaresfit-
ting procedure to obtain analyticexpressionsfor the
corresponding relationships. Our results for the range
0.01 < _t_, <- 10.0 are shown in Figure 1; for the mirror
instability -
0.97
.
and for the proton cyclotron anisotropy instability
-_-1= 0.64
Although the _j, valueof the crossoverpointofthe
two thresholdcurves in Figure I can vary with differ-
ent choicesof 7,,tand inclusionof the range of He ++
densitiesobserved in the sheath [Gary el al.,1993a],
itisgenerallytrue that the proton cyclotroninstabil-
ity has the lower thresholdanisotropyat _[p _ l and
the mirrorinstabilityhas the lower thresholdat _ val-
ues considerablylargerthan unity. Thus, ifa strong
anisotropywere suddenly imposed on a plasma as,for
example, at the quasi-perpendicularshock,the system
would be unstable to both modes and both types of
fluctuationsmight be observed. On the other hand,
ifthe proton anisotropywere relativelyweak so that
the plasma was stableto the growth ofboth modes and
that anisotropywere graduallyincreased,as might hap-
pen under the more slowly changing sheath conditions
downstream of the shock, Figure I suggests that the
local/3valuewould determine which instabilitywould
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Fig. i. Proton t_ature anisotropiesat the t_
olds of the proton cyclotronand n_ror instabilitiesas a
function of _lp" The solid symbols represent num_cal
solutiorm of the linear Vlasov dispersion equation [Gary,
1993] at 7rn = 0.01f_p for the proton cyclotron instabil-
ity (circles) and for the mirror instability (triangles). The
lines reprment analytic expressions fitting these remflts: the
dashed lineis Equation (2) and the solidlineisEqua-
tion (3). Anisotropiesgreaterthan thresholdcorrespond
tofasterinstabilitygrowth;anisotropieslem than threshold
imply slowergrowth orstability.The model hereisthatof
an electron-proton plasma with bi-Maacwellian zeroth order
distribution functions and Te = 0.25Tp (After Gary et al.,
1004¢).
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Fig. 2. Proton temperatureanisotropyas a functionof
b_rilP;reatdts from the asymptoticstat_ ofinitial-valuehy-
d cornputersimulationstruingtherrm_etoshe_h param-
etermodel of Gary et al. [19931)]. Here the solid_uares
represent results from one-diznensional simulations of ion cy-
dotron anisotropy instabilities, the X symbolsshow results
from onedinmnsionsl simulations of the mirror instability,
and the open squares represent results fixan _onal
sirraflatiom in which both instability types amy arise. The
solid line represmts an approximate fit to the AMPTE/CCE
observ_io_ (From Gary et aL, 1993b).
first arise. The presumption that that growing mode
would also dominate the magnetic fluctuation spec-
trum leads to the interpretation that proton-cyclotron-
like spectra should primarily be observed at low _ and
mirror-like spectra at high /_, in agreement with the
observations.
3. HYBRID SIMULATIONS
The identification of enhanced fluctuations from a
particular instability in either spacecraft data or com-
puter simulations does not necessarily imply that that
instability dominates the wave-particle processes which
help determine plasma properties. The simulations of
McKean e_ al. [1992b, 1994] have shown that, even
at relatively high _, the mirror instability may be leas
effective than the proton cyclotron anisotropy at re-
ducing T±p/TjI p under conditions characteristic of the
magnetosheath.
This result has been illustrated in a different way
by Figure 2 which plots late-time results from a se-
ries of initial-value hybrid simulations [Winske and
Omidi, 1993]. Each run was begun with ion tempera-
tureanisotropieslargeenough toexci_erapidinstability
growth; the individualpoints in the figurecorrespond
to late-timeresultsreflectingthe proton heating and
reductionof the temperature anisotropyto the condi-
tion of relatively weak instability growth. The solid
squares represent the results of one-dimensional simu-
lations at k × ]3o -- O, a condition permitting only ion
cyclotron instabilities to grow. The "X" symbols rep-
resent results of one-dimensional simulations allowing
only wavevectors strongly oblique to the background
magnetic field; in these simulations only the mirror
instability was able to increase in amplitude. The
open squares illustrate late-time anisotropies from two-
dimensional hybrid simulations which permit a broad
range of wavevector direction and which therefore have
allowed both ion cyclotron and mirror instabilities to
grow. The simulations which involve growth of ion cy-
clotron instabilities yield late-time results which show
the same proton anisotropy/_ inverse correlation as the
observations, whereas the one-dimensional computa-
tions which permit the growth of only the mirror insta-
bility do not resemble the observed results. This result
supports the hypothesis that ion cyclotron instabilities
are the source of the inverse correlation; the picture is
that the relatively short wavelengths of these instabili-
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ties are very efficient at scattering and reducing the pro-
ton temperature anisotropy to the threshold condition,
whereas the mirror-like fluctuations are less efficient at
producing wave-particle interactions and, when they do
interact with the protons, produce changes that are not
readily characterized as a reduction of T±p/T D.
Initial value simulations provide insight into the
wave-particle interactions associated with ion cyclotron
anisotropy instabilities, and provide a useful model
for the study of plasma evolution downstream of
a quasi-perpendicular shock, where ion temperature
anisotropies are suddenly introduced and instabilities
lead to a subsequent reduction of those anisotropies.
In the magnetosheath close to the magnetopanse, by
contrast, macroscopic forces lead to a more gradual
compression of the magnetic field and to a conse-
quent increase in ion anisotropies. In such a situa-
tion, we believe that the model of Kennel and Pe_chek
[1966] and Manheimer and Boris [1977] is appropriate:
a macroscopic driving force which continually pushes
the plasma toward increased anisotropy is balanced by
the consequences of microscopic effects reducing this
anisotropy so that a quasi-steady condition is estab-
lished which corresponds to an instability threshold.
To represent the conditions of this balance between
macroscopic and microscopic effects, we have modified
the one-dimensional hybrid simulation code of Winske
and Omidi [1993] to include a recycle algorithm which
acts primarily on superthermal superparticles. The re-
sulting simulations, which are generally similar to the
"recycled" simulations of Ambrosiano and Brecht [1987]
and McKean et aL [1992a] or the "refreshed _ simula-
tions of Denfon et ai. [1993], are described in detail
in Gary ef al. [1994a]. The recycle algorithm reduces
the magnetic-field-aligued velocity of all ions, but pro-
rides a greater reduction to those particles with the
largest such speeds. If our recycling algorithm does not
strongly perturb the ions, ion anisotropy instabilities
will continue to grow and the quasi-steady balance we
seek will be established.
Figure 3 shows results from one such simulation. The
growth of the fluctuating magnetic field energy den-
sity to saturation indicates that the instability is indeed
flourishing here. In contrast, the late-time response of
_lP shows a gradual diminuation; because n_ and Bo
are constant in these simulations, the decrease in _ re-
flects the result that the recycling procedure not only
reduces TItp but also removes ion kinetic energy from
the system. The value of Ta.p (not shown) also gradu-
ally decreases in time, so that the proton temperature
anisotropy, after an initial phase in which the system
develops its response to the recycling process, eventu-
ally attainsa quasi-steadystate.
Figure 4 exhibits resultsfrom an ensemble of fif-
teen drivensimulations.The solidcirclesrepresentthe
anisotropyvaluescorresponding tothe early-timemax-
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Fig. 3. Remflts from a (h-ive_ simtda_ion of the proton cy-
clotron axdsotropy instability in an electron/proton plasm¢
Themitia parametershereare = 1.00andT.p/T,p =
1.58. The three panels here represent the total fluctuating
magnetic field energy, the proton temperature az_sotropy,
and the proton parallel _ (From Gary e| aL, 1994a).
imum of the proton temperature anisotropy (See Figure
3), whereas the solid squares show late-time values of
the anisotropy from the same runs. A detailed discus-
sion of these results is given in Gary. et ai. [1994a]; the
solid line of Figure 4 represents the least-squares fit of
the late-time results:
T_p 0.55
r,, - 1= (4)
The similaritybetween the late-timeresultsof the ini-
tim value and the recycled simulations is strong ev-
idence that our recycle algorithm has not disturbed
the wave-particle scattering process which drives the
plasma toward instability threshold.
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Fig. 4. The proton anisotropy from an ensemble of driv_
sirr_ations of the proton cyclotron anisotropy instability in
an electron/proton plasma as a function of/_lp" For this
ensemble of runs, the initial values of Alp ra_ged from 0.25
to 10.0. The solid circles represent the _ early-
time va_ue of the anisotropy fzorn each simulation; the solid
squares show corresponding laze-time anisotropim. The
line represents the least-squares fit to the late-time results,
Equation (4) (From Ga,-g et ,i., 1994a).
The proton anisotropy/j3 inverse correlation corre-
sponds to special plasma conditions; that is, a quasi-
steady state in which the anisotropy is maintained close
to instability threshold. A broader set of physical condi-
tions corresponding to the AMPTE/IRM sheath obser-
vations of/irau et al. [1993] sad Phan et al. [1094] indi-
cate that Equation (1) represents an approximate upper
bound to the proton temperature anisotropy, sad an en-
semble of simulations which include weak aaisotropies
which do not excite the proton cyclotron _tability
show that Equation (4) provides a similar interpreta-
tion for the computational results [Garg et al., 1994a].
Thus, we agree with Phan et al. [1994] that there is no
single,, universal relationship between T±_/T_Kp, and 13_p
which may be applied to each magnetosheath transit
of a spacecraft. Rather, our interpretation of the pro-
ton anisotropy/13 inverse correlation, which is a weak
function of local parameters such as the helium ion rel-
ative density [Gary et aL, 1994b], is that it represents ..........
a broadly applicable upper bound for T±p/T D, which
should be approximately valid for all terrestrial magne-
tosheath observations.
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Fig. 5. The proton temp_ature ani_tropy, the
dicular proton temperature (in keV), the parLtkl protm
(ink V),andthe
perpendicular pressure (in units of 10- dyne/cnr') as fu_-
tions of/_lp" The curves represent predictions of thrm ths-
ories: isotropic adiab_c theory (small dashes), dout_
abatic theory (large dashes), and the bounded
model (solid lines). Observations from CCE are pbx_ u
plus signs (From Denton et al., 1994b).
4. BOUNDED ANISOTKOPY MODEL
Denton et at. [1994b] have developed a bounded
saisotropy model for describing the evolution of pro-
ton temperatures in the magnetosheath. This model
is a one-fluid representation for the evolution of T±p
and TIIv in a collisionless plasma which is sirmJ_r to the
double adiabatic theory of Chew et ai. I19_] except
that it uses Equation (1) to provide an upper bound
on the proton temperature anisotropy. Figure 5, ,,hJch
is taken from Denton et al. [1994b], illustrates _,_-rad
relevant quantities observed from AMPTE/CCE u the
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spacecraft made a single crossing of the sheath. Here
the quantities are plotted as a function of _lp so that
data from sheath regions closer to the bow shock ap-
pear toward the right and data from regions closer to
the magnetopause appeartoward the left. The approx-
imate constancy of P±_ot in the bottom panel of this
figure indicates that conditions in the subsolar mag-
netosheath were approximately constant during this
spacecraft transit.
Three curves are shown in the top three panels of
Figure 5 for comparison against the data (crosses). The
short dashed lines represent the predictions of adiabatic
theory in which T±p = Tllp; this approach obviously
predicts a TLp which is smaller than that observed and
a T p[ which is larger than observations In contrast,
. . ,"
the long dashed hnes dlustrate the predzctions of dou-
ble adiabatic theory in which there is no coupling be-
tween the parallel and perpendicular proton tempera-
tures. In this case the opposite result obtains; Ta.p is
too large and Tii p is too small to match the observa-
tions. The solid lines in Figure 5 represent the results
of the bounded anisotropy theory in which the proton
anisotropy may not be larger than the observed value
(See the top panel). This model yields quite good agree-
ment with the observed evolution of both the perpen-
dicular and parallel proton temperatures. The model
even reproduces the temperature fluctuations observed
as the spacecraft traversed the magnetosheath.
5. SUMMARY
Observations from AMPTE/CCE have found a in-
verse correlation between the proton temperature ani-
sotropy and _lp in the highly compressed terrestrial
magnetosheath (Equation (1)). We have obtained sim-
ilar correlations from the linear theory threshold con-
dition of the proton cyclotron anisotropy instability
(Equation (3)), from initial-value hybrid simulations of
this instability, and from driven hybrid simulations of
the same growing mode (Equation (4)). The theory and
simulations show that the observations may be inter-
preted as an upper bound for the proton anisotropy, im-
posed by the growth and wave-particle scattering of the
proton cyclotron instability. The successful application
of this bound to the prediction of T±p and TD observed
during an AMPTE/CCE sheath crossing implies that
this relationship represents a limited closure relation
for the equations of anisotropic MHD that should pro-
vide more accurate descriptions of sheath flow as well as
more accurate boundary conditions for magnetopause
dynamics including reconnection. Although this closure
relation is limited in the sense that it applies only if the
protons have a bi-Maxwellian distribution with Txp suf-
ficiently larger than "-, it is quite general in the sense
that it should be valid in any such plasma in which the
field-aligned gradient scale lengths are long compared
to an instability wavelength. Thus with minor modifi-
cations it should also be applicable to anisotropic MHD
models of the terrestrial magnetosphere, Earth's mag-
netotail, and other planetary magnetosheaths.
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Kinetic Aspects of Reconnection at the Magnetopause
Stephen A. Fuselier
Lockheed Palo AltoResearch Laboratory, Palo Alto,Cal_eornia
Observations presented here support the kinetic (or single particle) description of quasi-steady
reconnection where ions interac_ng with the magnetopause conserve their pitch angles or change
them by equal amounts as in adiabatic motion. These observations include ion reflection and
transmission at the magnetopause and time of flight effects associated with the magnetopause layers,
with an emphasis here on ion reflection. Velocities of the reflected distributions predicted fzom this
kinetic description are in good agreement with observed velocities, However, predicted velocities
for the transmitted distributions are often higher than observed ones. Reflected distributions are
also heated at the magnetopause; however, this heating is less important than the large scale ion
motion. Reflection coefficients at the magnetopause are high (averaging 30%), appear to be the
same on either side of the magnetopau_._, and have little or no dependence on ion mass. Time of
flight effects result from the finite extent of the reconnection layers and are best observed at the
edges of the layers.
INTRODUCTION
Early modelers of the magnetopause suggested that a field free
cavity could exist around a stagnation point in the subsolar region
when the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) was nearly radial
[e.g., Beard, 1964]. It was suggested that solar wind iota con-
vecting along the Ear.h-sun line could entez this field flee region.
ballistically reflect off the magnetopause, and return in the sun-
ward direction. This type of reflection at the magnetopanse has
not been observed. In the current understanding of the magne-
topauseand magnetosheath, such a field free cavity cannot form
even for radial IMF because the field rotates eeross the bow shock
and in the magnetosheath [e.g., Phan et aL, 1994].
Although the concept of magnetic reconnecflonwas introduced
about the same time as these early magnetopause models [Dungey,
1961], the possibility of particle reflec_on (and transmission) in
associationwithmagnetic reconnectionwas fi_t comidered in the
mid 1970's [Sonnerup, 1976]. Later,ion reflectionat the mag-
netopause was treated in detail independently by Cow/ey [1980;
1982] and Sonnerup et al. [1981]. This consideration wu mo-
tivatedby the physics of sin gie particle motion in thin current
sheets that had already been applied to o_e_ regiom such m the
Earth's magnetotail and the bow shock [e.g.. Somu,lerup, 1969]. In
this regard, ion reflection off the magnetopanse during reconnec-
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tion is a manifestation of kinetic (or single particle) processes at
the open boundary.
A qualitative sketch of the reflection and transmission process
i_ shown in Figure I (from GoMiag etal. [1990a]). For southward
interplanetarymagnetic field, rea_nnection re*oat likely occurs in
the subsolar region. Magnetceheath ions will either reflect off the
magnetopause or cross the boundary and enter the magnetosphere.
Similarly, both high energy ring current ions and low energy iono-
spheric ions will either reflect off the magnetopause or cross the
boundary and enter the magnetosheath. The reflected and trans-
mitted ions remain within the separalrices S1 and $2 in Figure
I and the edges of the electronand ion layers(El, II and E2.
12) can be offset due to time of flight effects (see Gosling et al.,
[1990a]). Transmitted magnetordaeath ions and reflected magneto-
spheric ions form the low latitude boundary layer (LLBL) on the
magnetospheric side of the magnetopeuse. Similerly, u'ansmir,ed
magnetospheric and reflected magnetosheath ions form the mag-
netosheath boundary layer 0vlSBL) on the magnetosheath side of
the magnetopanse.
The reflection and transmission process as discussed by Cowley
[1982] and Sonmrup et al. [1981] does not specify whether an
ion incident on the magnetopanse will reflector be transmitted.
However, it does describe ion motion upon reflection or _m_'nis-
s/on. After specifying t reflection coefficient at the magnetopanse,
three primary assumptions are needed to determine the collective
motion of reflecuxi and transmi_d ions at the magnetopause. The
first assumption is the existence of a time stationary deHoffmm-
Teller (dHT) frame [deHoffman and Teller,1950; $onnerup et al .
this volume]. In thisIrene, the electric field on both sides of the
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Fig. I. Qualitative sketch of the magnetopanse region for quasi-
stationary reconnection (from Gosling et al. [1990a]). Magne-
tosheath (magnetospheric) ions either reflect off the magnetopause
and enm" the MSBL (LJ..BL) or cross the mqnetopanse and enter
the LLBL (MSBL).
magnetopause is zero. This is • particularly important assumption
for the multi-component plasma at the magnetopause because it
requires that all ion distributions on each side of the magnetopause
have the same ExB drift speed (i.e., that magnetic field gradi-
ents are not important). Indeed, ExB drifts for the individual
plasma components in the LI.,BL are ne_ly the same and this is
also true for the plasma components in the MSBL [e.g., Goslin 8
el a/., 1990b; Fuaelier et al., 1991; 1993].
The second assumption is that the magnetopause is a one-
dimensional rotational discontinuity. Under this assumption, the
bulk flow velocity of the center of mass of the distribution in
the dHT frame is the local Alfven speed. This assumption will
be discussed later and is also discussed in other articles in this
Monograph. Finally, the third assumption is that ions either do
not change their pitch angles upon reflection or _raosmission or
change their pitch angles in a constant way as in adiabatic motion
(i.e., ions conserve the first adiabatic invariant). Under this as-
sumption, stochastic processes such as wave particle interactions
are less important than the kinem_c processes of ion motion in
the large scale magnetic and electric fields. A consequence of this
assumption is that ions with the same incident velocity but dif-
ferent mass/charge will have the same velocity upon transmission
across the magnetopause. This is indeed the case; uransmitted
magnetosheath H* and He 2÷ bulk flow velocities in the LLBL
were found to be nearly the same [Paschmann et al., 1989].
With these three primary assumptions, Figure 2 shows cuts
through the ion distributions in the MSBL (a) and the LLBL (b)
M'sphere
| M'sheath/ I
Transmitted [ I
[(a) MSBL I Transmitted cold
..c-"
¢ _ Incident
\ M'sheath
v "T /-2vA 
I
l(b) LLBL ]Incident ^ V 0 Reflected cold
_ COld [I O'H'(. M'sphere
/ /'| Incident _ I \ ReflectedI ringcurrent I. _ ringcurrent
-B 0 parallelve ocity B
Fig. 2. Qualitative sketch of the ion distributions expected in the
MSBL (a) and the LJ.,BL (b) for a msgnetopause crossing north
of the rec,onnection line. If Vds T is small and the magnetosheath
temperature is large, then the incident end reflected magnetoshea_
distril_dons in the MSBL will not be distinguished. Also, reflec-
tion is difficult to observe in the LI.,BL because the uansmitted
magnetosheath distribution dominates there.
for a magnetopanse crossing north of the reconnection site during
southward IM.F (adapted from Cow/ey et al. [1982] and Fuaelier et
al. [1991]). These cutsare along the magnetic field in the ExB
frame of the plasma. The separation between the incident and
reflected distributions is twice the locad Alfven velocity (2VA).
The velocity changes upon reflection and transmission are related
to the energy gain individual ions experience in their interaction
with the rotational discontinuity and are discussed in detail else-
where [e.g., Sonnerup et al., 1981; Cowley, 1982; Pa.rchm_,m et
al., 1989]. For a crossing south of the reconnection site, the re-
flected and transmitted distributions are mirror imaged about zero
parallel velocity. Time of flight effects (discussed later) become
important as the observation point moves away from the magne-
topause. Therefore, it is assumed that the distributions in Figure 2
are measured in the respective bounditry isyen very near the mag-
netopause current layer so that the cutoff velocity is at the dI-rT
velocity [Smithand Rodgers, 1991]. Aiso,.additionalassumptions
needed m produce Figure 2 ere that the velocities of the inflowing
plasma p=rallel to the magnetic field in the frame at rest with the
magnetopause are small on both sides of the magnetopause and
that the incident solar wind H* disu'ibution dominates the plasma
density in the MSBL and LI.,BL. These assumptions are valid for
the subsolar region [e.g., F_elier et al., 1993; Phan et al., 1994]
and result in the special case where the dl-rr velocity (VdH2' in
Figure 2) bisects the incident and reflected ion distributions and
the transmitted and reflected distributions have the same velocity
(the local Alfven velocity) in this frame.
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The purpose of this paper is to present and interpret observa-
tions of the kinetic aspects of quasi-steKly reconnection at the
magnetopaus¢. (Time dependent reconnection and fluid aspects
of reconnection ,are discussed separately in other papers in this
volume.) The kinetic sspects discussed here are ion reflection
and transmission at the magnetopause and time of flight effects,
with an emphasis on reflection, Interpretation of these aspects
will include (I) reflection and transmission as evidence for recon-
nection (2) the relative importance of heating and other stochastic
effects compared to kinematic processes (3) the determination of
the dHT frame (4) the relationship between incident and reflected
ion distributions (5) Hme of flight effects on the distributions and
(6) the difference between ion reflection at the bow shock and at
the magnetopause.
OBSERVATIONS
Ion reflection and transmission
Figure 2 shows two features of the magnetopause region that
make it difficult to distinguish incident, reflected, and transmitted
ion distributions. First. if the component of the dHT velocity par-
allel to the magnetic field is small compared to the thermal speed
of the incident solar wind distribution, then it is difficult to distin-
guish the incident and reflected magnetosheath components in the
MSBL (Figure 2a). In the subsolar region, the several hundred
km/s thermal speeds of the incident H° and He 2÷ distributions
usually limit the observation of reflected ions to cases where the
dHT velocity is also a few hundred km/s. For lower dI-FF ve-
locities, the incident and reflected distributions merge and can be
misinterpreted as parallel heating in the MSBL.
A second feature that causes difficulties is that the transmitted
magnetosheath H+ population dominates the LLBL. Typical H÷
densities are 10 to 100 times larger than magnetospheric ion den-
sities in the LLBL [Fuselier et al., 1993]. This dominance and
also heating of the reflected disU'ibution (discussed below), make
it very difficult to observe ion reflection in the I.I.RL witlwut ion
composition instruments that resolve individual ion species,
Despite these difficulties, magnetosheath ion reflection in the
MSBL has been observed at low latitudes [Sonmrgo et el., 1981;
Gosling et al., 1990c; F_elier et al., 1991] and at high latitudes
[Gosling et al., 1991]. Magnetospherie ion reflection in the LLBL
has also been observed for the cold low energy component [Fuae.
lier et al., 1991] and the high energy ring current component
[Scholer and lpavich, 1983].
An example of ion reflection and mmsmlssion in the MSBL
is shown in Figure 3. This event from the ISEE-1 data was the
first reported evidence of solar wind proton reflection and low
energy megnetospheric ion transmission in the MSBL [Sonnergp
et al., 1981]. For this crossing in the subsolar region (1140 lo-
cal time and +260 GSM latitude), the stress balance test indi-
cated that the magnetopause was approximately consistent with
a one-dimensional rotational discontinuity although the predicted
velocity change across the magnetopause was somewhat higher
than the observed one [Sonnerup et ai., 1981]. Figure 3 shows
solar wind H_ ÷ and magneto_hefic He + distributions measured
by the plasma composition experiment on ISEE-I. The BsGSB
component of the magnetic field (from the ISEE-I magnetometer)
is shown in the lower left hand comer. The spw.ecr_ was in
the magnetosphere/LLBL at 0040 UT and in the magnetosheath
at 0100 LIT. Magnetic field rotations at 00_, 0046, and 0051 LIT
are magnetopanse crossings. Short bars indicate where the He 2.
and He* distributions were measured. The upper panels show con-
tours of constant phase space density (two contours per decade of
phase space) in 2-dimensional velocity spsee. The measurement
plane is nearly centered on the ecliptic with V= toward the sun
and V v toward dusk. The magnetic field direction is shown by
the arrow and is approximately in the insmtment field of view
(i.e., within 190 of the ecliptic plane).
The distribution in the left hand panel in Figure 3 was measured
in the magnetosheath well after the final outbound magnetopause
crossing. It is a typical an/sotropic magnet_heath He 2° distri-
bution with veiny low bulk flow velocity both toward the mag-
netopause (in the -V, direction) and perpendicular to the mag-
netopause (in the -I-V_ direction). The two distributions in the
middle panel were measured in the MSBL near the the magne-
topause current layer. The distribution near zero velocity is the
incident magnetoshesth distribution and the one displaced along
the magnetic field is the reflected magnetosheath distribution. The
cut parallel to the magnetic field below this panel shows that the
incident and reflected distributions are separated by twice the local
Alfven speed (2VA) in the layer, as predicted in Figure 2. The
reflected distribution contains approximately 6% of the total He 2"
density and is heated (note the wider spsced contours of the re-
flected dism'bution when compared to the incidentmagnetosheath
distribution). Comparing the incident magnetosheath distributions
in the left and middle panels, there is little evidence of heating of
this distribution in the MSBL
The He + diswibution in the right hand panel of Figure 3 was
also measured in the MSBL ne_ the magnetopause. This is the
transmitted cold magnetospheric He + disuibution (Figure 2a) (first
noted by Sonnerup et al. [1981] for this event). The magneto-
spheric distribution was originally near zero drift velocity in the
LLBL but. upon crossing the magnetopause, gained significant
energy so that it had a bulk flow velocity along the magnetic field
that was somewhat smaller thin, but comparable to that of the
reflected He 2° distribution in the middle paneL
An example of ion reflection and transmission in the LLBL
is shown in Figure 4. The event in Figure 4 is from the
AMFFE/Charge Composition Explorer data and has not been re-
ported previously. Low energy magnetospheric He* and magne-
tosheath He z+mea._red by the hot plasma composition experiment
(HPCE) on the CCE spacecraft are shown in a format similar to
that in Figure 3. The B, component of the magnetic field in
the lower left hand panel (from the CCE magnetometer experi-
ment) shows that the spsJ:ecraft was in the magnetoshe.ath at 0015
liT (Bs<0) and in the magnetosphere at0030 LIT (Bs >0). The
single magnetopause crossing for this event (also in the subsolar
region) was at 0020 liT. Short bm show where the He" and He _"
distributions were meuumd. Thz top panels show contours of
constantphase spice density _ to those in Figure 3. The
measurament plane of thz AMPTE instrurnsm was tilted nearly
900 fi-om that of the ISEE-I insuument in Figure 3. Thus, the
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Fig. 3. An example of ion reflection and transmission in the MSBL. The upper panels show contours of constant
phase space density in two-dimendonal velocity space and the lower panels show B= and parallel cuts through two
distributions. D/stribution functions in the upper panels were measured in the MSBL and magnetosheath, where
B= <0. The He 2° distribution near V=0 (first two panels) is the incident magnetosheath He 2÷ distribution. The second
distribution in the middle panel at 2VA along the magnetic field is the reflected magnetosheath disu'ibution. Concurrent
with this reflected distnl>ution is the transmitted He* distribution (third panel).
distributions in Figure 4 =re in • plane approximately tangent to
the subsolar rang•atop•use viewed fi_>m the sun with the V= di-
rection approximately perpendicular to the ecliptic plane and the
V U direction approximately in the ecliptic plane toward dusk.
The dism'bution in the left hand panel was measured in the
magnetosphere well •w•y from the LLBL. It is • low energy,
highly anisotropic He" distribution often found in the outer mall-
netosphere [e.g., Fuselier et al., 1991] sad it is convecting very
slowly toward the magnetopanse (,-,I0 km/s in the V= direction).
The He* diswibutions in the middle panel were measured in the
LLBL very near the magnetopause currant layer. The same inci-
dent magnetospheric distribution in the left hand panel has picked
up a substantial perpendicular flow velocity in the VIf direction
in the LLBL. The magnetic field direction in the middle panel
is drawn through the perpendicular component of the transmit-
ted magnetosheath He a° distribution (m_l the H* dis_bution (not
shown) since the transmitted ion distributions all have the same
perpendicular velocity). It is apparent that the incident He* distri-
bution picked up the E x B drift of the transmitted magnetosheath
plasma in the LI.,BL. In addition to the incident He* distribution
in the LLBL, the middle panel shows • second, hotter distribu-
tion in the antip-,rallel direction at approximately twice the local
Alfven velocity in the layer. This is the reflected He* distribution
predicted in Figure 2. The direction of the reflected distribution
in Figure 4 is opposite to the one in Figure 2 because the mag-
netopause was crossed south and not north of the reconnection
line. The reflected distribution is hotter than the incident one and
contains almost 36% of the total He + density in the IJ..BL.
The LL,BL He 2* and He* distributions (right hand and middle
panels, respectively) were measured simultaneously. In addition
to the transmitted magnetosheath He 2+ distribution at -260 km/s
antiparallel to the magnetic field (opec circle), there is some low
energy magnetospheric He 2. at near zero parallel velocity that,
like its He* counterpart, sequired the ExB drift of the transmitted
maguetosheath population. The Iransmitxed magnetosheath He 2.
was initially at near zero drift velocity in the magnetosbeath but,
upon crossing the magnetopause, gained significant energy.
The dHT velocity in Figure 4 bisects the incident and reflected
He* distributions in the LL.BL so that they are at nearly -t-V A
along the magnedc field (see Figure 2). In this frame for this
case, the Jransmined magnetosheath distribution should be flowing
antiparallel to the magnetic field at V A, the local Alfven velocity.
The right l_and panel of Figure 4 shows that the He 2. bulk velocity
is somewhat less than V A in the dHT frame. This is also true
for the transmitted H* distribution (not shown) because it has
approximately the same velocity as the transmitted He 2.,
Table I contains density and temperature ratios of reflected ion
distributions reported to date. The 1984 events are from a study
of magnetopanse crossings from the AMPTE/CCE dam [Fnselier
et al., 1993]. The reflected to tom] density ratio (nr/ntoe) and the
reflected to incident perpendicular temperature ratio (Tr±/F,±)
were determined from moments of the incident and reflected dis-
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Fig. 4. An example of ion reflection and transmission in the LI.,BL. The format is similar to Figure 3. The incident cold
(few eV) magnetospheric distribution (left hand panel) picks up the E x B drift speed of the transmitted magnetosheath
He 2÷ in the LI.,BL (middle panel). The second distribution in the middle panel at about 2V A along the magnetic field
is the reflected He* distribution. The transmitted He 2÷ distribution is shown in the right hand panel.
tributions in the MSBL and LLBL Transmission and reflection at
the magnetopanse was discussed in detail by Fuselier et aL [1991]
for one of these even= (18 October 1984). The 1978 even= are
from the ISEE-I and -2 data sets. The He a° observations from the
8 September 1978 event are in Figure 2 aad the I-I" density and
temperature ratios for this event were determined from (unpub-
lished) distribution functions from the Los Alamos/Garchin 8 Fast
Plasma Experiment (M. F. Thomsen, personal communication).
Other density and temperature ratios w&e determined by fitting
two temperature Maxwellian functions to published incidant and
reflected distributions.
Considering individual species, Table I shows that ions reflect
off the magnetop&use in large numbers with reflection coefficien=
averaging about 30_. Reflected distributions me also about • fac-
tor of three honer than the incident distributions, indicating beat-
ing either in the reflection process o_ after the dislributions have
reflected (through wave-particle interactions). Although common
data for several species _e spm'_, an intercomparison of columns
in Table I and their average= shows that reflection coefflclen= do
not vary significantly with species nor are they very different from
one side of the magnetopause to the other. All ion species on both
sides of the magnetopause appear to respond similarly to the mall-
netopause current layer.
Time of Flight Effects
As discussed above, time of flight effects have been ignored in
the predictions in Figure 7. These effects can be safely ignored
so long as observations (such u those in Figures 3 and 4) are
made sufficiently close to the magnetopause current layer. 'l_me
of flight effectsIre the direct result of the finite extent of the
reconnection region and ire discussed in detail by Gosling etal.
[1990a]. For example, when the reconnection, site is below an
observing spacecraft, ions enter the LLBL all along the magne-
topause from ne= the observation point to the magnetic field X
fine. Plasma convection toward the magnetopause in the LLBL
creates a low speed cutoff parallel to the magnetic field in the
transmitted istribution because (I)the lower theparallel velocity
of the ion, the further south from the observation point the ion
crossed the magnetopause and (2) ions cannot oome from further
away than the magnetic fieldX Hne.
For observationpointsnear the magnetopanse and forreason-
ablyhighdHT velocities,thelow speedcutoffduetotimeof flight
effectsisbelow thedHT velocityand thereforedoes not affecthe
observed distributions.However, as the observationpointmoves
closerto theboundary between theLI.,BLand the magnetosphere,
the low speed cutoffvelocityincrea._sand can become consider-
ably higher than the dHT velocity. In fact, at the separatrix ($2
in Figure 1), the low speed cutoff is at infinite velocity.
Time of flight effects are best seen near this e_rthward edge
of the LLBL by comparing ion and electron distributions in the
layer. The extremely high cutoff velocities ne& the earthward
edge of the LLBL and the factthat_ansmittedmagnetosheath
eleclaom have much highervelocitiesthantransmittedionsleads
to a layer within theLLBL that contains magnetosheath electrons
and no magnetosheath ions. This layer is between I2 and E2 in
Figure I. An excdlent example of _ layer is described in detail
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TABLE 1. Demity end Perpendicular Temperature Ratios of Reflected Ions at the Magnetopanse
Magnetosheath H+ Reflection Magnetosheath He b Reflection Megnetospheric He" Reflection
Date MP Time nr/n,ot% Tr.I./T, j. r_/n,ot % Tr j./T,± nr/ntot% Tr±fr.±
Ii Jun 78 22A71 30 5.8
12 Aug 78 18352 4 3.1
S Sep 78 00433 9 2.6 6 1.9
7 Oct 84 0020 16 2.5 23 2.6 36 6.2
18 Oct 84 13024 37 1.2 50 6.2 30 1.7
18 Oct 84 1648 56 1.9 55 2.8 -
19 Oct 84 0810 15 2.8 17 2.6 -
Average 27-1-18 2.8-1-1.6 30-_21 3.2-4-1.7 ,,,33 ,,-3.9
_C,oslmg et el. [1991].
2C_sling et el. [1990] "FIE".
3Sonnerup et at. [1981] estimated 20% reflected H+ in the MSBL. Scholer and Ipavich [1983] estimated 10-50% reflected ring
current H+ in the L,LBL.
'Fuseller et el. [1991].
by Gosling et ai. [1990a]. There should also be a similar layer
of trartsmittedmagnetospheric electronsand no transmitted ions
in the MSBL (between I1 and El in Figure 1).
DISCUS,_ON
Observations presented in Figures 3 and 4 and in Table I show
that reflection (and tranunission) of ions occurs at the Em',h's
magnetopause. These observafiorts ere strong evidence in sep-
port of the kinetic picture of reconnectlon at the magnetopanse
wheTe individual ions either preserve their pitch angle or change
il through adiabatic motion in the interaction with the open bound-
my. Although these observations provide strong evidence for re-
connection, they would be dimcuit to use in a statistical survey
of reconnection at the malpqetopmme. The observations ere lim-
ited to fairly high dHT driftspeeds in the MSBL and require
mass resolving detecton (as well as reasonably high dHT d_
speeds)in the LI.,BL.At lower speeds (nearthe thermal Iq_eed of
the incident distributions), it is all, cult to diatinguish incident and
reflected distributions.
It is also difficult to distinguish these dism'budons because of
heatingof thereflecmd distribution. Table 1 show# that this heat-
ing can be substantial, at leut in the perpendicular direction. Par-
allel heating is more difficult to quantify but does ocoxr (compre
the incident and reflected He + dism-outions in Figure 4). Heating
may be the result of scat_rln 8 of the ions in the current layer (m
that near-adiabaticmotion is violated) or the resultof pitchangle
scattering of the reflected disu'ibution by waves.
Although the heating is substantial, it does not dominate the
kinematic motion of the ions in the large-scale electric and mag-
netic fields. This kinematic motion is determined by the change in
the ion velocity in the dHT frame. Reflected and transmitted ion
distributionsprovide It relatively easy way to determine the dHT
frame [Fuselier et al.,1991]. In the events presented here near
the subsolar magnetopause, the dHT frame velocity is simply the
velocity that bisects the incident and reflected distributions in the
MSBL (Figure 3) and in the LLBL (Figure 4). In thisframe, the
incident and reflected distributions are at -t-VA, the local Alfven
velocity in the layer, consistent with predictions of ion interaction
with a time stationary, one-dimensionel rotational discontinuity.
While predictions for the incident and reflected distributions a_e
nearly in agreement with observations, predicted and observed ve-
locities for the transmitted ion dism'butions show less agreement.
Oftm, the transmitted distr/bufions on both sides of the magne-
topause (Figures 3 and 4) fe observed m have velocities less
than the pred/cted V_t in the dHT frame. Since the transmitted
protons dominate the LLBL [Fuselier e: aL, 1993], lower veloc-
ities of the transmitted magnetosheath distributionwilluranslate
intobulk (or fluid)velocitiesacross the magnetopause thataze
lower thanthosepredictedby stressbalance acrossa timestation-
my, one-dimensionalrotationaldiscontinuity.The observed bulk
flowvelocitiesin theLLBL do averagelowerthanthosepredicted
florastressbalance [e.g.,Paschmann eteL, 1986].Thus, thefluid
treatment(thatpredictsthe velocitythrough stressbalance)and
thekinetictreatment(thatpredictsthetransmittedand reflectedve-
locitiesthrough singleparticlemotion) both resultin higherthan
observed velocitiesfor the transmittedionsatthe magnetopanse.
The differences between the observed and predicted velocities are
typically not large (,,,25%) [e.g., Paschmann et al., 1986] and
such relatively close agreement is really extraordinary.
These differences may indicate that the magnetopanse is not a
simple one dimensional discontinuity [e.g., Fuselier et el., 1993].
This suggestion is supported by the fact that the separation be-
tween the incident and reflected distributions is both observed
and predicted to be 2VA (see Figures 3 and 4) because reflection
takes place .long essentiatly the same field llne as the incident
distribution. Transmitted ion distributions in Figures 3 and 4 are
probably not simply connected along a single field line from their
origin on one side of the magnetopause to their observation point
on the other side.
Time of flight effects in the I..LBL also support this suggestion.
The finite travel time between the observation point in the LLBL
and the entry point where a particle crosses the magnetopause

is best exemplified in the separate ion and electron layers in the
LLBL illustrated schematically in Figure I (see Goslla R et aL
[1990a]). The much higher speeds of the electrons entering the
LLBL allow them to be observed closer to the separa_ix between
magnetospheric and reconnected field lines. These time of flight
effects are not accounted for in the predictions in Figure 2.
Although ion reflection and transmission at the magnetopause
and time of flight effects have been observed and several aspects
appear to be reasonably well understood, there are other important
features of these kinetic processes that are not understood and are
open to further research. One feature that is not understood iJ
the amount of reflected ions at the magnetopause. As pointed out
in the introduction, the predictions for magnetopause reflection
deal with the ion motion upon reflection and do not predict a
reflection coefficient. A larger sample of ion reflection and a
better understanding of the reflection process itself may allow such
a prediction. Along this same llne, part of the original motivation
for suggesting that ion reflection may occur at the magnetopanse
was the success in applying this process to the bow shock. It
is interesting to compare the results of ion reflection at the two
boundaries because, although the physical proc_s is the same,
the results are ves0y different. The bow shock reflection process
[Sonn_viq_, 1969] produces W ion beams almost uniformly at
about 1% of the incident soler wind H* density and these beams
contain almost no solar wind Hea÷ [e.g., Fgselier and Thomsen,
1992]. In contrast, reflection at the magnetopause produces beams
that average -,-30% of the total density and all ion species reflect
with nearly equal probability (Table I). An adequate explanation
of these differences may include considezaflon of the very different
Mech numbers (very high for the bow shock and very low for
the magnetopause) end differences between ion in, action with a
supercritical shock and a rotational discontinuity. Finally, some
other areas open for research include reflected ions as a source of
free energy for waves in the boundary layers and the change in
the dl-rr velocity, the Alf'ven velocity, and the low speed cutoff
velocity (due to rime of flight effects) from the magrmtopause to
the edge of the boundary layer.
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Abstract. The microstructure of pristine magnetopause crossings has been analyzed by using
high-resolution particle and field data obtained by the Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer
Explorers (AMPTE) Charge Composition Explorer (CCE) and ISEE 2 spacecraft. These crossings
are pristine in the sense that they exhibit no adjoining magnetospheric boundary layer or, at
most, a low-density plateau. The CCE crossings include the low-latitude neat-noon region not
typically sampled by ISEE 2, which covers all other local time sectors in a complementary way.
Magnetopause crossings without a boundary layer are found to occur to all local times, and such
crossings constitute about 10% of all magnetopause crossings. Total pressure balance across
the magnetopause is observed to within experimental errors; however, electron data, full-energy
composition measurements, and occasionally field stress are needed to fully evaluate pressure
balance. The microstructure of the magnetopause current layer is also found to depend on local
time. Crossings within about 1 hour local time of the noon meridian often exhibit very sharp
density gradients on scale lengths down to a few plasma skin depths. These gradients are reduced
for crossings farther from local noon such that, for cases near the dawn-dusk meridian, the scale
length for density gradients and the magnetopause current are roughly comparable. Magnetopause
crossings without a boundary layer impose severe constraints on various theories of boundary
layer formation. Pristine magnetopause crossings may be direct cuts through the diffusion region
for reconnection. With this interpretation our results are in qualitative agreement with recent
simulations of the diffusion region and associated turbulence by Drake et aL [1994], who propose
the current convective instability as the dominant process for current transport at the magnetopause.
Introduction
Since the discovery of the low-latitude boundary layer by East-
man el aL [1976], much work has focused on the structure and
characteristics of that region [e.g., Lurid/n, 1988; Cowley, 1995].
However, very few magnetopause crossings have been published
that do not exhibit the signatures of a boundary layer, and data
sets used prior to the late 1970s did not have temporal resolution
adequate to clearly separate these two classes of magnetopanse
crossings, i.e., crossings with versus crossings without an adjoin-
ing boundary layer.
The magnetopause is the outermost boundary of the magneto-
sphere within which charged particle motion is dominated by the
geomagnetic field. In general, the magnetopause is marked by
a current layer and is usually identified as the innermost major
rotation of the magnetic field from local magnetosheath to mag-
netospheric orientation. However, this operational definition can
fail to be sufficiently unambiguous for cases where the magne-
tosheath and magnetospheric orientations are locally very similar
or where rapid, multiple crossings or superimposed flux transfer
events (FTEs) may preclude a unique magnetopause identification
[Fuselier et aL, 1995]. In the presem study, only unambiguous
magnetopause crossings ate used to avoid these problems.
The current layer is well defined in our pristine
crossings because we avoid similar field orientations acmaa the
boundary and there is either no adjoining magnetosphenc _-
ary layer or, at most, a low-density plateau. Out aaalyszs ts based
on a study of 235 magnetopause crossings sampled by the ISEE
2 spacecraft from October 1977 through December 19711 md I_
magnetopause crossings sampled by the Active MalPaea_a4_.nc
Particle Tracer Explorers (AMPTE) Charge Compo_tma
(CCE) from September 1984 through December 1988. From these
data sets, 26 pristine magnetopause crossings for ISE£ -"and 10
such crossings for CCE were identified (see Table I).
Using high-time resolutionplasma and field da_ our malys,s
providesnew informationon magnetopause nucroutucume As
documented in the analysis of CCE data by Eastma_ et aL[ I<_,t].
this microstructure includes particle gradients and u_m _ld
variat/ons that are sometimes very sharp and oa wat_ teat,_s
much shorter than ion gyroradii, whereas the ovtn_l current
layer is one or more ion gyroradii in thickness. In the pmtent
study we examine basic characteristics of magnetopame _IP
without a boundary layer, including pressure balam_, kx.al _me
distributions, and bow magnetopause microst_ extatsu z
local time variation.
Copyright 1996 by the American Geophysical Union. Spacecraft and Data Sets
hper number 95JA02757.
0148-07.27/96195JA-02757505.00
The AMPTE/CCE spacecraft operated from launch _n _utnzst
16, 198,4 until early.1989. It was in a near-equatorial or_f .,_th
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Table 1. AMP'TE/CCE Magnetopause Crossings
Day Latitude
Date of UT n'RE ) MLT /.JRt
Year (degrees_
Oct. 6, 280 0148 7.7 -102 1121984
Oct. 19. 293 0636 8.8 -11.5 11.9 1.6
1984
Nov. 13, 318 1613 8.8 7.6 10.0 2.2
1984
Nov. 14. 319 2355 8.8 -I1.1 IOI
1984
Nov. 15, 320 1900 7.8 3.7 11.2
1984
Nov. 30, 335 0524 6.3 -15.4 11.5 3.4
1984
Dec. 26, 361 0303 8.8 -13.6 8.1 1.5
1984
Feb. 8, 039 2250 5.2 6.5 12.9
1986
Feb.14, 045 1530 8.6 13.3 10.8
1986
April 14,
1987 104 1334 8.8 3.4 12.6 1.4
L/Rs is the rnagnetopause thickness in units of ion gyradii.
an apogee of 8.8 RE and a 15.6 hour period. During disturbed
interplanetary and geomagnetic conditions (Kp > 5) the space-
craft sometimes traversed the frontside magnetopause region, al-
though always at low latitude (<15°). The spin axis of CCE
points roughly sunward and its spin period is about 6 s. A full
complement of particle and fields instrumentation was flown as
documented by Bryant et al. [1985]. The AMFTE/CCE obser-
vations presented in this paper were obtained primarily by the
hot plasma composition experiment (_) [Shelley et aL, 19851
and the magnetic field experiment (MAG) [Potemra et aL, 1985].
With this plasma instrument, two-dimensional measurements of
electron velocity distributions are made from 50 eV to 25 keV
and, for ion distributions, from near spacecraft potential to 17
keWe. If the electron angular distributions are assumed to be
quasi-isotropic, nominal electron densities can be obtained every
155 ms, Such high time resolution data ant used in this paper, lim-
ited primarily by easily recognized spin modulation as well as by
a 50--¢V Iower..cnergy cutoff. However, we regard these nominal
electron densities to be a proper proxy of total density variations
present near the magnctopause, and it is that variation which is
of most importance for this paper. Simultaneous MAG measure-
ments are provided every 115 ms, and these together with the
high time resolution electron data, provide a closely matched set
of plasma and field data for high time resolution studies. The ab-
solute timing accuracy between HPCE and MAG is less than about
0.1 s. Higher-energy particle measurements supporting this study
were obtained with the charge-energy-mass (CHEM) spectrometer
[Gloeckler et al., 19851 and the medium-energy particle analyzer
(MEPA) [McEntire et aL, 19851. The plasma wave experiment
(PWE), documented by Scarf [1985], shows some evidence for a
weak enhancement in 100--Hz electric wave noise for our mag-
netopause crossings. However, instrument noise background is
the dominant signature at all channels measured by PWE's short
antenna. This background appears to depend on the ambient elec.
tron flux (R. J. Strangeway, personal communication, 1995).
The ISEE 1 and 2 spacecraft operated from launch on October
22, 1977, until reentry on September 26, 1987. They flew together
with controlled separation distances in a highly eccentric orbit
with an apogee of 22.5 RE and approximately 29* inclination.
Plasma and field observations used for this paper were obtained
by the fast plasma experiment (FPE) [Bame et al., 19781 and the
fluxgate magnetometers [Russell et aL, 1978]. With the plasma
instrument, two-dimensional measurements of ion and electron
velocity distributions are made at 16 energies at each of 16
azimuths, integrated over _55" of elevation angle relative to the
ecliptic, in one satellite rotation of 3 s. The measurement cycle
is repeated every spin in high data rate and every fourth spin in
low data rate. The fluxgate magnetometers provide a field vector
every 250 ms when in low data rate and 63 ms in high data rate;
crossings plotted in this paper are all high data rate.
AMPTE/CCE and ISEE 2 magnetopause crossings used in
our study are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, including
crossing times and locations. For the CCE data set, all orbits
were examined from launch in August I984 through the end of
mission in early 1989. However, for ISEE 2, only magnetopause
crossings during the first 15 months of operation were evaluated
from launch in October 1977 through December 1978. The CCE
spacecraft has a low inclination orbit, which results in crossing
latitudes that are all less than 15". However, local time coverage
by CCE is very limited for such crossings, and most occur near
local noon under conditions of high dynamic pressure because that
is where crossings within its 8.8--R_ apogee are most likely. In
contrast, the high-inclination, high apogee orbit of ISEE 2 resulted
in magnetopause crossings ranging from 8" to 23" latitude for
our study, under a wide range of solar wind dynamic pressures.
Fortunately, ISEE 2 coverage is excellent at all local times,
although crossings close to local noon ate typically more than 15"
from the magnetic equator. Overall the combined CCE and ISEE
2 crossing sets provide excellent coverage of the magnetopause at
relatively low latitudes from local noon to beyond the dawn-dusk
meridian. The magnetic field data are all analyzed by a standard
minimum variance analysis method developed by Sonnerup and
Cahill [1967] and Siscoe et al. [19681.
Pristine Magnetopause Crossings
A classic example of a pristine magnetopanse crossing is
presented in Figure 1 (see 039186 case in upper left panel). This
CCE magnetopause crossing near the subsolar point shows a
very clean field rotation in the maximum field component Bt,
whereas the normal field component B, remains constant near
zero. However, Ba is not sufficiently steady to specify the type
of MHD discontinuity encountered using this component. Further,
the intermediate field component Bm exhibits a bimodal pattern,
which indicates the presence of a filamentary current structure
within the magnetopause. The magnetopause current layer is
identified by the field rotation interval from 82,215 s to 82,222.5
s within which the electron density remains at magnetosheath
levels. Plotted electron "densities" are only for electrons above
50 eV and are not spin averaged; nevertheless, spin modulation
at the 6--s spin period is not noticeable, indicating a relatively
isotropic distribution. At the inner edge of the magnetopause
the density drops more than 3 orders of magnitude in less than
0.8 s to magnetospheric levels based on data samples taken
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eyery t55 ms. Farther earthward there is no evidence for any
magnetosheath-like plasma indicating the presence of a boundary
layer. Eastman et aL [1994] estimate the magnetopause thickness
for such crossings, defined by the magnetic field rotation, to be
about 1-4 ion gyroradii based on using bound,ry sensing with
the finite gyroradii of energetic ions. Therefore, the steep density
gradient has a scale length tess than t ion gyroradius.
For all pristine magnetopause crossings observed in the sub-
solar regton we find that the overall magnetopause remains well
defined by the shear in magnetic field but that the primary density
drop from magnetosheath to magnetospheric levels occurs on the
earthward side of the current layer over a scale length that is often
less than 20% of the current layer width.
Comparing high-resolution density and magnetic field profiles
for various magnetopause crossings reveals important fine struc-
ture. Sharp gradients in density extending over 2-4 orders of
magnitude within sample times of less than 1-2 s are occasion-
ally observed. For the two crossings presented on the fight side
of Figure I the primary density gradient occurs within about 10%
of the current layer interval (0.7 s out of a 7.0--s magnetopause
interval for 104/87 and 1.2 s out of a 10-s magnetopause inter-
val for 320/84.). The large density change observed for the day
039/86 crossing discussed above occurred within less than 15% of
the current layer width. Independent analysis of MEPA data for
35- to 50--keV ions, taking advantage of their finite gyroradii and
magnetopause absorption [Fritz and Fahnenstiel, 1982], indicates
that the current layer for the 104/87 crossing is approximately 1.4
ion gyroradii thick. Boundary speed relative to the spacecraft is
obtained by dividing sounding distance by the time taken to arrive
at the remotely sensed boundary. The primary density gradient
scale length for this crossing is found to be one tenth the current
layer width, or 0.14 ion gyroradii (0.14 times 40 km gyroradius
= 5.6 kin), which is only a few times the electron plasma skin
depth (].7 km at n = 10 cm'3). The density gradient scale length
is evaluated here as simply the distance covered by the gradi-
ent and not an e-folding scale. For the 335/84 case in the lower
left panel of Figure 1 the density drops 3 orders of magnitude in
0.2 s within a brief 2.4-s magnetopause crossing. Oscillations in
the magnetosheath "density" for this crossing are due to the fact
that these samples are not spin averaged and the electrons are
not isotropic. Earthward of the magnetopause a brief low.density
plateau is observed for 5 s. Such brief plateaus were observed
in seven of the 10 CCE magnetopause cases examined and were
all highly variable in density. Especially for crossings near local
noon we find that magnetopause crossings often exhibit gradients
and fine structure on scale lengths much smaller than the scale
length of the current layer.
The energetic panicle sounding method was applied to the
five AMPTE/CCE magnetopause crossings for which all required
data were available. The inferred magnetopause thickness in
units of plasma ion gyroradii ranged from 1.4 to 3.4. The CCE
crossings analyzed in this paper are all cases of high plasma hem
in the nearby magnetosheath with beta values ranging from 2 to
40. In a recent survey using ISEE data, /2 and Russell [1994.]
found that magnetopause thickness is smaller for such high-beta
conditions. They report magnetopause thicknesses of 2-4 ion
gyroradii, essentially the same result as presented here. We found
no clear dependence of current layer characteristic with beta for
the 10 CCE cases.
For the CCE magnetopause crossings a clear enhancement of
tow-frequency magnetic fluctuations was observed by the mag-
netic field experiment (MAG) from about 0.3 to 1.5 Hz lB. ].
Table 2. ISEE 2 Magnetopause Crossings
Day of Latttude MLT
Date Year UT r +R) (degrees}
Nov 15. 319 0614 12 23 104
1977 0627
Dec. 9, 1977 343 0503 I1 22 9 l
Dec. 1I. 345 1435 I 1 22 89
1977
Dec. 13, 347 2134 13 22 85
1977 2151
Dec. _. 359 2232 I I 21 80
[977
Dec. 30, 364 1322 14 22 7 2
1977
]an. 4. 1978 004 1312 9 18 79
Feb.15. 046 0834 21 22
1978
May 31. 151 0630 20 21 19 3
1978
June I0. 161 1358 21 18 197
1978
June 30, 181 0037 18 15 19 0
1978
June 30, 181 1927 L0 23 15 9
1978
Aug. 8. 1978 220 0243 13 23 14 0
Aug. 14, 226 1542 14 L0 167
1978
Aug. 19, 231 1038 14 I0 t67
1978
Aug. 21, 233 2109 12 8 16 4
1978
Aug. 24, 236 0633,0635 12 8 163
1978 0639,0641
Aug. 31. 243 I017 13, 8 157
1978
Sept. 3. 1978 246 0708 I1 23 t20
Nov. 15, 319 2108 12 4 108
1978
Dec. 17. 351 1302 13 22 5 3
1978
Anderson,.pnvatecommunication, 1995). The plasma v, ave in-
strument(PWE) observeda weak enhancement of 10(OHz elecmc
wave noisenear the magnetopause. Unfortunately.1Is>boll,.in-
terma gives a high background for observationconditionsnear
the magnetopause, and thisbackground tendsto mask any other.
naturallyoccurring,signals(R.J. Strangeway,personalcommu-
nication,1995).
Local Time Dependence
The local time distribution of ISEE 2 pristine magnetopause
crossings is shown in Figure 2. Only ISEE data are used for this
purpose because that spacecraft provides the most uniform hx:al
time coverage at nominal solar wind dynamic pressure ,alues.
Pristine magnetopause crossings are observed at all local nines
and constitute between 3% and 23% of total crossings obser',ed
within different local time sectors. In support of these [SEE re-
suits, pristine magnetopause crossings are observed by CCE at
all local times at which the spacecraft crossed the magnempause.
from 8 to 13 hours MLT. For the ISEE 2 results, occurrence ra-
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Figure 1. These pristine magnetopaus¢ crossings demonstrate the difference in current and dcnsiw gradient scale
Iengzhs observed near local noon by the AMFrE/CCE spacecraft. Electron "density" values are integrated above 50
eV and are not spin averaged; spin modulation reflecting CCE's 6--s spin period is present in the bottom two panels
Bt. B,., and B. are the maximum, intermediate, and minimum variance components, respectively, of magnetic field
derived from a minimum variance analysis across the maB_etopause. (Density scale in particles per cubic centimeter
on left side; magnetic field scale in "r (= lO'_g) on right side; each tic mark on the horizontal axes represcnu I s.)
tios peak near 9 and 17 hours MLT and have a minimum near
13 hours MLT. Statistics are best on the frontside from 8 to 18
houri MLT, and within this region the likelihood of pristine mag-
netopause crossings is lowest near noon or slightly post noon. On
average, over the fronzside magnetosphere, pristine magnetopause
crossings occur for 10% of all crossings. For 75% of pristine
magnetopause crossings when the average magnetosheath field is
well define& 60% are associated with -Bz in the nearby mag-
4O
i 30
"8 2O
ISEE 2 MAGNETOPAUSE CROSSINGS
NOV.1977 - Dec. 1978
DAWN SIDE
• 23% 14%
6
DUSK SIDE
m
10
LOCAL TIME (bourn)
/Crossing s
/without a
tx_unda_
s%/ _y.,
_////f/ I
14 18 22
Figure 2. Magnetopause crossings without a boundary layer are found at all local times covered by the ISEE 2
satellite, as shown here for magnetopause crossings sampled during its first 15 months of operation. Percentages
of pristine magnetopause crossings are shown along with their crossing numbers (shown crosshatched) for each
local time bin compared to total magnetopause crossings.
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_dsune
field is
J mag-
netosheath, whereas only 15% are associated with +B.. Some
of this difference may be due to a selection effect because mag-
netopause crossings are most distinct foe high field shear even
though such shear was not a criteria for selection. Most impor-
tam, pristine magnetopause crossings occur at all local times and
are not limited to the subsolar region.
We have compared magnetic field and density profiles for all of
the pristine magnetopause crossings listed in Tables 1 and 2 and
have found a systemaUc difference in magnetopause microstruc-
ture with local time. This local time dependence is illustrated
in Figure 3, which-shows log-scale densities and magnetic field
profiles in linear scale for eight sample magnetopause crossings
displayed sequentially in magnetic local time. These plots have
been scaled to a constant width for the magnetopause to aid in
companng profiles of density and magnetic field. The magne-
topause has been identified in each case (and marked with vertical
lines) on the basis of all three field components, although only the
maximum variance component is plotted here. A time interval of
10 s is shown below each plot for comparison.
As confirmed by inspection of Figure 3, the density gradient
scale length is often comparable to and rarely less than one half the
current-layer scale length for magnetopause crossings more than
1-2 hours local time away from noon. However, most crossings
within I hour local time of the subsolar point exhibit a density
gradient scale length less than 20% of the current layer scale
length. For the first three cases, all near local noon, the density
gradient scale length is much shorter than the magnetopause
interval, whereas these scale lengths are comparable for the last
three cases far from local noon. The CCE and ISEE cases in
between at 10.1 and 9.1 MLT are intermediate in this scale length
comparison.
Fine structure in the magnetic field profile is often present as
well. This is especially dramatic in the CCE magnetopause cross-
ing ofday 320/84 where several sharp gradients occur within the
overall current layer transition. In this case only, the intermedi-
ate variance component B,,, is used in Figure 3, because it shows
the overall current layer more clearly than the maximum vari-
ance component, B t. The day 343/'77 crossing of ISEE 2 has
high-speed plasma flow (not shown) near the inner portion of the
current layer. This location for the high-speed flow is the same
as that reported for accelerated plasma flows by Gosling et al.
[1986]. Such accelerated flows are often confined to the current
layer, consistent with recent hybrid simulations of a reconnection
layer along the flank magnetopause [On and Lee, 19941. The
other two high data rate ISEE 2 crossings do not have this high-
speed flow signature.
Pressure Balance and Ion Composition
We evaluated all plasma and field components of the total
pressure across the magnetopause for six AMPTE/CCE cross-
ings having a full set of plasma and field parameters including
electrons, energetic ions, and composition. "Hot" electrons are
defined as those summed by the electron instrument from 50 eV
to 25 keV, and "cold" electron densities are obtained by assuming
a quasi-neutral plasma and subtracting the hot electron densities
from observed ion densities. Nominal cold electron temperatures
of 10 eV and 30 eV were assumed for the magnetosheath and
magnetosphere, respectively. All particle data below 17 keV are
derived from the HPCE instrument; all data above 17 keV are
obtained from the CHEM instrument.
Previous estimates of total pressure near the magnetopause
have often failed to yield balance across the magnetopause, al-
though, during any arbitrary crossing one is not likely to observe
a brief interval of dynanuc imbalance [e.g. Paschmann et al.,
1986]. These estimates are usually based on only integrating
the magnetic field and low-energy hydrogen components, which
usually dominate total pressure. However, Table 3 shows that
electrons, He "z, and even field stress can be important in provid-
ing detailed balance. For plasma pressure nkT we assume that
the perpendicular pressure dominates. In most cases, energetic
ions (>17 keV) have very small pressure contributions except for
protons on the magnetospheric side in three cases.
We evaluated pressure balance immediately across the sharp
density discontinuity which occurs on the inner edge of the current
layer. On the magnetosheath side of this discontinuity and within
the current layer we found that finite pressure from field stress (the
magnetic curvature term B._TB from the momentum equation)
was important in four crossings. To access the contribution of
field stress, we start from a simplified form of the momentum
transfer tensor obtained by limiting the analysis "to perturbations
of scale length short compared to the lateral (i.e., parallel to
the discontinuity plane) extent of the observed tangential forms"
[Northrop and Birmingham, 1970]. Writing out B._YB explicitly
V(P+ B2/2_o) = 1--B.VB (I)
#o
and neglecting intermediate field terms 8.1 (which assumes the
plane of rotation in B, and Bi defined by our minimum variance
calculation is optimal), we obtain
B._TB __ B.V.Bt] + B_rFtB.h (2)
We now integrate equation (1) from the magnetospheric (SP) side
of the density discontinuity to the magnetosheath side (MS), not-
ing that B-_TB is negligible on the magnetospheric side. Further,
we use only the field stress component along the normal _i and
sum over a distance equal to the perturbation scale length so that
scale lengths cancel out in this approximation:
(P + B2/2_o)Ms - I---BtAB. = (P + B2/2#o)sp (3)
#o
Total pressure values first given in Table 3 are based only
on the standard P + B2 term. The pressure is systematically
higher on the rrmgnetosheath side by 34.% on average. Adding in
estimates for the field stress term reduces the magnetosheath-side
totals, and this corresponds to local release of stress. Stress-
corrected pressure estimates lead to pressure totals across the
density discontinuity that change by 24% on average.
Percentage contributions to total pressure are shown in Table
4 for both the rrmgnetosheath and magnetospheric side of the
magnetopause, based on an average over the six crossings used
for Table 3 and not including field stress terms discussed above.
About 5% of total magnetosheath pressure derives from hot and
cold electrons. Ion species other than hydrogen can contribute
an additional 11% on the magnetosheath side (primarily from
He "2) and 12% on the magnetospheric side (primarily from high-
energy W'). Pressure anisotropy is neglected in this analysis,
and this leads to systematically higher pressure estimates in the
magnetosheath by about 10% [Paschmann et al., 1986]. The
remaining difference of less than 15%, including field stress
corrections, is within experimental errors which, overall, are
roughly 25-30%. Except for the 250/84 magnetopause crossing,
all cases in Table 3 are inbound crossings which correspond to
outward magnetopause motion relative to the spacecraft. Th,,s the
observed higher pressure on the magnetosheath side is not likely
I
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related to inw_d dynamical acceleration of the magnetopause.
Combining all these factors, we find that electron dam, full-
energy composition measurements, and occasionally field stress
are needed in addition to proton and magnetic field magnitudes
to fully evaluate pressure balance at the magnetopause.
Summary and Conclusion
Magnetopause crossings without any substantial boundary
layer are found to occur at all local times, and such crossings
constitute about 10% of all magnetopause crossings sampled
by the CCE and ISEE 2 satellite. The overall magnetopause
remains well defined by the shear in magnetic field. When
the average magnetosheath field is well defined, 60% of such
pristine magnetopause crossings ate associated with -8: in the
nearby magnetosheath, whereas only 15% of such crossings are
associated with +Bz
Analysis of high-resolution density and magnetic field profiles
for various magnetopause crossings reveals important fine struc-
ture. The density gradient scale length is often comparable to and
rarely less than one half the current layer scale length for mag-
netopause cm.,sings more than [-2 hours total time away from
12.9 tILT _
11.2 MI.T CC_ 320/ll4
m
" o.1 IdI.T 181_ ;I 343/7T'm ii
b--t
L1 _T ,.,
B
I- I
10.1 liLT CC! 319RI4
u N.T . ace= _Tn-z
t----t
lO.O MLT 181EE2 1111/711
_ ( b---4
lOs
TIME (linear scale)
Figure 3. Local time dependence of magnetopause microstructure is illustrated by these eight CCE and ISEE
2 crossings a! locations near noon to the dawn-dusk meridian. The magnetopause width is adjusted to be _be
same on each plot for easy comparison of the basic density versus field structure (vertical scales are reiau_,e.
and a 10s baseline is given for each crossing).
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Table 3. Magnetopause Pressure Balance Calculations
_<5
Day of Year / Year
28011984 293/1984 31811984 319/1984 320/1984 33511984
B2/2tZo 0.4/7.2 0.4 / 4.6 1,0 / 3.2 0.6 / 5.4 4.0 / 5.7 15.9 / 37 0
nk7 (H +) 13.5 / 6.7 6.1 / 0.9 4.0 / 0.1 6.4 / 0.05 8.9 / 0.5 30.6 / 0.9
nkT (hot e') -. 1.6 / 0.3 0.9 / 0.02 0.4 / 0.05 0.4 / 0.1 0.2 / 0.01 0.6 / 0.01
nkT (cold e) 0.2/0.03 0.04/0 0.1/0 0.2/0 0.2/0.01 0.6 / 0.01
nkT (He+2) 1.3 / 0.2 1.1 / 0.01 0.6 / 0.01 !.0 / 0 1.2 / 0.04 1.2 / 0.01
nkT (He ÷) 0 / 0.05 0 / 0.01 0.02 / 0.02 0 / 0.01 0.01 / 0.04 0.02 / 0.01
nk7 (O÷) 0.03 / 0.1 0/0.09 0.01 / 0.03 0.01 / 0.05 0 / 0.1 0.01 / 0.09
H+ (>17 ImV) 0 / 0.06 0.4 / 1.3 0.01 / 0.1 0.01 / 0.2 0.04 / 1.5 0.6 / 3.9
O* (>17 keV) 0.01 / 0 0.05 / 0.2 0 / 0 0 / 0.01 0 / 0.2 0.01 / 0
He.2 (>17 keV) 0 / 0 0.1 / 0.1 0 I 0 0.02 / 0.01 0.02 / 0 0.08 / 0.5
He" (>17 keV) 0 / 0 0 / 0.01 0 / 0.01 0 / 0 0 / 0.06 0 / 0.03
Total Pressure 17.0 / 14.7 9.0 / 7.1 6.1 / 3.5 8.6 / 5.8 14.6 / 8.2 49.6 / 42.4
BAB/#_o .0.4 / 0 .0.2 1 0 -0.3 / 0 -0.6 / 0 -4.3 / 0 -3.1 / 0
Total with BAB added 16.6 / 14.7 8.8 I 7.1 5.8 / 3.5 8.0 / 5.8 10.3 / 8.2 46.5 142.4
AllIneSsurevaluesareinunitsof 10.9Pas.Eachordeeed_ (x/y)denotespressuresforthenm_etosheathand magnetosphere,mspec_vely.
noon. However, most crossings within 1 hour local time of the
subsolar point exhibit a density gradient scale length less than
20% of the current layer scale length.
Energetic ions can be used to scale distances by remotely sens-
ing the magnetopause with their large orbits of gyration. When
this method was used, the density gradient scale lengths were of-
ten observed to be significantly shorter than 1 ion gyroradius and
sometimes close to the electron skin depth. Magnetopause cross-
ings often exhibit fine structure and gradients on scale lengths
much smaller than the scale length of the current layer, especially
for crossings near local noon. Earthward of the current layer,
in seven out of the 10 CCE satellite crossings analyzed, a brief
low-density plateau is observed, and these plateaus all have sharp
gradients and small-scale structure. These low-density structures
are not substantial boundary layers and represent' at most, the
incipient formation of boundary layer plasma earthward of the
current layer.
Detailed sums of all plasma and field pressure components
were calculated for six of the AMlrI_CCE crossings, and the
total pressure change observed across the magnetopause is less
than about 20% on average, which is within experimental errors.
Pressure balance calculations to date have usually been based
on only integrating the magnetic field and low-energy hydrogen
components. Our results indicatethat such calculations can be
low by 15% or more owing to contributionsby electrons,field
stress, or ions other than low-energy protons. Thus electron
data, full-energy composition measurements, and even field stress
calculations my be necessary for some crossings in evaluating
pressure balance at the mgnetopause.
The absence of boundary layers in the present set of observa-
tions imposes severe constraints on various theories of boundary
layer formation. These theories must explain the absence of the
boundary layer in these data. Various processes for solar wind
penetration of the magn_opanse have been proposed to explain
the boundary layer usually observed earthward of the magne-
topause [e.g., Lurid/n, 1988], and such penetration has been unam-
biguously demonstrated by using ion composition measurements
[Eastman et al., 1990]. Impulsive plasma penetration through a
tangential discontinuity can result in boundary layer plasma under
cerUdn restrictiveconditions,as shown by Savoinietal. [1994]
in two-dimensionalhybridsimulations.Plasma interactionswith
lower hybridwaves nearthemagnetopause may leadtolocalized
Table 4, Percentage Conuibutions to Average Pressure
Cold H ÷ O + He'2 He+
B H Hot e" e" He +2 He* O + (>17 keV) (>17 keV) (>17 keV) (>17 keY)
Magnewshea_
15 69 4 1.4 9 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.3 0
Magnetosphere
75 12 0.9 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.8 9 0.9 0.4 0.2
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field structures and enhanced diffusion rates through turbulence
[Shapiro et al., 199,,1. Whether these theories are consistent with
the absence of a boundary layer in the present data is not yet clear.
Reconnection is normally the prime candidate for boundary
layer formation. L/n and Lee [1994] used hybrid simulations to
determine properties of the outflow region during magnetic recon-
nection in the presence of shear flow. For all of the AMPTE/CCE
cases, magnetosheath flow speeds ate small compared to the dif-
ference in Alfvdn speed across the magnetopause. Under this
condition. Lin and Lee_'s simulations show that the rotational dis-
continuity is on the magnetosheath side of the outflow region,
opposite to conditions observed in the present data. If magnetic
reconnection is occurring, the pristine crossings must cut directly
through the diffusion region. Such a hypothesis is consistent with
the absence of the boundary layer, which would not be expected
adjacent to the diffusion region, and would explain why only
10% of all crossings ate without a boundary layer [Eastman et
al., 1994].
Our observations are also in qualitative agreement with the re-
cent simulations of the diffusion region and associated turbulence
by Drake et al, [1994]. They find current convective instability
to be the dominant process for current transport at the magne-
topause. Whistler waves are driven unstable by the current layer,
which maintains an overall width comparable to or larger than an
ion gymradius. Such whistlerscannot be observed withavailable
CCE databut theirstudy with ISEE ispossible.The collision-
less plasma current layers are not simple laminar structures in the
3-D simulations. Instead they break up into filaments of elec-
tron streams with a characteristic transverse width roughly equal
to the electron plasma skin depth. Drake et at. suggest that
these narrow current layers become turbulent and filamentary.
Imbedded filamentary current structures within the magnetopause
ate common in our AMPTE/CCE no-boundary layer crossings
based on.the common bimodal signature observed in the inter-
mediate magnetic field values derived from a minimum variance
analysis. In some cases, such filamentary currents may offset
the prevailing turbulence by linking up to produce FTEs that di-
rectly connect the geomagnetic and interplanetary fields, leading
to macroscopic changes near the boundary and contributing to for-
marion of the magnetospheric boundary layer [Lee, 1991]. The
enhanced presence of magnetopause microstructure with -Bz is
also consistent with this model for collisiordess recounection at
the magnetopause.
In the Drake et al. [1994] model, extremely sharp density
gradient and filamentary current structures are observed at scale
lengths less than ion gyroradii and down to electron scale lengths.
This feature becomes most clearly resolved by analyzing magne-
topause crossings without a boundary layer, because then the short
density gradient scale length can he easily compared to the over-
all magnetopause current layer width. The associated spectrum of
electromagnetic waves predicted by the current convective insta-
bility is broadband and extends from the ion cyclotron frequency
up to the electron cyclotron frequency. Such a spectrum is com-
monly observed at the magnetopause, as reviewed in detail by
Thorne and Tsurutani [1991]. Drake et at. predict that these
turbulent fluctuations should be peaked in association with the
highest field shear, a result supported by the observations of Song
[1994]. Our observations show further that processes transporting
current must be much more efficient than processes transporting
density, because the scale length for density is often less than that
of the current, especially for magnetopause crossings near !ocal
noon. Overall,the Drake etal.model for thecurrentconvective
instability compares favorably with our high-resolutton observa-
tions of magnetopause nucrostructure near the subsolar regnon.
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Electron and ion signatures of field line topology at the
low-shear magnetopause
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Abstract. Electrons above 50 eV are a sensitive indicator of field line topology at the
magnetopanse, p_dculariy when the solar wind dynamic pressure is high and the shear across the
boundary is low. AMPTE/CCE electron observations under conditions when these criteria are
fulfdled indicate a clear topological transition from the magnetosheath to open field lines
threading the magnetopauso in the magnetosheath boundary layer (MSBL). Owe across the
magnetopause and in the low latitude boundary layer (LLBL), the fast moving electrons are no
longer a good indicator of magnetic f'mid topology. In particular, the counterstreaming electron
observations in this region are not an indicator of a closed magnetic topology. Rather, the field
topology continues to be open, and the counterstreaming occurs because electrons from the
magnetopause region move rapidly enough along the LLBL magnetic field to make it to the
ionosphere, mirror, and return to the observation point Slower moving ions provide important
additional information on magnetic field topology in the LLBL CCE observations discussed
here indicate that two types of solar wind ion distributions are observed in this layer. One type
consists of a single, heated distribution which resembles somewhat the electron distribution in
the layer. The f'teld-aligned velocity of this dislribution is near zero. The other type consists of a
unidirectional streaming distribution. The field-aligned velocity of this disu'ibution is higher than
in the adjacent magnetosheath. Combining these observations with magnetospheric ion
observations (e.g., O +) in the LLBL and with elecu'on observations in the MSBL, two distinct
magnetic field topologies emerge for the low.shear magnetopanse. The first, which gives rise to
single, low-paraUel-velocity and heated solar wind ion distributions in the LLBL, is magnetic
reconnection poleward of the cusp. The second, which gives rise to unidirectional streaming
solar wind ion distributions in the LLBL, is magnetic reconnection equatorward of the cusp.
This type of component reconnection may not be sustained in a quasi-steady fashion.
1. Introduction
Magnetic reconnection is a primary means of transport of
mass, energy, and momentum across the magnetopause. There
issignificantevidence that this process occurs when the shear
in the magnetic field across the magnetopause is high. This
evidence includes accelerated plasma flows in the low latitude
boundary layer earthward of the magnetopause [e.g.,
Paschmann et al., 1979], separate electron and ion edges in
the low latitude boundary layer [Gosling et al., 1990], so-
called "D" shaped distributions (i.e., distributions with a low
speed cutoff parallel to the magnetic field) in the layer [Smith
and Rodgers, 1991; Fuselier et al., 1991a], and a nonzero
Copyright 1997 by the American Geophysical Union.
Papernumber 96JA03635.
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normal component to the magnetic field across the
magnetopause [e.g., SoMerup and Lead/y, 1979].
Evidence of magnetic reconnection is more difficult to
identifyat low latitudeswhen the shearin the magnetic fieldis
low. It is generally believed that under these conditions
reconnection occurs at high latitudesin the vicinityof the
cusps, where the magnetic shear ishigh [e.g.,Pasch_ana et
al., 1990]. Some direct observations of high-latitude
reconnectiun under high-shearconditionshave been reported
[e.g.,Gosling et al., 1991; Kessel et al., 1996]. The
determination of the low-latitude signatures of this high-
latitudere.connectionis difficultbecause of the Iow-shea_
conditions in the region. One of the primary difficulties in
this determination is the identification of the magnetopause
itself. When the shear is low, the localmagnetopause current
layer may be very weak or even nonexistent despite the fact
that it may be strong in the vicinity of the reconnection site.
Recently, however, a procedure using both plasma and
magnetic field data to identify the magnetopause has
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demonstrated that a relatively sharp boundary can be identified
in the plasma data even when the local magnetic field
observations show little or no current layer [Paschmann et at.,
1993] Fw'thermore, close inspection of these data near low-
shear magnetopause crossings indicates that electron fluxes
are a sensitive indicator of magnetic field line topology of the
boundary [Fuselier et al., 19¢)5] (hereafter called paper 1).
Since the focus of this paper is these signatures of
reconnection at the low-shear magnetopause, it is important
to summarize the findings of paper 1 in detail.
Figure 1 (paper 1, Figure 5) is a schematic representation of
magnetic reconnection poleward of the southern cusp for
strongly northward interplaneuwy magnetic field (IMF)
conditions. Three regions of distinct magnetic topology are
identified in Figure 1. Sunward of the m_netopanse current
layer, the magnetic field lines in region 1, the plasma
depletion layer (PDL), are draped on the dayside subsolar
magnetopause but are not magnetically connected to the Earth.
Field lines that have reconnected in the cusp region form a
second region sunward of the magnetopause, the
magnetosheath boundary layer (MSBL) [e.g., Cowley, 1982].
These field lines have one "foot" hi the southern ionosphere.
Fieldlinesthathave convected across the magnempause form
a thirdregion, the low latitudeboundary layer (LLBL). In
essence, the identificationof a hlgh-latitudereconnection
I
(PDL)
2/
(MSBL) /
I_ n_o_
Figure 1. Schematic of the evolution of a solar wind field
line consistent with the observations in paper 1. The plasma
depletion layer (PDL) (region 1) field line is draped against the
magnetopeuse but still has both ends open to the solar wind.
Reconnection occurs poleward of the southern cusp to form an
magnetosheath boundary layer MSBL (region 2) field line that
is connected to the southern ionosphere sad the solar wind.
Solar wind electrons heated at the current layer form a
population of unidirectional sueaming electrons in the MSBL.
Finally, the field line convects across the magnetopanse into
the low latitude boundary layer LI_L (region 3). The source of
hot electrons from the current layer stream antiparallel to the
magnetic field to the ionosphere, mirror and return to the
LLBL. This produces a counterstrearning electron distribution
in the layer.
signature at the low-latitude, low-shear magnetopause reduces
to the identification of the magnetosheath boundary layer as a
topologically distinct region from either the PDL or LLBL.
Elecuon distribution functions are an ideal conveyer of this
reconnection signature because of their high parallel speeds.
They can provide evidence of reconnection even if it occurs
several Earth radii away from a low latitude observation point,
The primary purpose of paper I was to demonstrate the
existence of signatures in the electron distribution functions
near the magnetopause that were consistent with the schematic
in Figure 1. Electrons in the energy range from 50 eV to a few
keV prove to be sensitive indicators of the magnetic field
topology. Electrons at energies of the order of 100 eV are
primarily from the magnetosheath, although they are above
typicalmagnetosheath thermal energiesof the order of 50 eV
or less. Electronsatenergiesof the order of or greaterthan a
kilovoltare likelyfrom the F.amh'smagnetosphere.
Electrons in the 50 eV to a few keV energy range are
particularlysensitiveindicatorsof magnetic topology when
the solar wind dynamic pressure is high. The combination of
high dynamic pressure and low magnetic shear produces strong
PDL upstream (sunward) of the magnetopause [e.g., Anderson
and Fuselier, 1993]. The parallel temperature of the electron
distribution is significantly reduced in this strong PDL (region
1 in Figure 1). The reduction in the parallel temperature in the
PDL facilitates identification of a heated population of
elecw_r_ streaming from the magnetopau_ along reconnected
field fines.
When a spacecraft is just sunward of the low-sheer
magnetopause and on reconnected field lines, the strongly
depleted magnetosheath electron distribution and the
population of heated electrons from the magnetopause
combine to form a unidirectional streandng electron
distribution. This streaming distribution is observed
throughout the MSBL up to the magnetopause. In paper 1,
these streaming disadbutions and simultaneous solar wind and
magnetospheric ion measurements were shown to be
consistent with a continuously heated population of solar
wind ions and electror_ originating from the location where
the reconnected field line in the MSBL crosses the
magnetopause (region 2 in Figure 1). This MSBL signature is
observed in the subsolar region just sunward of essentially all
highly compressed, low-shear magnetopause crossings,
indicating that the low-shear magnetopause is an open
boundary essentially all the time (see paper 1).
Earthward of the low-shear magnetopause, in the low
latitude boundary layer (region 3 in Figure 1), bidirectional
streaming electron distributions were observed. Previously,
these bidirectional streaming distributions were interpreted as
evidence for closed magnetic field lines possibly produced by
a second reconnection in the northern hemisphere (Figure 1)
[e.g., Song et al., 1994]. However, the bidirectional
streaming electrons were interpreted differendy in paper 1.
Simultaneous ion observations suggested that the
bidirectional streaming electron distributions were produced
by first heating the solar wind electron population at the
magnetopause. The heated electron population then
propagates to the ionosphere, mirrors, and returns to the
spacecraft along the magnetic field thus producing the
bidirectional streaming. Round-uip travel times for -1 keV
electrons are of the order of seconds so that bidirectional
streaming elecuon distributions are observed throughout the
open low latitude boundary layer.
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As a result of this bidirectional streaming, electrons are not
useful for determining the topology of field lines once a
spacecraft is in the low latitude boundary layer and located
between the source of hot electrons (at the magnetopause
where the magnetic field line crosses the boundary) and the
mirror point (in the ionosphere). However, because ions have
a much lower velocity along the magnetic field, they have the
potential for providing information on the topology of
magnetic field lines-in the LLBL.
The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of paper 1
using the ion and electron observations in the subsolar region
near low-shear magnetopause crossings with emphasis on the
ion observations. Electron observations sunward of the
magnetopause in the MSBL and ion observations earthward of
the magnetopause in the LLBL from two representative
magnetopanse crossings are used to distinguish between two
distinct open magnetic field topologies. One topology
(illustrated in Figure 1) occurs when magnetosheath field lines
reconnect with previously reconnected lobe magnetic field
lines poleward of the cusp. The second topology occurs when
magnetosheath field lines reconnect with previously closed
magnetic field lines in the magnetosphere equatorward of the
cusp. A survey of the limited number of low-shear
magnetopause crossings from the AMPTE/CCE spacecraft
shows that both topologies are observed but that the
reconnection poleward of the cusp may be somewhat more
cornnlon.
As in paper I, this study uses magnetic field, ion, and
electron dam from the AMPTE/CCE spacecraft. Magnetic field
data were from the magnetometer experiment [Potemra et al.,
1985]. Electron and ion composition data were from the hot
plasma composition experiment (HPCE) [Shelley et aL,
1985]. These experiments have been discussed in detail
previously (see paper I and references therein). The
significant difference in time resolution of the electron and
ion composition measurements is important for the
observations presented here. Whereas the elec_on instrument
required one spin (6 s) for a full two-dimensional distribution
over its energy range, the ion mass spectrometer required
approximately 2 rain for simultaneous, full two-dimensional
dis_butions of each major ion species (H ÷, He 2÷, He +, and O ÷)
over its energy range.
2. Observations
Event 1: December 13, 1984 (day 348)
An overview of the low-shear magnetopause crossings by
the CCE spacecraft on December 13, 1984 is shown in Figure
2. During this 30 min interval, the spacecraft was at 0930
local time, 7.9 R E from the Earth on an inbound trajectory and
nearly in the ecliptic plane (the magnetic latitude was -14").
Magnetopause crossings at this local time and at this distance
from the Earth require a solar wind dynamic pressure of more
than 5 times its nominal value [e.g., Sibeck et al., 1991]. The
top panel shows spin averaged (6 s) electron flux at three
different energies. High fluxes at 0.151 keV are characteristic
of the magnetosheath/plasma depletion layer, while high
fluxes at 3.95 keV are characteristic of the magnetosphere. In
this event the magnetospheric and solar wind sources
contribute approximately equally to the flux at 0.773 keV (see
below). Different plasma regions are coded at the top of the
electron flux panel. Solid lines identify the plasma depletion
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Figure 2. Spin-averaged (6 s) electron fluxes and magnetic
field data from an inbound magnetopause crossing on 13
December 1984 (day 348). Solid bars in the top panel show
magnetosheath/plasma depletion layer intervals while striped
bars show boundary layer intervals on both sides of the
magnetopause. Short vertical dashed lines in the panel
containing the B_ component of the magnetic field indicate
brief encounters with the magnetopause with the final
magnetopause crossing occurring at the full vertical dashed
line. Encounters with the magnetopause boundary layers are
identifiable by increases in the electron flux primarily at
0.773 and 3.95 keV. Magnetopause crossings are not evident
in the magnetic field data from these low-shear magnetopatise
crossings.
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layer (PDL) upstream from the magnetopause and striped lines
identify boundary layers on both sides of the magnetopause
(further distinction of these layers is presented below). The
second panel from the top shows the electron anisotropy
(TdT/I-1), with the temperatures calculated using the full
energy range of the instrument (50 eV to 25 keV). The lower
four panels show the GSE components and total magnitude of
the magnetic field, respectively. Short vertical dashed lines in
the panel containing the Bzeomponent of the magnetic field
indicate brief crossings of the magnetopause with the t-real
inbound crossing occurring at the full vertical dashed line at
about 0419 UT. These crossings were determined from high-
resolution electron data as discussed below and in paper I.
The lack of an identifiable rotation in the magnetic field at
the magnetopause crossings indicates that there was little or
no current layer locally where the spacecraft traversed the
boundary. However, ion and electron distributions observed
on either side of the magnetopanse can originate from
locations well removed from the crossing point and may have
encountered a magnetopause with larger shear. The general
increase in the total magnetic field f_m 0400 to 0405 UT and
the corresponding decrease in the flux of 0.151 keV electrons
(indicating a decrease in the magnetosheath elecuon density)
are characteristic of the plasma depletion layer. Prior to 0400
UT, the spacecraft was in the magnetosheath (Anderson and
Fuselier, 1993]. After 0400 UT, the spacecraft remained in the
PDL except for those intervals of brief magnetopause
encounters and extended boundary layer intervals from about
0405 to 0410 LIT and after about 0412 ]Jr. These
magnetopause encounters and boundary layer intervals are
identifiable by the increase in the flux of relatively energetic
(0.773 and 3.95 keV) electrons and changes in the anisotropy
from greater than zero in the PDL to less than zero in the
boundary layers.
An example of the high-resolution electron observations
for one of these brief encounters with the magnetopause and
its associated boundary layers is shown in Figure 3. The
electron energy fluxes (top) at two energies (0.151 and 0.773
keV) at 155 ms time resolution, the highest resolution of the
insmh-nent are shown. Again, electrons with 0.151 keV are
primarily from the magnetosheath while those at 0.773 keV
may have either a magnetosheath or magnetospheric origin.
The instantaneous pitch angle (bottom) of the center of the
field-of-view of the electron instrument over the 2 man
interval is shown. In one 6 s spacecraft spin, the pitch angle
cycles through 0'-180' and 180"-0', indicating that the
magnetic field was in the field-of-view of the electron
instrument.
There are three regions identified (top) in Figure 3. The f'trst
region at the left-hand edge is the plasma depletion layer
(PDL). This region is characterized by flux minima parallel
and antiparallel to the magnetic field and peak fluxes
perpendicular to the field. A second region identified as the
magnetosheath boundary layer (MSBL) is characterized by
peak fluxes along the magnetic field and flux minima
antiparallel to the magnetic field. Also, the 0.773 keV flux
levels parallel to the magnetic field are significantly higher in
the MSBL than in the PDL, and the flux levels for both 0.151
and 0.773 keV antipasallel to the magnetic field in the MSBL
are at or below those in the PDL. Finally, the third region,
which is identified as the low latitude boundary layer (LLBL),
is characterized by enhanced flux levels that peak both parallel
and antiparallel to the magnetic field. The enhanced flux
levels either parallel or anfiparallel to the magnetic field in
Figure 3 correspond to the enhanced flux levels at higher
electron energies associated with bolmdary layer intervals in
Figure 2, and the enhanced parallel fluxes are retponsible for
the change in the electron anisotropy in the transition from
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Figure 3. High resolution (155 ms) electron fluxes for a 2 man interval containing a brief encounter with
the magnetopause on 13 December 1984 (day 348) starting at 0404:40 UT. (bottom) The instantaneous
pitch angle of the measurements is shown. Three regions are identified as plasma depletion layer (PDL),
msgnetosheath boundary layer (MSBL) sunward of the magnetopause, and low latitude boundary layer
(LLBL) earthward of the magnetopause. The PDL is characterized by flux minima perallel and antiparaUel to
the magnetic field and peak fluxes perpendicular to the magnedc field. The MSBL has peak fluxes parallel to
the magnetic field and flux minima antiparallel to the magnetic field. The LLBL fluxes parallel to the field
are similar to that in the MSBL but antiparallel fluxes are also nearly as high, indicating s counterstreaming
electron population.
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Figure 4. Electron dislributionsfrom the threeregions (times are differentfrom thatin Figure 3). (top)
Contours of constantphase apace density. (bottom) Cuts parallelto the magnetic field.The V= velocityis
northward and the Vy velocity is duskward in the ecliptic so that the distribution ix measured in a plane
approximately tangent to the subsolar magnetopause as viewed from the Sun. MSBL electron distributions
(middle) are composed of two source populatiorut. Parallel to the field is a population resembling the LLBL
electron population while perpendicular to the field is a population resembling the PDL electron population.
This combination of two sources and parallel streaming indicates that the MSBL is on open magnetosheath
magnetic field lines threading the magnetopause below the spacecraft location.
the PDL to the MSBL or LLBL. Quantitative differences in the
0.151 and 0.773 keV fluxes (for example at 0405:00 UT) in
Figure 3 are probably indicative of the fact that the lower
energy electrons are almost entirely magnetosheath in origin
while the higher energy electrons have a significant
magnetospheric contribution.
Figure 4 shows representative two dimensional electron
distributions and cuts from each of the three plasma regions.
(Time intervals for the three distributions were chosen to
correspond to time intervals for the ion observations in
Figures 5, 6, and 7.) Contours of constant phase space density
with two contours pet, decade =re shown (top). The V= direction
is approximately perpendicular to the ecliptic, and the Vy
direction is approximately in the GSE y direction so that the
distributions are measured in a plane approximately tangent to
the subsolar magnetopause as viewed from the sun, Cuts in the
distributions along the ambient magnetic field (bottom) are
shown. In the bottom right of Figure 4, the source
populations parallel to the magnetic field in the PDL and
magnetosphere are compared. These cuts show that electrons
at energies below about 0.773 keV (or about 10,000 km/s in
Figure 4) are essentially entirely from the magnetosheath.
Above this energy, the magnetosphere can contribute
significantly to the observed distributions in the MSBL and
LI23I.,
We interpret the electron distribution in the MSBL (middle)
as in paper 1. Although the ultimate source is the
magnetosheath, the electrons at energies below about 0.773
keY in the MSBL behave as ff they are from two sources, one
source associated with the PDL (right) and the second
associated with the LLBL (left). The cooler electro_
population antiparallel to the magnetic field in the MSBL is
nearly the same as the population in the PDL, while the h_
electron population parallel to the magnetic field in the MSBL
is nearly the same as the population in the LLBL.
The superposition of there two populations indicates that
the spacecraft is on reconnected field lines in the MSBL.
Furthermore, these unidirectional streaming electrons
energiesbelow 0.773 keV are observed throughout the MSBL
up to the magnetopanse (see, for example, Figure _),
indicating that the source of the enhanced fluxes of electrom
below 0.773 keV is the location where the magnetic f'-,Id line
threading the spacecraft crosses the magnetopause. Thus i
heated, streaming population of electrons exists all t)o_ dw
magnetopanse and is not cont'med to the narrow region m'uumd
the diffusion region as originally suggested in uJoo_=m
with impulsive reconnection [e.g., Scudder et al., 19841 In,
study of flux transfer events (FTEs) in the magnetmh*_dt.
Thomsen et al. [1987] also found that the streaming el_xtrms
population in F/'Es was not con/'med to a narrow region
the diffusion region. However, they could not conclude th.t
the streamin 8 population was heated magneto,he,tu
electrons. In Figure 4, it is clear that the magnetosphen¢
population contributes only above about 0.151 keV. and
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therefore the enhanced fluxes in the paraUel direction below
thL, energy are of magnetosheath origin. These enhanced
flute, can be readily identified in the MSBL because the
I:msaJl¢l flux decreases significandy from the magnetosheath
w O_ PDL (not shown). Finally, the unidirectional streaming
_all_l to the magnetic field indicates that the reconnected
f_eld line threading the spacecraft in the MSBL crosses the
southward of the spacecraft.
AJ the rpacecraft crosses the magnetopause from the MSBL
to the LLBL, the relatively cool electron population
,auparallel to the magnetic field with energies below 0.773
key ,s replaced by a heated streaming distribution. This
resales in a bidirectional streaming distribution in the LLBL.
Thin. m the transition from the PDL to the LLBL, the electron
(bsmbufionchangesitsanisotropyfrom T.L>TIItoTII>TL[see
aho Pasc_nann et al., 1993]. One interpretation of the
bKkrectmnal distributions in the LLBL is that this layer is on
closed magnetic field lines and the electrons _r at the two
:onoeheric mirror points in opposite hemispheres.
Howler. ion observations discussed below suggest that the
L.I.._L is still on open field lines (see also paper 1). The
bidLrectional streaming is observed in the LLBL because the
spacecraft is between the source of hot electrons (the
magnetopause) and a mirror point (in the ionosphere). Thus
hot electrons from the magnetopause stream down to the
ionosphere, mirror and relxu'nto the _afL
Simultaneous ion composition measurements in Figures 5,
6. and ? are consistent with this interpretation of the elecmm
observations. Furthermore, these ion measurements resolve
important issues that the electron observations cannot,
including the origin of the heated particles at the
magnetopause and the magnetic topology of the LLBL.
Figure 5 shows two-dimensional He 2÷ distributions and cuts
from the three regions. (In these and subsequent ion
distributions, one count above background was subtracted
from the distribution so that phase space densities represent at
least two counts above background.) The format is the same as
that for the electron distributions in Figure 4 with two
exceptions. First, there is a significant change in the velocity
scales. The lowest measured elecmm velocities in Figure 4 are
of the order of 5,000 km/s or about 5 times higher than the
highest He z÷ velocities in Figure 5. Second, unlike the
electron distributions in Figure 4, the Hez÷ distributions in
Figure 5 have essentially no contribution from a
magnetospheric source. Evidence for a magnetosheath source
for He 2÷ is seen in the comparison of the PDL and
magnetosphefic populations in the lower right of Figure 5.
Despite the significant difference in velocity scales, the He 2÷
distributions in the three regions in Figure 5 are qualitatively
similar to the corresponding low energy electron distributions
in Figure 4.
The PDL He z÷ distribution (fight) is strongly anisotropic
(T.pT//) with a-Vy flow consistent with the dawnward
deflection of the solar wind around the dawnside
magnetopause. This flow is shown by the dot along the
magnetic field vector in the top fight. Compared to the PDL
distribution, the MSBL distribution (midcUe) is cooler in the
antiparallel direction and has a heated, streaming component
parallel to the magnetic field at velocities greater than 500
km/s. The lower temperature antiparaliei to the magnetic field
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Figure 5. He2+distributions from the three regions. The format is the same as in Figure 4. Qualita_vc]y,
the He:+ distributions are similar to the electron dis_butions in Figure 4. h the PDL, (right), the devrnward
deflection of the plasma is consistent with that expected for flow around the mlLglletospheric obstacle. The
MSBL distribution (middle) has a parallel streaming component similar to the electron component in Figure
4. In the LLBL (left), the He 2÷ distribution is approximately isotropic with significant flux parallel and
antiparallel to the magnetic field down to the lowest velocities measured.
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in the MSBL when compared to that in the PDL is consistent
with the interpretation that the MSBL is closer to the
magnetopanse than the PDL. The draping of the magnetic field
against the magnetopause causes cooling in the parallel
direction [e.g., Fuselier et al., 1991b; Denton et al., 1994] as
the plasma convects through the PDL and MSBL up to the
magnetopause. The parallel streaming He2÷ component in the
MSBL in Figure 5 is similar to the parallel streaming electron
component in the-MSBL in Figure 4. The beam-like
appearance of the parallel component in the MSBL
distribution in Figure 5 may be the result of time alissing of
the distribution (measurement time approximately 2 rain) or
could be the result of time-of-flight effects in the MSBL.
Since the He2÷ fluxes in the magnetosphere are negligible
compared to those in the PDL, the heated, streaming He 2÷
population in the MSBL must have originated in the PDL.
In the LLBL (top left of Figure 5), the He2+ distribution is
considerably more isotropic. In particular, there is significant
flux in both the antiparallel and parallel directions at all
velocities down to the lowest measured. This distribution is
similar to the counterstreaming elecwon distribution in the
LI..BL in Figure 4. Because of its symmeuy, the flow velocity
of this distribution parallel to the magnetic field is nearly
zero. Thus there is little, if any, change in the parallel flow
velocity across the magnetopause.
Figure 6 shows two-dimensional H÷ distributions _ cuts
from the three regions. The format is the same as that for
Figures 4 and 5. The comparison of the PDL and
magnetospheric sources in the lower right of Figure 6
indicates the magnetospheric source does not make a
significant contribution to the LLBL and MSBL H÷ pop-
ulations at velocities below about 500 kn_s. However, in the
case of H÷ below 500 kin/s, a high-latitude ionospheric source
may make a direct contribution to the LLBL flux. This
ionospheric source would not necessarily be observed in the
adjacent magnetosphere (as discussed below). All the features
of the He2÷ distributions in Figure 5 are seen in the H÷
distribution below 500 km/s in Figure 6. The H÷ distribution
in the PDL (right) is anisotropic (T._>T//) with a -Vy flow. The
antiparallel component of the H÷ dismbution is cooler in the
MSBL (middle) than in the PDL. In addition, the MSBL
distribution has a heated,streandng component in the parallel
direction. Again, this streaming distribution appears beam-
like because of time aliasing in the measurement and/or time-
of-flight effects in the MSBL. Finally, in the LLBL, the H÷
distribution is approximately isotropic.
Below about 250 km/s along the magnetic field, the LLBL
H÷ distribution exhibits a perpendicular anisotropy that is not
clearly evident in the He 2÷ distribution in Figure 5. The LLBL
O÷ distribution in Figure 7 provides important evidence for an
ionospheric origin of this low energy H÷ population. The
LI._L 0 ÷ distributionis a unidirectionalbeam paralleltothe
magnetic field at about I00 knds (or apl_oximately the same
velocity as the low-energy H÷ in Figure 6). This beam is
greater than a factor of I0 above the one count flux level for
O÷. There is no comparable O+ flux above the one count level
in any other region, including the outer magnetosphere (not
shown). Therefore, this O÷ beam must have originated in the
h/gh-latitude ionosphere. Beams of this type have been
reported previously in the LLBL [Faselier et al., 1989;1995].
They have also been observed in the auroral zone at low
altitudes at significantly lower energies (of the order of a few
hundred eV), and these observations indicate that low-energy
0 ÷ outflow is often accompanied by comparable fluxes of low-
s
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0
Figure 6. H+ distributions fi'om the three regions. The format is the same as in Figures 3 and 4. H+
distributions in the three regions have all the characteristics of the He 2+ distributions in Figure 5. There is
an additional low-energy LLBL H+ population parallel to the magnetic field at velocities below 250 km/s
that is not asevident in the He2÷ LI.,BL dis_bution. This population is _om the high-latitude ionosphere.
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Figure 7. 0 + beam in the [.IRk This 0 + beam parallel to
the magnetic field originated in the high ladmde southern
ionosphere. It has an H÷ counterpart in the LLBL distribution
in Figure 5. This beam would have convected tailward, but
because of reconnection poleward of the cusp in the southern
hemisphere, this beam is observed on reconnected field lines
in the LLBL that oh'ape over the dayside magnetosphere.
energy H + [Collin et al., 1987]. Thus the auroral ionosphere
is the probable origin of both the LLBL O + beam in Figure 7
and the low-energy LLBL H÷ population parallel to the
magnetic field in Figure 6. The parallel propagation of the
beam indicates that it originated in the southern high-latitudo
ionosphere.
In summary, ion and electron distributions in this event had
the following important properties: (I) Both the PDL ion and
electron distributions exhibited unidirectional streaming
parallel to the magnetic field in the MSBL. The source of the
streaming electrons below about 0.773 keV, all of the
streaming He 2+, and most of the streaming H+ was the PDL.
The streaming, low-energy electron distribution was observed
throughout the MSBL. Therefore this population was heated at
the location where the magnetic field line crossed the
magnetopause. (2) Both the magnetosheath ion and electron
disu'ibutions exhibited approximately equal fluxes parallel and
antipaxallel to the magnetic field in the LLBL. The
counterstreaming nature of the electron distributions at
energies below 0.773 keV is interpretedas evidence thatthe
spacecraft was between a source of hot electrons (the
magnetopause) and a mirror point (the ionosphere). (3) An O÷
beam propagating para]lel to the magnetic field was observed
in the LLBL. No similarO + fluxwas observed in the adjacent
magnetosphere, so the origin of thisbeam must have been the
high-latitude ionosphere. Because of its direction of
propagation parallel to the magnetic field, this beam
originated in the southern high-latitude ionosphere.
Event 2: November 15, 1984 (Day 320)
An overview of the low-shear magnetopause crossings by
the CCE spacecraft for a second representative event on
November 15, 1984 is shown in Figure g. The format is the
same as that of Figure 2. During the 30 min interval in Figure
8, the spacecraft was at 1015 local time, 8.8 R E from the Earth
on an outbound trajectory and nearly in the ecliptic (the
magnetic latitude was -12"). As in the first event,
magnetopause crossings at this local time and radial distance
require a solar wind dynamic pressure of about 5 times its
nominal value. The spacecraft was in the magnetosphere at
0005 UT (indicated by the open bar interval above the top
panel) and crossed the magneto_use several times in the 30
min interval (as indicated by the short vertical dashed lines in
the panel containing Bz). Some of these crossings (for
example near 0014 lit and 0019 UT) had discernible magnetic
field rotations associated with them. However, many do not,
indicating that little or no current was present locally where
the spacecraft crosaed the boundary. As in the first example,
the magnetopeuse crossings are identified by high-resolution
electron observations discussed below. In general,encounters
with the magnetopanse and its associated plasma layers are
identifiable by energetic (magnetospheric) electxon fluxes
(e.g., 3.95 keV) that are intermediate between th_ fluxes in the
plasma depletion layer (solid bars) and in the magnetosphere
(open bar). In addition, the electron anlsotropy changes from
greater than zero in the PDL and magnetosphere to less than
z_o in theMSBL and LLBL
An example of the high resolution electron observations for
one of these brief encounters with the magnetopause and its
associated boundary layers is shown in Figure 9. The format is
the same as in Figure 3. The PDL in Figure 9 is characterized
by enhanced flux parallel to the magnetic field. Unlike the
previous example, no peak fluxes perpendicular to the
magnetic field are seen. Nonetheless, the contrast between the
PDL and MSBL is readily apparent. In theMSBL the parallel
fluxes are an order of magnitude larger than that in the PDL,
but the antiparallel fluxes are comparable in the two regions.
In the LLBL, the parallel fluxes are comparable to those in the
MSBL, but the antiparallel fluxes are also comparable to the
parallelfluxesand over an orderof magnitude greaterthan the
antiparallelfluxesin the MSBL or PDL. The increasein the
parallelflux isresponsiblefor the change in ardsotropyfrom
the PDL to theMSBL or LLBL shown inFigure8.
Figure I0 shows representative lectrondistributionsfrom
each of the three regions. The format is the same as in Figure
4. Some evidence for an anisotropic electron distribution
(T2>T//) in the PDL is seen at low energies. A comparison of
the PDL and magnetospheric distributions (bottom right) is
shown. In this event, the magnetospheric source population
is significant only above about 1 keV or about 15,000 km/s.
As in event 1, evidence for a raperposition of two populations
in the MSBL in event 2 (Figure 10, middle) is readily apparent
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Figure g. Electron flux and magnetic field data for a 30 man
interval around the magnetopause crossings of the second
event on 15 November 1984 (day 320). The format is the
same as in Figure 2. The spacecraft started in the
magnetosphere at the far left (shown by the open bar in the
top panel) and crossed the magnetopanse and its associated
boundary layersmany times during the interval.
in the comparison of the MSBL and PDL fluxes in the
antiparallel direction and the MSBL and LLBL fluxes in the
parallel direction. The parallel streaming in the MSBL
indicates that the reconnected magnetic field line threading the
spacecraft crosses the magnetopause southward of the
spacecraft location. The transition to a bidirectional or
counterstreaming distribution (T//>T2) from the MSBL to the
LLBL is also apparent, and in this event, the low-energy
electron distribution in the LLBL show evidence for
counterstreaming beams. Qualitatively, the electron
distributions for this event have all of the characteristics of
the previous event. In particular, there is a well-defined MSBL
sunward of the magnetopause where unidirectional electrons
parallel to the magnetic field indicate the location of the
reconnection site southward of the spacecraft location.
Streaming electrons below about 1 keV originated in the PDL
and not the magnetosphere. In the LLBL, the electron
distribution is bidirectional and therefore provides no
information on the topology inside the magnetopause.
Unfortunately, for this event, ion distributions in the MSBL
intervals could not be obtained because the spacecraft was in
this layer for continuous intervals that were too short (i.e., <2
man). However, there were several LLBL and PDL intervals
long enough to obtain ion distributions. Ion distributions in
the LLBL show important differences from the first event.
Figure 11 shows the He 2÷ distributions in the PDL and LLBL.
The format is the same as in Figure 5 except for the absence of
an MSBL distribution. The PDL He 2+ distribution is
anisotropic and has a -Vy flow consistent with flow around the
magnetospheric obstacle. The parallel cut in the
magnetospheric He 2÷ distribution is not shown in the lower
fight of Figure 11 because the magnetospheric He 2÷ phase
space density was below 10 .26 ¢m'6s 3. Thus He 2÷ at all
energies originated in the magnetosheath/PDL. Unlike the
nearly isotropic LLBL He 2+ distribution in event 1 (Figure 5,
left), the LLBL He 2÷ distribution in l_igure 11 is strongly
anisotropic. More importandy, there is a significant flow in
the direction parallel to the magnetic field. (The flow velocity
is identified by the dot along the magnetic field vector.) The
parallel flow is the result of an absence of flux at low
velocities (<250 kin/s) in the antiparallel direction. This type
of "D shaped" distribution (with a sharp cutoff at low
velocities along the magnetic field) has been observed st
high-shear magnetopause crossings [e.g., Smi:h and Rodgers,
1991; Fuselier et al.o 1991b], Although there is essentially
no flux antiparallel to the magnetic field at the lowest energies
measured, there is nonzero flux at somewhat higher energies in
the antiparallel direction.
Figure 12 shows the corresponding H ÷ distributions in the
LLBL and PDL. The PDL H* distribution is also highly
anisoa'opic and has the same -Vy flow as the PDL He 2"
distribution in Figure 11. The LLBL H+ distribution has less
parallel-antiparallel asymmetry compared to the strong
asymmetry in the He 2. distribution. However, the H*
distribution is • mixture of magnetospheric and solar wind
sources. A comparison of the magnetospheric (measured at
2356 UT on 14 November 1984) and LLBL parallel cuts m the
bottom left of Figure 12 shows that the low-energy population
is probably from the magnetosphere and may contribute
somewhat to the population in the antiparallel direc[ion At
speeds between 100 and 400 kin/s, the H ÷ distribution. Lke
the LLBL He 2* distribution, has significantly lo_cr
anfiparallelflux than the parallelflux. Another difference
between event 2 and event I is thatno O ÷ above background
was observed in the magnetosphere,LLBL or PDL forevent 2.
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To summarize, the MSBL and LLBL electron dbtributiom
for event 2 (Figure 10) were very similar to tho_ of event 1.
The unidirectional stretming parallel to the field indicate= that
the reconnected field lines in the MSBL cross the
magnetopause below (southwtrd of) the spacecraft.
Bidirectional electron streaming was observed in the I.,LBL
The principle differences between the ftnt and secund event=
are in the ion distributior= in the LLBL. The solar wind ion
distribudor_ in the second event are unidirectional with •
streaming velocity parallel to the magnetic field tnd, at least
in the care of He2÷, have esramtiany no flux at low energies in
the nntipartllel direction (Fig_e 11, left). In contrast, solar
wind ion fluxes p_allel and entiparallel flux at low energies
were essentially identical for the first event (Figure 5).
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Figure 10, Electron distributions from the three region. The format b the s_'ne as in Figure 4. The two
source population of the MSBL is evident in the comparison of MSBL, LLBL and PDL fluxes (bottom
middle), Also evident is the counterstreaming nature of the LLBL distribution. Parallel streaming in the
MSBL indicates that the reconnecfion site is below the spacecraft.
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FigureII. He2+ distributionsfrom theLLBL and PDL. Inthisevent,theMSBL intervalswere too short
to obtain ion distributions, otherw_ the format is the same m in Figure 5. The PDL distribution has a
dawnward flow comistent with the dawnward deflection of the solar wind around the magnetospheric
obstacle. The LLBL distribudon is strikingly different in thb event coml_red to the one in Figure 5. The
unidirectional, parallel s_reaming of the He 2÷ disu-ibudon in__ eve_t and the low but measurable return
flux at high energies tntiparallel to the magnetic field indicate that the magnetic field line in the LLBL
crosses the masnetopause southward of the spscecraft location.
FmMlly, the second event had no measurable 0 + in the LLBL,
while the first event had a parallel propagating 0 + beam that
originated in the southern high-latitude ionosphere.
3.Interpretation of the Representative Events
In event I, observations of cotmterstreaming electrons (and
ions) in the I.,LBLindicate that the sp_cecr_,, is between the
source of hot solar wind electrons (where the reconnected field
line crosses the magnetopaure) end the ionospheric foot point
(where the solar wind elecu'ons mirror). The direction of the
ionospheric O+ bean (Figure 7) and its H+ counterpart (Figure
6, left) indicates that the open magnetic field line threading
the spacecraft in the LLBL has one foot in the southern aurora/
ionosphere. With the foot point in the southern hemisphere,
the reconnected magnetic field line must therefore el'Oil the
magnetopause above (northward of)thespacecraft location in
the LLBL. Sunward of the magnetopause in the MSBL, the
unidirectional slremning along the magnetic field in Figures 4,
5, end 6 (middle) indicates that the reconnected magnetic field
line crosses the magnetopause below (southward of) the
spacecraft location in this region. Thus, in crossing the
magnetopause, the spacecraft moves from a field line
threading the nutgnetopause south of the observation point to
one threading the magnetopause north of the observation
point. The magnetic field topology consistent with this
change is shown in the left of Figure 13 (see also Figure 1).
Figure 13 (top left) is a snapshot of the magnetic field
configuration as viewed from the Sun for quasi-steady
reconnection poleward of the southern cusp. The bottom left
shows this snapshot u viewed from the dawnside. In both top
and bottom, the circle on the field line indicates where the
reconnected field line crosses the magnetopause. Field lines
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in the magnetosphere are solid, while field lines in the
magnemsheath are dashed. Reconnecfion poleward of the cusp
for strongly northward IMF (low magnetic shear) occurs when
a formerly open lobe field IL-te(in this case in the southern
lobe) reconnects with a magneloshea_ field fine ne_ the cusp
[see also Gosling n aL 1991]. Th_ type of reconnection
produces two reconnected (or re-reconnected) field line
topologies, The f'u'st is a completely open lobe field line
(i.e.. one th*. has no connection to the Earth's ionosphere)
thatconvects tailwardalong the southward limitof the
magnetopause in Figm'e 13. The second reconnected field line
hasone foot point in the southern ionosphere and crosses the
magnetopause initially at the southern cusp. The northern
part of this field line will aLso convect tailward, but because it
is draped over the dayside nmgnetopause and the convection
velocity in the LLBL is earthward (as illustrated by the open
arrow), the location where the field line crosses the
magnetopause moves steadily northward as the field line
convects around the magnetopanse. Crooker [1992] also
provides a detailed discussion of this type of reverse
convection due to lobe-magnetosheath reconnection.
This type of reconnection is consistent with the
observations from event I. A sptcecrtfi in the subsolar
region sunward Of the magnetopause (in the MSBL) will
observe electron and ion streaming parallel to the magnetic
field from the location where the magnetic field line crosses
the magnelopause southward of the spacecraft. Earthward of
the magneWpause (in the LLBL), the location where the
reconnected magnetic field line crosses the boundm'y will be
above the spacecraft. The spacecraft will be located between
the source of hot ions and electrons and the ionospheric mirror
point in the southern auroral ionosphere. It will observe
parallel streaming ionospheric ions from the high-l*.imde
ionosphere (0 + and H+). These ions would have convected
tailward and ultimately become part of the usual ionospheric
contribution to the mande and ultimately the plasmasheet.
However, because the lobe field fine was reconnected with a
magnetosheath field line draped on the dayside, lhe,se ions are
now observed on the dayside in the subsolar region.
Counterstrearning electrons are observed in the I.J_L because
their fast motion along the magnetic field allows them to enter
the LLBL above the spacecraft, propagate to the ionosphere,
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Figure 13. Magnetic field topologies for recormection polews,rd of the cusp (left) and equatorward of the
cusp (right) for low magnetic shear. (lop) Snap6hots of the topologies as viewed from the Sum and (bottom)
snapshots as viewed from the dawn meridian are shown. Magnetic field lines are solid earthward the
magnetopause and dashed sunward of the magnetopan_ with the locations where the field line cry. sses the
magnetopause identified by the open circles. Recormection poleward of the cusp occurs when previously
open lobe field lines reconnect with magnetosheath field lines. Reconnection equatorward of the cusp
occurs when previously closed magnelospheric field lines reconnect with magnetosheath field lines.
mirror, and return to the spacecraft. Solar wind ions move
more slowly along the magnetic field. Because the field is
convecting earthward in the subsolar region,magnetosheath
plasma with low parallelvelocitieshas access to the LLBL
(seepaper I and Figures 5 and 6). Also, the higher velocity
solarwind ions observed in the paralleldirectionentered the
magnetosphere below the spacecraftnear the cusp, propagated
to the ionosphere, and returned along the magnetic field.
Solar wind ions moving ant/parallel to the magnetic field
entered the LLBL from above the spacecraft. Thus, in the
LLBL for reconnection poleward of the cusp, somewhat
isotropic solar wind ion distributions result from the earthward
convection of the field line and ion entry over a broad region
of the magnetopame,
It is tempting to suggest that counterstreaming solar wind
ion and electron distributions in the LLBL for event 1 are
evidence for multiple reconnection above and below the
spacecraft, forming a closed magnetic field topology. There
are two observations that argue against this more complicated
topology. First, in paper I, it was found that the transition
from unidirectional streaming electrons to bidirectional
streaming electrons always occurs at the magnelopause current
layer when the layer can be identified. For single
reconnection, this correlation between the electron streaming
and the magnetopause current layer is simply an indication
that the location where the magnetic field line crosses the
magnelopause is the site of heating of the solar wind ion and
electron distributions. For multiple reconnection, no such
correlation is required. For example, there could be events
where the magnetic field reconnects in two places, producing a
counterstreaming electron distribution sunward of the
magnelopause in the MSBL No such events were identified in
paper 1. A second argument against multiple reconnection is
the observation of unidirectional streaming O* in the LLBL
(Figme 7). If reconnection occurs in both hemispheres, then
counterstreaming O + beams might be observed in conjunction
with the counterstreaming solar wind distributions in the
I.£,BL
Event 2 (Figures 8 through 12) must have an LLBL topology
that is distinct from that of event 1. The unidirectional flow
parallel to the magnetic field in the LLBL (Figure 11) suggests
that the magnetic field line threading the spacecraft crosses
the magnetopause below the spacecraft in th_ region and not
above the spacecraft as in the fast event. Furthermore, the
unidirectional ion flow in the LLBL is in the same direction as
the unidirectional electron flow in the MSBL (Figure 10).
indicating that the magnetic field lines crosses the
magnelopause below the spacecraft in both the MSBL and
LLBL. A topology consistent with these observations is
shown in the right of Figure 13. Reconnection equalorward of
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the cusp is commonly associated with high-shear
magnetopause crossing where the IMF and magnetospheric
magnetic fields are nearly antip_allel. Under high-shear
conditions, this type of recormection is relatively easy to
illustrate in a two-dimensional diagram [e.g., Gosling et al.,
1990]. For low-shear conditions, reconnection equatorward of
the cusp is inherendy three-dimensional and more difficult to
illustrate. This topology was recently suggested for a low-
shear magnetopause crossing [Onsager and Fu._elier, 1994] and
occurs when a previously closed magnetospheric field line
reconnects with a magnetosheath field line. The result is two
open magnetic field lines, one connected to the ionosphere in
the northern hemisphere and the other connected to the
ionosphere in the southern hemisphere (see Figure 13, top
right).
This topology is consistent with the observations from
event 2. Sunward of the magnetopause (in the MSBL),
electrons are observed to stream along the magnetic field.
Parallel streaming indicates that the reconnected magnetic
field line threading the spacecraft crosses the magnetopause
southward of the spacecraft location. Earthward of the
magnetopause (in the LLBL), the spacecraft is located between
the source of hot ions and electrons (the magnetopause) and
the mirror point (in the ionosphere). Because the magnetic
field is convecting toward the magnetopause (as well as
tailward as in the right of Figure 13), solar wind ions and
electrons observed in the antiparellel direction must enter the
magnetopause in the parallel direction, propagate to the
ionosphere, mirror, and return before the LI.,BL magnetic field
line convects past the spacecraft. This is not difficult for
electrons, and they are observed as a bidirectional
distribution. However, this is very difficult for ions because
of their low parallel speeds. Thus the ion distributions are
observed as essentially unidirectional at low energies. Since
the unidirectional streaming is parallel to the magnetic field in
the LL.BL the reconnected magnetic field line threading the
spacecraft in this region also crosses the magnetopause
southward of the spacecraft as shown in the right of Figure 13.
Ionospheric O ÷ could be observed on these field lines, but like
the mirroring solar wind ions, these ions may not arrive at the
spacecraft before the magnetic field line convects away from
the subsolar region. Also, rntgnetospheric flux tubes on the
deyside may not contain significant iono_:_eric 0 ÷. Indeed,
no O÷ was observed in the magnetosphere for either event 1 or
event 2. Finally, while the lowest-Velocity solar wind ions
cannot return to the spacecraft from their mirror point in the
ionosphere, higher-velocity io_ can return [see, e.g.,
Faselier et al., 1992; Onsager and Faseller , 1994]. These ions
axe observed at velocities of the order of 500 im_/s antiparaUel
to the magnetic field (Figures 10 and 11). If the cutoff
velocity parallel to the field were high enough to be accurately
measured, then these mirrored and returning ions could be used
to determine the distance from the spacecraft to the
reconnection site [see, e.g., Oasager and Faselier , 1994].
However, in the He2÷ distribution in Figure 11, the cutoff
velocity in the parallel direction must be very small 0ess than
25 kn_s), and energy steps of the insu'ument at very low
energies are too coarse to allow an accurate determination of
the cutoff velocity. The high-velocity return population
antiparallel to the magnetic field fixes the re.connection point
below the spacecraft.
The topology illustrated in the right of Figure 13 is
consistent with the observations from this second event.
However, this type of reconnection may not be sustained in a
quasi-steady fashion, as discussed in section 5.
4. Survey of AMPTE/CCE Low-Shear
Magnetopause Crossings
Representative events for reconnection poleward and
equatorward of the cusp were discussed in detail in sections 2
and 3. In paper 1, 29 AMPTE/CCE magnetopause crossings
(including the two events discussed in section 2) were
identified with shear angles <60'. Twenty-six of these events
had identifiable MSBL electron signatures. The large number
of events with MSBL electron signatures indicates that the
low-shear, highly compressed magnetopanse is open in the
subsolar region essentially all the time. For the 14 events
listed in Table 1, the LLBL intervals were long enough (i.e.,
continuous intervals >2 rain) to obtain ion disu, ibutions from
the mass spectrometer on AMVFE/CCE. The first four columns
of Table 1 are the event, day, time of one magnetopause
crossing (most of these events, like the ones in Figures I and
7, contained multiple crossings), and average shear across the
magnetopause. In the next four columns, flow directions are
identified as parallel (plus) or antiparallel (minus) to the field.
Since the magnetosheath and magnetosphere magnetic fields
are northward for these events, plus (minus) sign is also
northward (southward). The last column shows the location of
the reconnection site (po!eward or equatorward of the cusp)
consistent with the flow directions.
Several features are apparent in this comparison of events.
First, all have identifiable MSBL electron signatures with the
majority of the MSBL electron flows parallel to the magnetic
field. Second, the MSBL electron and solar wind ion flow
directions are consistent for the few cases whe_ an ion flow
direction could be obtained. Third, only bidirectional LI.,BL
distributions (or somewhat isotropic distributions such as
those in Figure 4) are associated with observations of O ÷
beams in the LI.,BL. Fourth, unidirectional solar wind ion
flows in the LLBL are always in the same direction as
unidirectional electron flows in the MSBL. Finally, the most
common magnetic topology identified is reconnection
poleward of the cusp (11 of 15 events).
5. Discussion and Conclusions
In paper 1, electron and ion flows in the MSBL sunward of
the magnetopause were used to determine if this boundary was
open or closed in the subsolar region. These flows indicate a
continuous heating of solar wind ions and electrons at the
location where the reconnected field line crosses the
magnetopause. In this paper, electron mad ion flows in the
MSBL sunward of the magnetopause mad ion flows in the LLBL
earthward of the magnetopause were used to determine the open
magnetic field topology of the low-shear, highly compressed
magnetopause in the subsolar region. Flows of solar wind
ions and/or electrons identify where a reconnected field line
crosses the magnetopause. For example, electron flows
parallel to the magnetic field line in the MSBL indicate that
the field line crosses the magnetopause below (south of) the
spacecraft. Flows of ionospheric O+ indicate the hemisphere
(northern or southern) of the ionospheric foot point of a
reconnected field line. For example, the field-aligned O ÷ beam
in the LLBL in Figure 7 indicates that the spacecraft is
connected to the southern ionosphere.
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Table 1. The 15 Magnetopause Crossings With Shear Angles <60" From Faselier et al. [1995]
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Event Day MP C.mlsing Magnetic MSBL MSBL Solar LLBL SW Ion Row LLBL O +
(1984) Time, UT Shear, Electron Flow Wind Ion Row Direction Beam
de_rees Direction Direction Direction
1 267 0617:30 53 + bidirectional ÷
2 279 ! 115:10 16 bidirectional no beam
3 279 - 1521:30 35 unidirectional - no beam
4a 280 0244:45" 20 + unidirectional + no beam
4b 280 0319:55 t 20 + + bidirectional ÷
5 280 0425:40 48 + bidimaional no beam
6 280 0639:20 17 + + bidirectional +
7 280 1843:55 25 + bidirectional no beam
8 280 2307:05 54 bidirectional +I-
9 281 1331".20 23 + bidin_xiontl no beam
10 293 0706:50 11 + unidimaiomd + no beam
11 320 0018:40 32 + unidirectional + no beam
12 320 0335:40 26 + + bidirectional +
13 320 1446:40 38 + bidirectional no
14 348 0418:45 17 + ÷ bidirectional +
Recofmection
Location Relative
to Cusp
poleward
poleward
equatorward
equatorward
poleward
poleward
poleward
poleward
poleward
poleward
equatorward
equatorward
poleward
poleward
poleward
Themagnetostheathboundarylaye_CMSBL)and U..BLflowdire_om are g/yea relative to the magneticfield withthe plussign
indicating propagationparallel to the magnetic field (in all cases, the magnetic field was northwardon both sides of the
magnetopause)MSBL ion flow directionscouldbedeterminedinonly tourof theevents becauseof the low time resolutionof the
ion mass spectrometer.
*Sen Onsager and Fuseller [1994].
_'See Fuseher et al. [19951.
In the MSBL, electron and solar wind ion flows are
consistent for the events that ion flows could be identified
(Table 1). Most of these flows are parallel to the magnetic
field, indicating an open magnetic field topology with the
reconnected field line crossing the magnetopause southward of
the spacecraft. This suggests that the reconnection site is
somewhere in the vicinity of the southern cusp. Seasonal
conditions are probably the reason for preferential
reconnection in the southern cusp for the events in Table 1.
These events occurred during the northern hemisphere late
fall/early winter when the tilt of the Earth's dipole axis was
away from the Sun in the northern hemisphere. This tilt
moves the southern cusp sunward, and draped magnetosheath
magnetic field lines may preferentially encounter this cusp
region first, as suggested by Croo_r [1992].
This seasonal bias has another implicationalso discussed
by Crooker [1992]. This bias can help explain why the MSBL
field lines cross the magnetopause for recormection poleward
of the cusp. For reconnectiun away from the subsolar region,
reconnected field lines will be carried anti-sunward against the
reconnection flow direction if the antisunward magnetosheath
flow is greater than the A1fven speed at the reconnoction site.
For reconnection poleward of the cusp therefore one ordinarily
expects that the reconnected field line will convect tailward
and willnot cross the magnetopause on the dayside to become
part of an open LLBL. The large dipole tilt near winter
solstice moves the southern cusp closer to the subsolar point
where the magnetosheath flow is lower. Thus the reconncction
flow may be higher than the sheath convection flow even at
the cusp reconnection site, and the reconnected field line may
actually move sunward initially as shown in the bottom left of
Figure 13.
For low shear reconnection, we have used measurements
near the subsolar magnetopanso to infer whether reconnection
occurs poleward or equatorward of the cusp. Since the
electrons move rapidly, traveling to the ionospheric mirror
point and back to the spacecraft in a matter of seconds, the
LLBL electron distributions contain solar wind electrons from
the magnetosheath that are flowing both parallel and
antiparallel to the magnetic field. The LLBL electron
distributions therefore indicate that the spacecraft is between
the location of the heating of the solar wind electrons (the
location where the magnetic field crosses the magnetopause)
and the mirror point in the ionosphere. However, these
electrons do not carry information about whether reconnection
occurs poleward or equatorward of the cus15.
The slower moving solar wind and magnetospheric ions do
provide information on the magnetic field topology of the
LLBL. The essential distinction between recounection
equatorward and poleward of the cusp is thatLLBL field
convect in opposite senses, earthward (sunward) for
recormection poleward (equatorward) of the cusp (_ Figure
13). For reconnection poleward of the cusp, the subsolar
LLBL field lines are former MSBL field lines convected sa_es
the magnetopause and hence are populated by solar wind
with all velocities down to zero. The solar wind ,ol
distributions in the LLBL are therefore bidirecuonal of
isotropic and extend to very low parallel velocities.
By contrast, for reconnection equatorward of the cusp. tlw
field lines convect more as they do for subsolar high-Lhaar
reconnection, earthward in the MSBL and sunwasd in tim
LLBL. Hence the only way for solar wind ions to reach tim
LLBL in this situation is to flow along the field lines ,cress
the magnetopause from the MSBL. The competition betwm
their parallel motion and LLBL convection toward tim
magnetopanse leads to velocity fdterlng in which only _oas
with sufficiently high parallel velocity are observed s4 my
particular location ha the LLBL. The resulting solar wind
distributions have velocity cutoffs corresponding m tim
lowest parallel velocity that has access to the obse_attoa
point. This situation might also be characterized mora
generally by having solar wind ions flowing in only on,
direction along the magnetic field if the spacecraft ts ftuly
close to the reconnection site and even the particles with the
highest parallel speeds are not fast enough to travel to the
ionosphere and back. Thus unidirectional flowing solar wind
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,on dastributions, especially at low parallel velocities, are
md,_ve of recormection equatorward of the cusp. In gener_
the t.v_ of solar wind ion distribution in the LLBL should
Om_fore allow one to infer the sense of convection in the
LLBL md hence whether the reconnection is poleward or
_lumaarwlad of the cusp.
I_lost of the events display bidirectional/isotropic solar
wind ion distributions in the LLBL consistent with
_uon poleward of ihe cusp. Moreover, ionospheric O*
be.sins m the LLBL indicate which end of the field line is
_ted to the ionosphere because the O* beams are from the
hash latitude ionosphere and not from the magnetosphere
tmm_Jately adjacent to the subsolar LLBL [Fuselier el aL,
19g01 Six events in Table 1 have unidirectional MSBL
eiec_ons, counterstreaming LLBL solar wind ions, as well as
O" beams in the LI._L. In five of these six events, the 0 ÷ flow
mew LLBL and the electron flow in the MSBL are in the same
dzrecuon (parallel to the magnetic field) and thus indicate that
tbc foot point of the magnetic field line threading the
spacecraft remains connected to the same (southern)
herauphere as the spececraft crosses the magnetopause from
the MSBL to the LLBL. This is consistent with reconnection
poleward of the cusp.
The 0 ° signature is not always present. This should be
expected because their presence may depend on ionospheric
conditions and because the slow moving O" ions have to
travel a considerable distance to reach the spacecraft.
Temporal effects should therefore be expected to confuse the
O" signature on occasion, and, in fact, a number of events with
bidixectional/isotropic solar wind ion distributions in the
LLBL had no O* beams associated with them. For one of the
sit events with an O "_ beam, the direction of the beam
switched. It was observed in one direction for part of the LLBL
in the opposite direction for another part [Fuselier et al.,
1989], This suggests a more complicated topology than the
one shown in the left of Figure 13, perhaps alssociated with
teconnection at multiple sites. Nonetheless, the most
significant fact is that the O + beams were only associated with
bidirectional LLBL solar wind ion distributions. This
observation is consistent with the interpretation (discussed
earlier) that bidirectional or relatively isotropic solar wind ion
distributions in the subsolar LLBL are evidence for
reconnection poleward of the cusp and earthward convection of
the reconnected field line in the LLBL.
Two observations argue against positing that the
bidirectional LLBL ion flows are the result of a simultaneous
recormection of the same field line at the opposite, northern
cusp (see section 3 mad paper 1). First, the transition from
unidirectional streaming electrons in the MSBL to
eonnterstreamtng electrons in the LLBL is always associated
with the local magnetopanse current layer when this layer is
present (see paper 1). If recormection were to occur
simultaneously in opposite cusps, then the onset of
counter_treaming electrons would not necessarily be observed
simultaneously with the magnetopanse current layer. Second,
the O ÷ beam in the LLBL is always unidirectional and never
bidirectional. One would expect at least some bidirectional O ÷
if the reconnection were simultaneous on the same field line in
opposite cusps.
There are events which display urtidirecfional solar wind ion
distributions in the LLBL, indicating that the re.connection
site is equatorward of the cusp. This type of reconnection is
illustrated schematically in the right of Figure 13. There were
four events, including event 4L with unidirectional solar wind
ion flows in the LLBL, and in all cases, the ion flow in the
LLBL was in the same direction as the electron flow in the
MSBL. For these cases, both unidirectional MSBL electrons
and LI._L solar wind ions indicate that the reconnected field
line threading the spacecraft crossed the magnetopause
southward of the spacecraft. In the LLBL, the
counterstreaming electron distributions indicate that the
spacecraft was between the site where the magnetic field
crosses the magnetopause (i.e., the site of heating of solar
wind electrons) and the mirror point in the ionosphere. The
presence of some relatively fastions heading southward along
the field is amributed to ions that had time to travel to the
ionosphere, mirror, and return before the magnetic field line
convects sunward of the spacecraft. These ions are observed as
a return population antiparallel to the magnetic field at high
velocities (see the LLBL He 2+ distribution in Figure 11).
Thus, for these three events, the combined electron and solar
wind ion observations indicate reconnection equatorward of
the southern cusp as illustrated in the fight of Figure 13. For
event 3 in Table 1, the MSBL electron flow and the LI..BL ion
flow are antiparallel to the field, and the same topology holds
except that the reconnection occun in the vicinity of the
northern cusp.
For reconnection equatorward of the cusp. the solar wind ion
diuributions in the LL_L give the appearance of an accelerated
flow. This acceleration results from the absence of ions in one
direction along the magnetic field at low velocities. The
acceleration is not as great as that observed for high-shear
crossings because the change in the velocity across the
magnetoptuse for ions that directly enter the LLBL is
proportional to the vector change in the magnetic field [e.g.,
Onsager and Fuaelier, 1994].
In principle, it is possible that even for reconnection
equatorward of the cusp, the solar wind ions may appear
bidirectional if the magnetic field line convects very slowly.
It would then be possible for even low-energy solar wind ions
to mirror in the ionosphere and rentrn to the subsolar region.
The resulting distribution would be indistinguishable from
that associated with reconnection poleward of the cusp.
Therefore some of the five events in Table 1 that have no O ÷
beam but bidirectional solar wind ion distributions in the
LLBL may be actually events that have reconnection
equatorward of the cusp, rather than poleward of the cusp u
shown in Table I. These events willalso show little or no
accelerated flow in the LI..BL. Because of this ambiguity in
approximately one third of the events in Table 1, it is difficult
to determine which type of reconnection topology is preferred
for the low-shear magnetopause, Also, it is clear that the
topology can change in lessthan 1 hour (seeevents4a and 4b
in Table I).
For recormection equatorward of the cusp, important
outstanding questions are the orientation of the neutral line
and the convection of the reconnected magnetic field lines.
For low-shear, component reconnection, the neutral line is
nearly north-south. However, for a single neutral line, this
orientation impties that a spacecraft will observe
unidirectional streaming signatures in the same direction in
the MSBL and LI..BL (as in Table 1) only when it crosses the
magnetopause and the neutral line simultaneously, a highly
unlikely occurrence. The fact that 4 of 15 events in Table 1
(counting events 4a and b as separate) have these
unldirectiona] streaming signatures argues against this
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unlikely occurrence. Here it is important to remember that
events in this study must have had a sufficiendy long LLBL
interval (at least 2 rain long). Thus events in Table 1 are
likely representative of magnetopause crossings with clear
flow signatures. Nonetheless, the neutral line orientation and
convection of the field lines for recormection equatorward of
the cusp remain outstanding questions. One possible scenario
is to have a multiple recormection region equatorward of the
cusp that has both time and spatial limitations. Future studies
with other spacecraft will hopefully resolve these questions.
In summary, the electron and ion signatures in the MSBL
and LLBL indicate that the low-shear magnetopause is open
essentially all the time in the subsolar region. Evidence
exists for both reconnection poleward and equatorward of the
cusp for these conditions. Reconnection poleward of the cusp
appears to be somewhat more common, but it is possible that
the number of events with reconnect/on equatorward of the
cusp may be underestimated. In one case, the recormection
site apparently moved from poleward of the cusp to
equatorward of the cusp during a 1 hour interval between
magnetopause crossings.
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Solar wind composition changes across the Earth's
magnetopause
S. A. Fuselier, E. G. Shelley, and O. W. Lermartsson
Lockheed-Martin Pale Alto Research Laboratory, Pale Alto, Cali/omia
Abstract. ISEE 1 and Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers/Charge Composition
Explorer (AMPTE/CCE) composition measurements are used to investigate the change in solar
wind composition across the Earth's magnetopause. The combined data set of 59 magnetopause
crossings covers 0500 to 1900 LT and -20' to +40' magnetic latitude. For each magnetopause
crossing, the ratio of the He2+/I-I+ density in the magnetosheath and in the low latitude boundary
layer (LLBL) were determined. In addition, some crossings on the duskside flank of the
magnetosphere were sufficiently long to determine this density ratio in the current layer.
Averaged over all local time, the HeZ+/H+ density ratio is observed to decrease by 40% from the
magnetosheath to the low latitude boundary layer. The density ratio decreases by its greatest
amount (47%) in the dawnside LLBL and decreases by its smallest amount (16%+14%) in the
duskside LLBL. In addition, there is essentially no reduction in the density ratio (7%+12%) in
the duskside current layer. Finally, even those events that show ciear signatures of magnetic
reconnection at the magnetopause exhibit an average decrease in the density ratio that is
comparable to the decrease seen in the entire data set. This decrease in the H_e2+/I-I+ density ratio
across the magnetopanse is not due to the presence era significant magnetospheric H+
population in the LLBL. One possible explanation for this composition change is a mass
dependent reflection coefficient at the magnetopause. To be consistent with the observations, the
reflection coefficient for He2+ at the magnetopause must be 40-50% higher than that for H+. If
true, then the lie 2+ concentration must increase by about 20% in the magnetosheath boundary
layer (MSBL) just sunward of the magnetopeuse.
Introduction
Ion mass spectrometers that measure thermal (approx-
imately 1 to several keV/e) ions in the magnetosphere have
provided definitive proof that the ionosphere and the solar
wind are both important sources of magnetospheric plasma.
Extensive study of the Earth's plasma sheet ion populations
indicates that this region is most "solar wind-like" in both
composition and mean energy during periods of prolonged
quiet [Lennartsson, 1992]. Under these conditions, the
He2+AI ÷ density ratio is between 2 and 3% with only about 3%
of the plasma sheet H ÷ of ionospheric origin [Sharp et al.,
1982; Lennartsson, 1992]. During icfiVe _ods, the
ionospheric source becomes more important, but solar wind-
like conditions can still be observed, especially near the tail
lobes [Lennartsson, 1992]. Under these conditions, the
plasma sheet HeZ÷/H ÷ density ratio measured between the 0.1
and 16 keV/e range drops to about 1% with 45% of the plasma
sheet H + of ionospheric origin [Sharp et al., 1982]. Under
active conditions, this ratio is affected somewhat by the
limited energy/charge range of the instrument used [e_g.,
Lennartsson, 1992].
Although these studies did not include a detailed comparison
of the plasma sheet He2+/H + density ratio with that measured
simultaneously in the solar wind, the average He2+/H ÷ density
ratio in the solar wind during the intervals studied was
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appro_ately 1.5 to 2 times higher th_ that observed in the
plasma sheet for quiet conditions. Because the ionospheric H +
contribution to the plasma sheet is negligible for quiet
conditions, the decrease in the solar wind He 2. concentration
(relative to solar wind H÷) in the magnetosphere appears to be
a real effect [Sharp et al., 1982].
There are two possible explanations for this decrease. Solar
wind He 2+ may be preferentially excluded from the
magnetosphere at or before the magnetospheric boundary
and/or it may be preferentially excluded from the plasma sheet
through the processes that energize and transport the plasma
from the boundary into the region. A possible explanation for
the reduction in the solar wind He 2÷ concentration through the
latter mechanism was suggested by Lennartsson and Shelley
[1982]. Until now, reduction in the solar wind He 2 "
concentration by the former mechanism has not been
comidered.
Independent of the energization and transport mechanisms
in the magnetosphere, solar wind plasma must first cross the
Earth'S magnetopause. This plasma can cross at high latitudes
into the mantle or at low latitudes into the low latitude
boundary layer and can cross on the dayside or in the tail. It is
not the purpose here to identify the most likely crossing point
of the solar wind plasma that populates the plasma sheet.
Rather, it is important to investigate the possible change it,
the solar wind composition at the magnetopause regardless
the actual crossing point.
This paper reports observations of solar wind con,
changes across the Earth's magnetopause. S
composition measurements in the dayside magn"
in the low latitude boundary layer are used to /
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the magnetopause preferentially excludes He 2÷ from the
Earth's magnetosphere. A possible explanation for this
exclusion is a mass dependent reflection coefficient at the
magneto-pause.
Observations
Observationsin thispaper are from the ISEE I and -2
spacecraftand the AMPTE/CCE spacecraft.The ISEE
spacecraftwerelaunchedintoa highlyellipticalorbitwithan
apogeeofnearly23 RE inlate1977. Datausedherearefrom
1977through1979.The AMPTE/CCE spacecraftwas launched
inahighlyellipticalorbitwithan apogeeofabout9 RE inlate
1984.DatausedherearefromOctobertoDecember 1984.
Data from thesetwo missionsarecomplementaryinseveral
aspects.The earlyISEE operationsoccurreduKng therising
phaseof thesolarcycle,whiletheearlyAMPTE operations
occurrednear solarminimum of thesame cycle.The ISEE
spacecraftwere launchedintoan orbitwithan inclinationf
29' and, with their relatively high apogee, explored the
Earth'smagnetopauseoverthefullrangeofdaysidelocal time
atgeomagneticlatitudesup to40". The AMPTE/CCE space-
craft was launched into a near-equatorial orbit and, with its
relatively low apogee, crossed the near-equatorial magneto-
pause only under conditions of high solar wind dynamic
pressure.These-crossingswere more restrictedindaysldelocal
time and,becauseof thehigh solarwind dynamicpressures,
they tended to occur during active magnetospheric conditions.
For the ISEE data. observations of solar wind He2+ were
from the Plasma Composition Extan'imem on ISEE 1 [Shelley
et al., 1978]. This ion mass spectrometer was one of a class of
similar mass spectrometers flown on several missions starting
with GEOS 1 and 2 and ending with AMVrE/CCE. The ISEE 1
insmanent used here had an energy dependent field of view that
ranged in polar angles from :k25_ at low energies (less than 1
keV/e) to ±7.5" at high energies (more than 10 keV/e). Since
the ISEE spin axis was nearly perpendicular to the ecliptic
plane and the center of the field of view was 5" below the
spacecraft spin plane, the composition instrument made
measurements approximately in the ecliptic plane and good
pitch angle coverage was obtained when the magnetic field did
not have a large Z componenL In addition, the majority of the
He 2÷ distribution was in the instrument field of view as long as
its bulk flow velocity did not have a significant Z component.
These c0nditioni on the magnetic field and bu_ velocity were
best met along the flanks of the magnetopause where the
magnetic field had a significant X component and the bulk
flow velocity was ma_L_yin the iX (antisolar) direction. In
the typical operation mode used-in this study, the insmanent
measured a He2÷ spectrum at 12 azimuthal angles fi'om 0 - 360"
and 16 energies from about 0.1 to 17 keV/e in about 1 rain.
Essentially all of the He 2÷ distribution in the magnetosheath
and magnetopause boundary Iayers was contained in this
energy range. Spectra were usually not measured continuous-
ly. Rather, ILmebetween successive He 2+ spectra was used to
measure other ion species.
Observations of solar wind H" were from the Fast Plasma
Experiment on ISEE 1 (and on ISEE 2 after 1978) [Bame et al.,
1978]. This insu-urnent had a :L55' field of view centered on
the spacecraft spin plane. It made snapshots of the total ion
distribution (assumed to be protons) in 3 s with spectra
separated by 3 s (high data rate), 12 s (low data rate), or 24 s
(after 1977 for ISEE 1). One-minute averages of the high time
resolution snapshots are used here. These data were obtained
from the PI through the National Space Science Data Center
(NSSDC).
In addition to the plasma observations from ISEE 1,
magnetic field data from the ISEE I and 2 Fluxgate magneto-
meters [Russell, 1978] are used to help identify the magneto-
pause crossings. These data were also obtained from the PI
through the NSSDC.
For the AMPTE/CCE data, observations of both solar wind
He 2+ and H÷ were from the Hot Plasma Composition
Experiment [Shelley et al., 1985]. As discussed above, this
insmunent was similar in several respects (e.g., field of view
and energy range) to the ISEE 1 Plasma Composition
Experiment. One important difference in the AMPTE
composition measurements was that the He2+ and H÷ spectra
were measured simultaneously with a time resolution of
approximately 2 rain. Another difference was that the spin
axis of the AMPTE/CCE _af_ was pointed approximately
toward the sun and good pitch angle coverage was obtained
when the magnetic field did not have a large X component. In
addition, ion distributions were in the instrument field of view
as long as their bulk flow velocity did not have a significant X
component. These conditions were bestmet in the subsolar
region where the magnetic field did not have a significant X
(or normal) component at the magnetopause and the bulk flow
velocity also had a very small -X component.
In addition to the composition measurements from AMPTE,
electron observations from the electron spectrometer part of
the Hot Plasma Composition Experiment and the magnetic
field from the magnetometer experiment [Potemra et al., 1985]
were used to identify the magnetopanse crossings.
In this study, a typical event consisted of multiple
magnetopanse crossings in which the spacecraft spent
sufficient time (i.e., greater than approximately 2 min) in the
magnetosbeath, low latitude boundary layer (LLBL) and/or
current layer to obtain at least one He z+ and H+ spectrum in
each region. A total of 55 events have spectra in the LI..BI..,
and magnetosheath. In addition, there were four ISEE 1 flank
magnetopause where sufficient time was spentin the current
layer to obtain spectra and one case where the spacecraft spent
sufficient time in both the current layer and LLBL. These
events are considered separately from crossings from the
magnetosheath into the LLBL. As a working definition of
these two layers, the LLBL is det'med here as the region of
magnetosheath-like plasma earthward of the major rotation of
the magnetic field from its magnetosheath to its
magnetospheric orientation. (The magnitude of this rotation
may be small if the shear is low.) The (magnetopause) current
layer is defined here as the region where the field is in the
process of completing its major rotation from magnetosheath
to magnetospheric orientation.
The local time and magnetic latitude of the 59 magnetopause
crossings (events) are shown in Figure 1. The top panel
shows the location of the crossings rotated into the ecliptic
plane. The 32 ISEE 1 magnetopause crossings occurred over a
wide range of local times and near the location of the nominal
magnet0pause position. (The nominal magnetopause pos-
ition shown in Figure 1 is from Sibeck et al. [1991].) These
ISEE 1 crossings occurred over a wide range of magnetic
latitudes but it may be significant that they were all at
relatively high magnetic latitudes for local times less than
0800. In contrast, the 27 AMPTE/CCE magneto-pause
crossings occurred over a restricted range of local times and
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Figure 1. (Top) The location of the magnetopanse crossings
used in this study rotated into the ecliptic plane. The ISEE 1
magnetopause crossings occurred near the nominal position of
the magnetopause while the AMFFE/CCE crossings occurred
under highly compressed magnetopause conditions. (Botxom)
The magnetic latitude/local time locations of the
magnetopause crossings. The latitude ranges from -20 to 40"
but only high-latitude crossings occur on the dawn flank.
magnetic latitudes approximately in the subsolar region and
occurred under conditions of very high solar wind dynamic
pressure. The difference in these two data se_ is simply a
reflection of the different apogees of the two spacecraft; nearly
23 R e for ISEE 1 and only about 9 Re for AMPTFJCCE.
The 27 AMPTFJCCE magnetopaur, e crossings were used in a
study of total mass density changes across the magnetopause
[Fuselier et al., 1993]. Identification of the magnetopause and
its associated boundary layers are discussed in detail in that
study.
The 32 ISEE 1 magnetopause crossings were selected from
1977, 1978, and 1979 data when the ISEE 1 Plasma
Composition Experiment was in a mode to detect He 2+. there
were data from the FastPlasma Experiment, end the spacecraft
remained in the LLBL for -2 rain. A combination of plasma
(1-min resolution) and magnetic field (4-s resolution) data
were used to determine the location of the magnetopause. In
addition, high time resolution plasma data for approximately
half of the ISEE magnetopause crossings in Figure 1 have been
published previously [e.g., Song st aL, 1993]. For these
crossings, the identification of the magnetopause and its
associated layers using the lower time resolution data in this
study could be toni'tuned directly.
An example of one of the ISEE 1 magnetopause crossings in
this study is shown in Figure 2. The ISEE spacecraft was
located at a radial distance of 11.4 R E and a local lime of 10.9
hours. From top to bottom this figure shows a 30-rain
interval of l-rain averaged H* density, H* temperature, He 2*
density, He2*/H + density ratio, and the 7__s E component of the
magnetic field. (During this interval, He 2+ was measured
continuously at approximately 1 rain time resolution.)
Several magnetopause crossings are identified by the sharp
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Figure 2. Representative magnetopause crossing from this
study. Top to bottom are !rain averages of the H÷ density, H ÷
temperature, He 2+ density, He2+/H + density ratio and the Z_s E
component of the magnetic field. At least three magnetopause
crossings occurred between 2305 and 2312 UT. These
crossings are identified by the decrease in the solar wind ion
densities and the increase in B z. The crossings were too brief
to obtain good measurements of the He2*/H + density ratio
across the boundary. However, the He2+/l-I + density ratio was
reasonably well determined in the intervals labeled Sh
(magnetosheath), and BL (low latitude boundary layer). The
He2*/H ÷ density decreases by about 30% from the
magnetosheath to the LLBL and decreases slightly from the
LLBL to the magnetosphere.
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decrease in the H* density (top panel), a corresponding
decrease in the He 2÷ density (middle panel), and an increase in
the Z component of the magnetic field (bottom panel). In
these crossings, the Bz component of the magnetic field was
positive in the magnetosheath and the shear at the
magnetopause was low (28"). These and other crossings in
this data sec were identified using higher time resolution
magnetic field data than shown in Figure 2. After a brief
encounter with the magnetosphere at about 2312 UT, the
spacecraft was in the LLBL from about 2315 to 2319 UT. The
LLBL is identified as the interval where the He 2÷ and H +
densities are intermediate between those in the magnetosheath
and magnetosphere. After 2320, the significant increase in
the H* temperature (in the second panel fcom the top) and the
corresponding decreases in the H+ and He 2÷ densities indicate
the final entry into the magnetosphere.
The second panel from the bottom shows the He2*/H ÷
density ratio. In the magnetosheath at the left-hand edge of
the panel, this ratio is between 1 and 1.5%. This is a factor of
2 to d times lower than the typical He 2÷ concentration in the
solar wind. The density ratio in the solar wind may have been
lower than typical during this interval or this ratio may be low
because the Plasma Composition Experiment and the Fast
Plasma Experiment were not intercalibrated. Other intervals
studied (not shown) do not have lower than typical He 2+
concentrations in the sheath. In any case, absolute density
ratios are not important here, ordy their relative change across
the magnetopause.
Because magnetoptuse crossings and the crossings of the
LLBL-magnetosphere boundary can occur on timescales
substantially faster than the l-rain time resolution of the
plasma measurements used here, these sharp boundaries must
be avoided when computing the change in the He2+/H ÷ density
ratio from the magnetosheath to the LLBL. For example, in
Figure 2 at the relatively brief crossings from the LLBL to the
magnetosphere at 2312 UT and 2320 UT, the He2+/H + demity
ratio is a factor of 2 higher than in the magnetosheath. This
may reflect an actual change in the composition at these
boundaries. However, the acquisition of the He 2+ and H ÷
spectra was different for the two ISEE instruments, and this
may have caused significant time aliasing of the density ratio.
To minimize possible time aliasing near sharp boundaries, the
He2+/H ÷ density ratio in the magnetosheath and LLBL was
determined during intervals when the density was relatively
constant for 2 to 3 rain. The density ratios for the
AMPTE/CCE events were determined in a similar fashion
[Faselier et al., 1993]. However, time aliasing of the density
ratio should be much leas for AMPTE/CCE because a single
instrument with simultaneous acquisition of H+ and He 2÷
spectra was used.
For the ISEE 1 event in Figure 2, selected intervals removed
from abrupt density changes near the sharp plasma boundaries
are shown in the second panel from the bouom. In the
magnetosheath (Sh), the He2÷/H÷ density ratio was between
0.01 and 0.015, in the LLBL (BL), the ratio was below 0.01,
and in the magnetosphere (Sphere), the ratio was somewhat
lower than that in the LLBL. Thus, there is a decrease in the
He 2÷ concentration relative to H+ as the spacecraft transitions
from the magnetosheath to the LLBL and into the
magnetosphere. Taldng into account the fluctuations in the
density ratio in both the magnetosheath and the LI.,BL
intervals, the relative change in the He 2÷ concentration across
the magnetopause for this event, expressed as the He2"/H ÷
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Figure 3. Change in the He 2÷ concentration across the
magnetopause (defined as the ratio of the He2*/H ÷ density
ratios in the LI_L divided by the magnetosheath) as a function
of local time. ISEE and AMPTE/CCE observations agree
reasonably well and both show that the He 2" concentration
relative to H + most often decreases across the magnetopause.
ratio in the LLBL divided by the ratio in the magnetosheath, is
0.7+0.12.
The relative changes in the He 2÷ concentration from the
magnetosheath to the LI.,BL for all magnetopause crossings
are shown in Figure 3 as a function of local time. A value of 1
indicates no change in the H_ ÷ concentration; values greater
than (less than) 1 indicate an enrichment (deficit) of He_ +
relative to H+ in the LLBL. Error bars on the ISEE 1 values
reflect changes in the density measurements during the 2 to 3
rain [.J..BL and magnetosheath intervals. These changes are
mueh larger than the statistical fluctuations in the density
measurements from the individual insmaments. Error bars on
the AMPTE/CCE observations reflect statistical uncertainties
in the density measurements because time aliasing in the
simultaneous AMPTE/CCE He 2÷ and H + measurements is
minimal compared to that for ISEE.
Figure 3 shows two important results. First, the relative
change in the He 2+ concentration across the magnetopalute is
often lessthan 1, indicating a deficit of He 2÷ in the LLBL.
Second, the ISEE and AMPTE/CCE observations agree
reasonably well over the same local time range.
Table 1 shows weighted means of the He 2÷ concentration
change across the magnetopause for different groupings of the
data set. Errors are the standard deviation of the mean, and
both the mean and its standard deviation were calculated by
weighting the contribution from each measurement to the
mean by its uncertainty. Because errors in the AMPTE_CE
values are smaller than those for ISEE, weighting of the mean
tends to favor the former values. The first entry in Table I
shows the mean of the He 2* concentration change from the
magnetosheath to the LLBL for the LLBL events. The mean
value of 0.59"xO.0f indicates that, on average, there is s 40%
reduction in the He 2+ concentration relative to H÷ from the
magnetosheath to the LL_L.
The second two entries in Table 1 compare the ISEE 1 data
and the AMPTF_CE data over the same local time. Given all
the differences in the two data sets discussed at the beginning
of this section, it is not surprising that the change in
concentration is not exactly the same. However, it is
significant that both data sets independently exhibit a
decrease in the He 2÷ concentration. The next three entries
compare the change in the concentration with local time. The
largest decrease occurs on the dawnside, indicating a possible
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Table 1. Change in the He 2+ Concentration Across the Ma[Inetopause
Data Set Local Tune Coverage Number of Events (He2+/H+)Boundarv Layer /
24- 4.
_He /I-I)She.th
Combined 0500- 1900 55 0.59-£4).01
ISEE 1 only 0900- 1400 14 0.43:t.'0.03
A_CE only 0900- 1400 27 0.60_.01
ISEE 1 - 0500 - 0900 7 0.53x_0.05
Combined 0900- 1500 43 0.59-£-0.01
ISEE 1 1500- 1900 5 0.84:1.'0.14
ISEE 1 Current Layer 1400- 19(30 5 0.93xL0.12
ISEE 1 Reconnection 0800- 1600 6 0.41£'0.05
Events
AMP'I'F_CE 0900- 1300 13 0.72._.01
Rec.oo.nection Events
Combined with magnetopause 0600- 1800 25 0.69x_.01
shear from 0 to 60"
Combined with magnetopause 0500 - 1700 12 0.67x_0.01
shear from 120to 180"
Combined-Quiet 0006-1900 12 0.77£-0.03
(AE < 90 aT)
Combined-Active 0900-1800 16 0.67x_0.01
I_>5oo_T)
trend with local time. However, there are few observations on
the flanks compared to the subsolar region, and the dawnside
observations occurred primarily at high latitude (see Figure 1).
The next entry shows that the He 2+ concentration is relatively
constant for the few ISEE 1 events where sufficient time was
spent in the duskside flank current layer. The last six enuies
show that, selecting only events with clear reconnection
signatures (such as accelerated flows in the LLBL and
reflected/transmitted distributions at the magneto-panse [e.g.,
Fuselier et al.. 1991]). separating high and low shear, or
separating active and quiet magnetospheric conditions (with
these conditions clef'reed by Sharp et aL [1982]), indicate no
significant trends. Independent of how the data set is divided,
there appears to be a 30-40% decrease in the He z÷
concentration across the magnetopause from the
magnetosheath to the LLBL.
Possible Causes
Possible causes for this apparent reduction in the He z÷
concentration across the magnetopause include (1)
instrumental effects, (2) "contamination" by magnetospheric
H÷ in the LLBL, and (3) preferential exclusion of Hd l÷ from the
LLBL.
Instrumental effects should have minimal impact on the
results presented here. By comparing changes in density
ratios, difficult problems such as absolute calibration of the
different instruments are avoided. Furthermore, both the ISEE
and AMP'rE data sets exhibit similar reductions in the He 2÷
concentration across the magnetopause (Table 1). With all the
differences in the instruments used, spacecraft orbits, upstream
solar wind conditions, and magnetospheric activity levels, it
is not surprising that the reduction in the He 2+ concentration
is somewhat different for the two data sets. However, it is
significant that both data sets independently exhibit a
reduction.
Contamination by magnetospheric H + in the LLBL lowers
the He2+/H ÷ density ratio in that region relative to the
magnetosheath. However, this contamination should be
negligible in the LLBL. By comparing the He2"/H * denJity
ratio and Be H ÷ density in the adjacent magnetosphere with
the same quantities in the LLBL for all magnetopause
crossings in this study, the contribution of the magneto-
spheric H + population to the total H ÷ density in the LIgL is
estimated to be about 5%. Figure 2 shows an example of this
minimal contribution. In the magnetosphere after 2325 UT,
the H÷ density is of the order of 0.5 cm "3, while the H* demiw
in the LLBL is 5-7 cra "3. Thus a 5-10% concentrmee of
magnetospheric H + is possible in the LLBL for th;- evem.
However, this magnetospheric H÷ population causes m even
smaller reduction in the He2÷/H + density ratio in the LL,BL
because of the presence of magnetospheric He 2° m the LI_L
(see Figure 2). Furthermore, the magnetospberic He2*/H"
concentration in Figure 2 may be underestimated in the
magnetosphere because the distribution is hot (of the older of
10 keV/e) and the plasma composition experiment hat an
energy range of only 17 keV/e [Sharp el al. 1982;
Lennartsson, 1992]. Therefore, the possible redta:tion m the
He2+/H + density ratio in the LI.,BL due to contami,natme by
magnetospheric plasma may be even smaller than 5-|0_.
Finally. contamination from magnetospheric H" thot_ b8 a
function of magnetospheric activity. By comparing the
change in the He2+/H ÷ density ratio across the mag_
for high and low magnetospheric activity, an estmmm o( dm
•maximum contamination level from magnetosphera; H" a_ ttm
LLBL is obtained. Table 1 shows that there is s reductmm m
the H_'+/H + density ratio in the LLBL for both exureme qu_
and extreme active magnetospheric conditions and that
reduction is about 15% greater for extreme active cond_t_m.
Thus, assuming essentially no contamination from the
magnetospheric H + population for quiet condit,ons, the
maximum contribution of magnetospheric H÷ to the He"H"
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dcn_,t)ratioin theLLBLisalsoabout15%.In Table 1,
magnet, spheric activity is defined by the maximum hourly AE
mdc_ from either the interval or 1 hour before, with quiet
(actl_e) m_ervals det'med as the maximum hourly AE < 90 nT
(>500 nT) [see also Sharp et al., 1982].
Eliminating instrumental and magnetospheric effects, the
remaining possible cause for the reduction in the He 2+
concentration across the magnetopause is preferential
exclusion of He 2÷ from the LLBL. Understanding this
possible cause requires specification of a mechanism for
trartsfcr of solar wind mass across the magnetopause as well as
a discussion of the differences between He 2÷ and H ÷
distributions in the magnetosheath. Here, magnetic recon-
nectJon is the only transfer mechanism considered because
this mechanism has been shown to be important at the
magnctopause and because the ion distributions on either side
of the magnetopause are simply determined, especially for
high magnetic shear [e.g., Cowley, 1982]. In addition,
consideration is limited to the subsolar region, where most of
the observations in Figure 2 are located and where the bulk
flow velocity parallel to the magnetic field in the
magnetosheath is small. Finally, magnetosheath distribut-
ions are assumed to be Maxwellian. In fact, the He 2÷
distribution is better described as a shell in velocity space
with bulk flow velocity the same as that for the proton
distribution [Fuselier et al., 1988]. If only a limited range of
magnetosheath pitch angles and energies crossed the
magnetopause and entered the LLBL, then the details of the
magnetosheath distribution become very important. This
effect is seen in the cusp He :z* distributions [Shelley et al.,
1976]. However, this is not the ease in the LLBL, where the
magnetosheath distribution over a wide range of pitch angles
and energies is observed at any location except near the inner
boundary between the LI.,BL and magnetosphere. Thus, for the
purposes of illustration here, the assumption of a Maxwetlian
distribution does not lead to serious error.
The remainder of this section is divided into two parts. In
the first pa_t' the properties of the solar wind ion distributions
incident on the magnetopause and the reflection or
transmission of these ions across the boundary are discussed.
In the second part, the implications of a mass dependent
reflection coefficient at the magnetopause is discussed.
Solar Wind Ion Distributions Incident on the
Magnetopause
Solar wind ions incident on the open magnetopause
magnetic field topology in the subsolar region will either
cross the boundary or reflect off the magnetopause and return
to the magnetosheath. The region sunward of the
magnetopause that contains the reflected solar wind ions is the
magnetosheath boundary layer (MSBL), and the region
earthward that contains the transmitted ions is the LI.,BL. In
the deHoffman-Teller frame of reference (i.e., the frame of
reference where the vx.B electric field vanishes on either side
of the magnetopause), the incident, reflected, and transmitted
ion distributions will travel either parallel or antiparallel to
the magnetic field at approximately the Alfven velocity [e.g.,
Cowley, 1982].
Figure 4 shows parallel cuts in the solar wind ion
distributions in these layers in the spacecraft frame for
reconnection southward of the spacecraft (see also Figure 3 of
Cowley [i982]). The deHoffman-Teller velocity (Vdrrr) is
approximately the AlDen velocity and the bulk flow velocity
MSBL /_ v'" _,,,_T_ L'BLI_ _'"
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Figure 4. Schematic of parallel cuts in the magnetosheath
ion distributions in the MSBL just sunward of the magneto-
pause and the LLBL just earthward of the magnetopause. These
distributions are shown for typical conditions in the subsolar
magnetosheath, where the parallel bulk flow velocity (Vo) is
small compared to the Alfven speed (V^) and the deHoffman-
Teller velocity (VdHT) is approximately equal to the thermal
velocity (VaO and V A. The ion reflection coefficient is
assumed to be 0.5 so that the reflected distribution is 50% of
the incident distribution. The percentage of the distribution
incident on the magnetopause depends on the parallel thermal
velocity. For a fixed Vail T ion distributions with smaller
parallel thermal velocity will have a higher percentage of the
distribution incident on the magnetopause (and available for
reflection from or transmission through the boundary).
parallel to the magnetic field is small in the subsolar region.
Solar wind ions with parallel speeds below Vdm, are incident
on the magnetopanse. Ions with parallel speeds above this
velocity will not encounter the magnetopanse. Since Vdrrr is
constant for all ion species and the bulk flow velocities of
different ion species are approximately the same in the
subsolar magnetopause [e.g., Fuselier et al., 1988], Figure 4
shows that the percentage of the solar wind ion distribution
incident on the magnetopause (and therefore able to be
transmitted across the boundary) is a function _f the parallel
thermal speed of the distribution. In this simple picture, the
reflection and transmission mechanisms are not specified.
Instead, a reflection coefficient at the magnetopause is
assumed. In Figure 4 this reflection coefficient is assumed to
be 50%, approximately consistent with magnetopanse H +
observations [e.g., Faselier, 1995].
The parallel thermal speed dependence of the percentage of
the ion distribution incident on the magnetopause provides a
potential mechanism for changing the He2÷/H + concentration
in the LLBL. Solar wind ion distributions have different
temperatures and temperature anisotropies in the
magnetosheath [e.g., Fuselier et al., 1991]. In particular, the
He 2+ temperature (where T = (2Tj. + TH)/3) is about a times
higher than the H+ temperature (e.g., Figure 6 of Fuselier et al.
[1991]). In addition, He 2+ is more anlsotropic than H +.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of the temperature anisotropies
of He 2+ and H + for the 27 AMFFE/CCE events in this study.
The average temperature anisotropy for H + is about 2.
Temperature anisotropies for the two species are well
correlated with the He 2+ anisotropy approximately 1.5 times
larger than that for H +. With these observations, the ratio of
the parallel temperatures of the two ion distributions can be
determined.
First, it is assumed that
TH£ = 4 TH, (1)
and
(TffT,,)IiI_ = k (Tff'/,t))i. I (bl), (2)
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FIgure S. The temperature artisouopies for He 2+ versus H÷
for the 27 AMPTE/CCE magnetosheath intervals used in this
study. The average anisotropy for H÷ is approximately 2, and
He 2+ is consistently more anisotropic than H + by a factor of
about 1.5.
_vith
T = (2Tj.+ Tl0f3. (3)
Equations (1) and (2) are combined and solved for the
parallel thermal velocity of He 2÷ (V,I. _, where (V,I._)2 =
TliHTrJm) in terms of the parallel thermal velocity of H ÷ and the
H+ temperature ratio.
/
IIHe =VtlHA /V
V
(2r_rl +1)
T lib
(2k rLH+ 1)
TIIH
(4)
Since k is greater than 1, the parallel thermal velocity of
He 2÷ will be less than the parallel thermal velocity of H + in
the magnetosheath. Thus, in general, more of the He 2+
distribution will be at parallel velocities that are lessthan the
deHoffman-Teller velocity and therefore more He 2+ than H ÷
will be incident on the magnetopause. If the reflection
coefficientat the magnetopause is indelaendentof the mass of
the incidention,theanthe lower paralleltemperature of He 2÷
implies that the He 2+ concentration will go up across the
magnetopause.
Assuming Maxwellian distributions incident on the
magnetopause, Ta.H/TI_I = 2, ViiH = Vatrr = the Alfven Velocity.
V A. and a bulk flow velocity parallel to the magnetic field of
0.25V A (i.e., small compared to VA), Table 2 shows how the
change in the solar wind He 2÷ concentration across the
magnetopause depends on the difference in He 2+ and H ÷
temperature anisotropies in the magnetosheath. Column 1 in
the table is k from (2). Column 2 is the ratio of the parallel
thermal velocities from (4). Columns 3 and 4 are the
percentage of H ÷ and He 2÷ incident on the magnetopause,
respectively. These percentages were determined from the
temperature anisotropy and velocities assumptions above.
Column 5 is the ratio of the percentages in columns 4 and 3,
which is the change in the He 2÷ concentration from the
magnetosheath to the LLBL. Table 2 shows that, assuming
magnetic recormection at the magnetopause and typical
magnetosheath conditions in the subsolar region (including
k=1.5), there should be approximately a 5% increase in the
He 2÷ concentration in the LLBL. This is contrary to the
approximately 40% decrease in the concentrationobserved by
the ISEE and AMPTE/CCE spacecraft.
Mass Dependent Reflection Coefficient at the
Magnetopause
One important free parameter in the above analysis that has
the potential to directly affect the He 2+ concentration in the
LLBL is the reflection coefficient at the magnetopause. If the
reflection coefficient at the magnetopause is a function of the
mass of the incident ion. then more He 2÷ is reflected back into
the magnetosheath and less is transmitted into the LLBL.
Taking into account that there is a 5% higher percentage of
He 2+ incidenton the magnetopause (in "_able2), the bottom
panelof Figure6 shows the relationshipbetween the He 2÷ and
H ÷ reflectioncoefficientsthatwould account for the observed
change in the He 2+ concentration from the magnetosheath to
the LLBL Observationsof refiectedH ÷ in the MSBL indicate
that the H ÷ reflectioncoefficientis of the order of 0.5
[Fuselier,1995]. (Note thatFuseliercomputes the percentof
reflectedH + relativeto the totaldensity in the MSBL. This
quantity is equal to R / (I + R) where R is the reflection
coefficientat the magnetopause.)
With an H + reflectioncoefficientof 0.5,Figure 6 shows that
the He z+ reflectioncoefficientmust be approximately 0.72 (or
about 44% higher) to produce a 40% reduction in the He 2+
concentration in the LLBL. The ratio of the H + to He 2÷
reflection coefficients does not equal the concentration change
across the magnetopause because there is 5% more He 2+
incident on the magnetopause compared to H ÷ (as discussed
above).
If less He 2+ enters the LLBL, then there is the potential for
excess He 2+ in the MSBL. The top panel shows the change in
Table 2. Predicted Change in the He2+ Concentration Across the Magnetopause for a Constant Reflection
Coefficient
k = 0-L/TIOHe/ VIIBe/VI[] Percent Sheath H + Percent Sheath He"_*
0".1./'/'11)I4 Incident on the Incident on the
Mal[neto_use Magnetopause
1.0 1.00 0.76 0.76
1.5 0.85 0.76 0.81
2.0 0.75 0.76 0.84
2.5 0.67 0.76 0.86
3.0 0.62 0.76 0.88
Change in Ihe He2+
Concentration: Sheath to the LLBL
1.00
1.06
I.I0
1.12
1.15
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(top) Change in the He 2+ concentration from the
magnetosheath to the MSBL and (bottom) the He 2÷ reflection
coefficient as a function of the H ÷ reflection coefficient. To
account for a 40% change in the He 2+ concentration from the
magnetosheath the LLBL, theHe 2÷ reflection coefficient must
be approximately 45% higher than the H + reflection
coefficient (bottom panel, middle curve), and the He 2÷
concentration in the MSBL must increase from 10 to 40% (top
panel, middle curve).
the He 2+ concentration from the magnetosheath to the MSBL
as a function of the H + reflection coefficient. Again con-
sidering an average H + reflection coefficient of 0.5, the He 2+
concentration should be about 20% kigher in the MSBL than
in the magnetosheath.
Observational confirmation of this increase in the He 2+
concentration in the MSBL is difficult. Fuselier [1995] shows
all published observations of the reflected ion population in
the MSBL that include ion composition. While the average
percentage of reflected H÷ and He 2÷ appears to be equal for the
few published observations, uncertainties in these averages
are easily large enough to accommodate a 20% increase in the
He 2+ concentration in the MSBL. Another possibi]ity is that
the He 2÷ becomes trapped in the magnetoptuse current layer.
Trapping would result in an increase in the concentration in
the current layer but not necessarily in the MSBL. However,
this would require specification of a mechanism that would
cause this trapping.
Summary and Conclusions
Observations presented here show that there is about a 40%
reduction in the He 2÷ concentration (relative to H÷) from the
magnetosheath to the LLBL. Instrumental effects and
contamination by ionospheric H÷ in the LLBL are ruled out as
causes for this reduction. The reduction is independent of
magnetic shear, suggesting a single mass transfer process at
the magnetopause. There are possible dawn-dusk or latitudinal
dependencies in this reduction in the He 2÷ concentration;
however, these possible effects require further study at high
latitudes.
]:or magnetic reconnection and a mass independent
reflection coefficient at the magnetopause, typical
magnetosheath parameters near the subsolar region suggest
thatthe He 2+ concentrationin theLLBL should increaseby 5%
relative to the magnetosheath and not decrease by 40% as
observed. To account for the observed 40% decrease in the
He 2÷ concentration, the reflection coefficient for He 2+ must be
approximately45% higher thanthatfor H+. A prediction from
this mass dependent reflection coefficient is that the He 2+
concentration in the MSBL should increase by approximately
20%. Thus far, Limited observations in the MSBL neither
confirm nor deny this possible increase in the He 2÷
concentration.
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Abstract. Observations in the subsolar magnetosheath show that the plasma depletion
layer (PDL) is less pronounced for southward than for northward IMF. Since subsolar
plasma depletion indicates pile-up of magnetic flux, the degree of plasma depletion
should depend on the relative rates of flux transport via subsolar r'econnection and flux
advection by the solar wind flow. To identify the factors affecting plasma depletion, we
consider the ratio D = Er/Esw where Er is the reconnection electric field and Esw is the
imposed solar wind electric field. For a quasi-perpendicular subsolar bow shock D can be
expressed in terms of magnetosheath parameters. Since PDL formation is suppressed
when the subsolar bow shock is quasi-parallel, we restrict attention to quasi-perpendicular
conditions. We show that D increases with increasing reconnection efficiency, magnetic
shear at the magnetopause, and the magnetosheath magnetic field but decreases with
increasing total perpendicular pressure (particle plus magnetic field) in the magnetosheath.
By combining observations of the subsolar quasi-perpendicular magnetosheath from
AMPTE/IRM and AMPTE/CCE we verify that the degree of plasma depletion is in-
versely correlated with D. Furthermore, we show that the greater prevalence of plasma
depletion in the CCE data implies that the reconnection efficiency is lower for the CCE
events and specifically that the reconnection efficiency depends roughly inversely on
magnetosheath /3, for/3 > 1. Finally, the results show that all of the changes brought
about by plasma depletion act to increase Er so that some subsolar reconnection is likely
to occur even for low magnetic shear. Thus the percentage of the magnetosheath mag-
netic field that participates in reconnection near the subsolar region does not act as a
rectifier but remains positive for all shear angles, decreasing monotonically as the mag-
netic shear at the subsolar magnetopause changes from high to low shear. This implies
that the equatorward polar cap convection cells observed during northward IMF and
conventionally thought to be driven by a viscous interaction may be due at least in part if
not wholly to subsolar low shear reconnection,
I. Introduction
Momentum and energy transfer from the solar wind to
the magnetosphere is believed to occur near the subsolar
magnetopause via re.connection when the solar wind mag-
netic field is southward. The magnetosheath plasma im-
posed on the magnetosphere is therefore of great impor-
tance for this transport process. Near the subsolar region
the magnetosheath flow can give rise to a region of de-
creased density and increased magnetic field strength
called the plasma depletion layer (PDL) when the subsolar
bow shock is quasi-perpendicular. When a PDL forms, it
Copyright 1997 by the American Geophysical Union.
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is the plasma and field in this layer, rather than the
magnetosheath proper, that is imposed on the subsolar
magnetopause.
There is some variation in the reported prevalence of
the PDL. Anderson and Fuselier [1993], hereinafter PI,
reported a PDL for all orientations of the magnetosheath
magnetic field, although the density decrease and field m-
crease were smallest when the field was southv, ard By
contrast, Phan et al. [1994], hereinafter P2, found that a
PDL was clearly evident only when the magnetosheath
field was aligned within 60* of the magnetosphenc field.
Both P1 and P2 interpreted the dependence of PDL preva-
lence on IMF orientation as evidence for reconnec_,,n
flows at the subsolar magnetopause, but the difference m
PDL occurrence for high shear between P1 and P2 has not
been explained. The issue of PDL formation for southv.ard
IMF is important since its formation indicates that mag-
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n_:.. flux tspilingupagainstthemagnetopausedespite
ty.. _e.,,nnectionflowsandhencethatthereconnection
¢k.rr_. held has saturated.
l r_, data sets used in PI and P2 were different. The
da'a ,.I Pl are from the Active Magnetosphere Particle
1,.,.c,. L_plorers (AMPTE) Charge Composition Explorer
,( ([ _hfle the data of 1'2 are from the AMPTE Ion Re-
k-a._ M,,dule (IRM) [cf. Acuha et aL, 1985]. The geocen-
it,. d,,tances of apogee for these spacecraft were signifi-
,antl_ ddlerent: 8.8 RE for CCE and 18.8 R E for IRM.
"Ihc nominal subsolar magnetopause standoff distance is
I1 R! IRoelof and Sibeck, 1993], so all of the CCE
magnetosheath encounters occurred for high solar wind
AIl_en Mach number, whereas IRM crossed the
magnetosheath under generally more typical solar wind
¢t _"ldlllOflr,
The aim of this paper is to understand why CCE and
IRM t_sem'ed a difference in occurrence of plasma deple-
tu,n In section 2 we present a model of the relationship
between plasma depletion and reconnection to identify the
_aJ'_ables that control PDL formation. In section 3 we de-
_-nb¢ ho_ we combined the two data sets and restricted
the data to quasi-perpendicular upstream conditions. Sec-
t,,n .1 presents a joint analysis of the databases of P1 and
P2 it test the predictions of our model and to deduce the
dependence of the reconnection electric field on magnetic
shear and magnetosheath plasma /3. The implications of
the results are discussed in section 5.
"l'hc results indicate that the difference in PDL forma-
tlt,n betv, een the CCE and IRM data sets is due largely to
a reduced reconnection efficiency for the CCE cases attrib-
uted to a threefold increase in magnetosheath /3 for the
CCE events relative to the IRM cases. We also point out
that the effects of plasma depletion enhance the probability
and rate of subsolar reconnection, so that when the
magnetosheath conditions are unfavorable for subsolar
reconnection, the formation of the PDL acts to restore
some subsolar reconnection. Principally, this is due to the
fact that the magnetosheath field strength in the PDL in-
creases as the IMF turns northward, implying that subsolar
.,,,,ponent reconnection remains allowed, albeit at a re-
duced rate, for all IMF orientations except exactly north-
,_ard We therefore propose that subsolar re.connection and
plasma depletion should be regarded as dynamically
coupled. When conditions in the magnetosheath are unfa-
vorable for subsolar reconnection, plasma depletion occurs
and acts to adjust conditions adjacent to the magnetopause
so that some subsolar reconnection is likely to occur for
almost all upstream conditions and IMF orientations. From
this perspective, four-cell convection for IMF B, > 0 can
be understood as resulting from the combined effects of
cusp reconnection and simultaneous weak subsolar
reconnection without recourse to a viscous interaction.
2. Simple Model of Plasma Depletion and
Reconnection
In this section we consider the related effects of solar
wind and reconnection flows to determine the effect that
various parameters should have on PDL formation. Mag-
netic flux is convected earthward by the solar wind at the
rate given by the electric field
where Bs,_. is the magnitude of the solar wind magnetic
field transverse to the Earth-Sun line, and Vs,,. is the solar
wind velocity. Because the PDL forms preferentially for a
quasi-perpendicular subsolar bow shock (e.g., P1), we do
not consider the parallel shock case and assume that the
solar wind magnetic field is draped in an orderly way.
Note that we are not just interested in the southward com-
ponent of the solar wind magnetic field. Magnetic flux is
convected into the reconnection line at a rate given by the
reconnection electric field
Er = BrV r (2)
where Br is the magnitude of the magnetic field that par-
ticipates in reconnection and V r is the inflow velocity from
the magnetosheath side into the reconnection line. If we
consider the ratio of the Er and Es,,
o =
E_w (3)
we expect that D is always less than 1. If D = 0, then no
reconnection occurs and all of the solar wind magnetic
field is diverted around the magnetopause via MHD flow.
Under these circumstances a plasma depletion layer will
form [Midgley and Davis, 1963; Lees, 1964; Zwan and
Wolf, 1976]. As D increases, reconnection is able to take
up some of the solar wind magnetic flux and the PDL will
be correspondingly diminished.
We would like to determine how D depends on the so-
lar wind velocity, density, and magnetic field strength and
orientation. We note that Vr depends on the Aifv*n speed
in the magnetosheath and on the reconnection efficiency, k,
Vr = kVA, r (4)
where VA. r = BJ4(lZoPs) and Ps is the magnetosheath mass
density [e.g., Sonnerup, 1974]. That is, VA.r is the
magnetosheath Alfv_n speed using the component of the
sheath field that participates in merging. Typically, k is as-
sumed to be around 0.1, and although it is not known how
k depends on the properties of the magnetosheath plasma
it is expected to go to zero for high g [Sonnerup, 1974].
Denoting the magnetic field in the magnetosheath and
in the magnetosphere as B, and B=, respectively, B, is the
projection of Bs along the Bs - Bm direction:
Br=Bs s_Bm] (5)
When Br< 0, reconnection is geometrically impossible.
This is the condition originally discussed by Sonnerup
[1974]. Because of the PDL, the magnetosheath field
strength adjacent to the magnetopause, B,', is not indepen-
dent of the shear angle, A0, between Bs and Bm. In both
P1 and P2 it was found that B_" approaches Bm as A0 goes
to zero. Therefore we do not assume that Br necessarily
becomes negative, although it must go to zero for a0=0.
We write B_ = S(AO)Bs where S(0)= 0, S(rr)= 1 and S(AO)
increases monotonically with A0. Then (2) and (4) give
Er = k(fl_)S(AO) 2B: (6)
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To express D in terms of solar wind parameters, we
must make some assumption about the shock. If we re-
strict attention to strong, quasi-perpendicular shocks we
can write Bs = "0Bsw and Ps = r/Ps where "O is close to 4
[e.g., Kennel et al., 1985]. The downstream fl is deter-
mined principally by the solar wind Alfvdn Mach number,
MAsw. As MAsw increases, 7/ does not change much and
approaches 4 asymptotically, but /3s increases like MAs,,,z
because the shock-heating increases in proportion to
the upstream kinetic energy. We therefore write k(MAsw)
and have
D = k(MA_w )S(A0)2 B_iwr/l5
_ram (7)
where P_m is the solar wind ram pressure, Pr_ = PswVsw2"
This result suggests that the PDL is most favored under
low magnetic shear, high solar wind ram pressure condi-
tions consistent with those of P1 and P2. There are two
additional important dependencies predicted by (7). First,
large Bsw should inhibit PDL formation because although
higher B_w implies a higher solar wind magnetic flux
transport, it also implies both more flux transport via
reconnection and a higher reconnection rate because of the
higher Alfvdn speed in the sheath. Second, the PDL may
be favored when MA_w is large because k decreases with
increasing /3s which increases with increasing MA_w.
To compare this model with magnetosheath observa-
tions, we express D in terms of quantities measured in the
sheath. For the cases discussed below, the ram pressure in
the sheath is negligible relative to the perpendicular (mag-
netic plus thermal) pressure, P_Tot.s, so we have
D : k(3,)S(AO) 2B:_°'5 (8!:
The parameters in (8) correspond to values in the
magnetosheath proper, upstream of the PDL if present.
This is the primary expression used below for comparison
with the observations.
3. Combining the IRM and CCE Databases
To combine the IRM and CCE databases we first en-
sured that the events selected from each data set corre-
sponded as nearly as possible to the same region of space
sampled under comparable shock geometries. Each event is
defined as two adjacent time intervals, one from the
magnetosheath proper, denoted 1, and the other from the
magnetosheath near the magnetopause, denoted 2. The
magnetosheath field in 2 was used to evaluate the mag-
netic shear, A0, between the magnetosheath near the mag-
netopause and the magnetosphere. We adopt the
magnetosheath proper/PDL intervals of P1 (CCE) and refer
to them here as regions 1 and 2, respectively. For the P2
events (IRM), we associate the magnetosheath proper with
the time interval 10 to 20 rain before (after) the magneto-
pause on inbound (outbound) crossings. The corresponding
time interval for the near magnetopause region was chosen
to be 0 to 5 min. We follow P2 and categorize events
according to the magnetic shear. Cases with A0<60 °
are called low shear, and those with A0> 60 ° we call
high shear.
CCE: Equivalence of PDL and Near Magnetopause
Region
For CCE the low radial spacecraft velocities required
that the region identification in P1 be based on local
plasma signatures. In PI the PDL was shown to be corre-
lated with left-handed proton cyclotron waves occurring
above the local He z+ gyrofrequency, whereas the
magnetosheath proper was indicated by mirror mode like
fluctuations. The correspondence of this evolution in spec-
tral signatures from the magnetosheath proper to the
plasma depletion layer has been confirmed both
observationally and theoretically [Anderson et al., 1994;
Denton et al., 1994]. The departure of the ion temperature
anisotropy below the mirror instability threshold in the
PDL necessarily implies that such a mode changeover oc-
curs and is associated with the magnetosheath proper/PDL
transition [P2; Phan et al., 1996b].
It is important to consider whether adopting the events
of PI constitutes preselection of the CCE data set against
events without plasma depletion layers. First, we note that
PI showed that for quasi-perpendicular, Q.L, upstream bow
shock conditions, 77% of all magnetopause crossings were
associated with transition into a PDL. Second, we consider
those CCE magnetopause crossings for which the magnetic
field and plasma parameters displayed well-behaved,
monotonic profiles in the magnetosheath. For these cross-
ings the upstream conditions did not change suddenly, thus
giving the best picture of the magnetosheath structure near
the magnetopause for the CCE events. These crossings
have been presented previously (Plates 1 and 2 of Pl) and
displayed the above-mentioned spectral characteristics of
proton cyclotron waves regardless of the magnetic shear.
Thus the presence of the PDI.r for southward
magnetosheath fields is a persistent feature in the CCE ob-
servations. Adopting the events of PI therefore does not
exclude a major population of high shear cases without a
PDL because such conditions are in the minority in the
CCE data set.
Upstream Shock Geometry
We restricted the IRM events of P2 to ensure that the
upstream shock geometries were comparable. The upstream
shock condition is important because as found in PI. the
PDL forms preferentially for Qj. upstream conditions. The
events in PI identified as PDL all displayed an absence of
energetic, >10 keV, He z+ indicating connection to a Q_
bow shock. Corresponding He 2+ data are not available for
the IRM database of P2, so instead we used the R param-
eter of Linet al. [1991] to discriminate between Q_ and
quasi-parallel, QI, upstream shock conditions. This param-
eter is
t9)
where the B i are sequential vector samples of the magnetic
field, Bi is the field magnitude, At is the summatic)n tm_c
interval, and N is the number of samples in the sum If
R- 1, the field orientation is well ordered and nearly ct_n-
stant but R < 1 indicates a variable field direction .-ks
Luhmann et al. [1986] and Linet al. [1991] discussed,
well-ordered field directions are characteristic of Q_ up-
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stream conditions, whereas QII conditions are associated s
with variable downstream field orientations. 6
To ensure that the intervals from P1 and P2 used here 4
correspond to similar upstream shock orientations, we
evaluated R for the CCE events and used only those IRM
events that gave R values in the same range as the CCE 2
events. To evaluate R for the CCE events, we used a
single time interval for each event which spanned both re- 1_ 108
gions 1 and 2 and for the IRM events we used the full
20-min interval sunward 6f the magnetopause crossing. We 6
evaluated R during each event at intervals separated by 4
At 4 and calculated the average R value for the event, de-
noted Ravg. Values for At of both 2 min and 5 min were i_ "-t 2
used and gave essentially the same results. For the CCE
events, no R value was less than 0.7 and R,vs was larger
than 0.94 in every case. We therefore selected only those 18
IRM events which satisfied R > 0.7, and R,vj > 0.9. Of the
original 38 events in P2, 25 events met these criteria and 6
were used in this analysis. 4
The two data sets therefore both correspond to quasi-per-
pendicular bow shock conditions. Although the subsolar
magnetosheath is not highly sensitive to bow shock geom-
etry for an IMF within 45 ° of the Y-Z GSE plane [Kennel
et al., 1985; Wu, 1992] there may be some variation in
PDL severity within the data sets due to the range of subso-
lar shock orientation within the quasi-perpendicular regime.
However, temporal variations in solar wind conditions will
probably be a more important complicating factor. In any
case, we expect that shock geometry variations and tempo-
ral change effects will tend to average out in each data set.
We are therefore interested only in average trends.
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Figure 1. Total perpendicular static pressure, P_.ro, = P_pm
+ BV2/.L0, observed near the magnetopause region 2 plotted
versus PJ.zo_ observed in the magnetosheath proper. That
P_.r.,(1) = P_ro,(2) for the IRM events supports the inter-
pretation that IRM traversed a stationary structure. For
CCE, P_ro_(2)lP_r,4(1) = 0.72 on average, indicating that
the magnetopause was about 0.5 R E more earthward when
CCE sampled region 1 than when CCE sampled region 2.
4. Observational Results and Model Comparison
Total Pressure Consistency Checks
Comparing the total pressure in regions 1 and 2 is use-
ful both to compare conditions for the CCE and IRM
events and to examine whether there are any systematic
variations in upstream conditions between the time inter-
vals used for the two regions. Such a systematic difference
is expected for the CCE events because the CCE
magnetosheath observations occurred near CCE apogee.
Thus whether the magnetosheath proper or PDL was
sampled by CCE depended on the imposed dynamic pres-
sure, and we expect that the magnetosphere must be some-
what more compressed for CCE to sample the
magnetosheath proper than for it to sample the PDL.
To estimate the dynamic pressure, we use the total static
pressure normal to the magnetopause, P±Tot = P.Lpm + B2/21_,
that is; the sum of magnetic and perpendicular particle
pressures. The IRM ram plasma velocities given in P2 in-
dicate that the ram pressure for the IRM events is
-0.02 nPa (using a typical magnetosheatb density of
20 cm-3), which is negligible compared to PJ.Tot. We
therefore ignore the magnetosheath ram pressure and as-
sume that the ram pressure is negligible relative to P±rot
for the CCE events as well. The field line curvature near
the magnetopausc is also a negligible effect, so we con-
sider only the scalar magnetic pressure for approximating
force balance. In the case of IRM, all ions arc interpreted
as H +, whereas for CCE the H + and He 2+ contributions
are evaluated separately and added to give P_,. For CCE
the He 2+ contribution to the pressure was -10%, which is
small relative to the difference in pressure between the
CCE and IRM data sets.
In Figure 1 we plot Pj.-rot(2) versus P._rot(1). As ex-
pected, the pressures during the IRM and CCE events
were very different. For IRM the average P±rm(1) was
1.7 (2.8) nPa for low (high) shear whereas for CCE the
average P._rm(1) was 9.6 (12.4) nPa for low (high) shear.
The comparison of P±r,_ in regions 1 and 2 is also signifi-
cant. For the IRM events, P.Lrot(2)- P._ro_(1), as expected,
if IRM traversed a stationary structure. For the CCE
events P±r_(2) < P_.rot(l), as expected, if 2 is closer to the
magnetopause than 1, since lower PJ.'rot brings CCE closer
to the magnetopause when CCE is in the magnetosheath.
The average ratio, Pj.rot(2)/P_.rot(1), for CCE is 0.72
which provides a measure of the scale length for the
magnetosheath proper to PDL transition. The CCE radial
distance at apogee is 8.8 R E, so if we takethis for the ra-
dial distance for 2, r(2), then r(1) for the same dynamic
pressure will be given by r(2)/r(l)- 0.721/6= 0.95 so that
r(1)- r(2)- 0.5 RE. Thus the magnetosheath proper/PDL
transition occurs over about 0.5 RE.
Average Sheath and Inferred Solar Wind Conditions
To quantify the differences between the CCE and IRM
events, we compare the average magnetosheath conditions
for the data sets. Averages, standard deviations, and mini-
mum and maximum values for 13(1), B(1), n(l), P±ro_(1),
and the Alfvdn velocity, VA(1 ), are given in Table 1. In
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Table1, AverageIRMandCCEParametersintheMagnetosheathProper Denoted in the Text
as Region 1
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IRM CCE
Average _ Standard Average "" Standard
Deviation (rain, max) Deviation (rain. max)
,8(I) . 2.5 _ 1.4 (0.51, 5.57) 8.0 - 4.1 (2.71, 14.3)
B(I). nT 39.7 z 19.5 (17.2, 119.0) 67.4 -'- 16.5 (40.1, 120.9)
n(1). cm -3 21.2 z 18.0 (5.5, 95.2) 166 --- 108 (43.9, 537)
P_r_,t(1), nPa 2.15 '- 1.69 (0.6l, 926) 158 *_.11.2 (7.9, 59.5)
V._. krn/s 210 - 85 (90, 395) t30 -*-50 (70. 250)
addition to the large difference in P_Tot(1), /3(1) is roughly
three times higher for the CCE events than for the IRM
events. The difference in /3(1) is due principally to the
eighffold higher density for the CCE events, which more
than compensates for the higher magnetic field strength of
the CCE events. Owing to the huge densities for the CCE
events, VA(I) is lower for the CCE than for the IRM events.
It is also useful to estimate the solar wind conditions
during the events. We can infer the upstream solar wind
conditions to -20% on the basis of observations in the
magnetosheath proper. We estimate the field strength, B_,,,,
solar wind flow speed, Vs,,,, and proton density, ns,,,, from
parameters in region 1 as follows. Across the shoc k, Bsw
and ns,,, increase by a factor, 7/, which depends on the up-
stream Mach number and on the angle between Bs,,, and
the shock normal, 0Bn. We then have, Bs,,,= B(l)/r/ and
nsw = n(1)/'0. The solar wind ram pressure is approximately
nswmpVs,,,2, where mp is the proton mass, and we have
ignored He2÷i The ram pressure is also given by P,_-rot(l),
so we obtain
(10)
From Bsw, Vs_,, and nsw we then calculate Es,,, and the
Alfv6n Mach number, Mas,, Note that Esw and MAsw vary
only as r/-vz so that these estimates are not very sensitive
to r/. Moreover, for quasi-perpendicular shocks the jump
conditions are not highly sensitive to 0an and for strong
shocks r1- 4 [Kennel et al., 1985]. Table 2 presents the
statistics of the inferred solar wind parameters assuming
r/=4.
The inferred solar wind parameters for IRM are very
close to average solar wind conditions. The differences
in ns,,,, Bs,,,, and VAs,,, carry over directly from the
magnetosheath values. The inferred solar wind velocities,
Vsw, are comparable however. As a result, Mas,,, for the
CCE events is higher than for the IRM events. For both
data sets, MAs,,, is always larger than 3.6 and the average
MAs,,, is greater than 5, indicating that these events oc-
curred for strong shocks, consistent with the assumption
regarding the jump conditions, that is, r/= 4.
Measure of Plasma Depletion
To measure the degree of plasma depletion for a given
event, we use the ratio of plasma/3 values in region 1 and
2, /3(2)//3(1). As shown in P1 and P2, the transition from
the magnetosheath proper to the PDL corresponds to the
simultaneous variation of a number of parameters: the den-
sity decreases, the average magnetic field strength in-
creases, and the ion temperature decreases. These changes
all contribute to a decrease in the plasma ,8, so we adopt
this parameter as a measure of the degre_ of plasma deple-
tion. To remove variations in /3(1) from event to event,
we restrict attention to the ratio /3(2)//3(1). When
,8(2)//3(1)- 1, little plasma depletion in region 2 is indi-
cated, whereas /3(2)//3(1)<<1 indicates significant deple-
tion in region 2.
Since the CCE events do not correspond to traversal of
a stationary structure, /3(1) and /3(2) for the CCE events
are not directly comparable in the sense that they necessar-
ily correspond to somewhat different upstream conditions.
Specifically, we know that P.Lxot(2)<P.LTot(1). Hence for
the CCE events we estimate ,8(2) corresponding to condi-
tions near the magnetopause when CCE was in region I.
denoted as /3(2)'. Because the measured /3(2) is probably
lower than /3(2)', the measured/3(2) gives a lower limit value
for ,8(2)'. An upper limit for _(2)' is obtained by assuming
Table 2. Inferred Solar Wind Parameters for IRM and CCE Events Evaluated Assuming a
Factor of 4 Increase in Density and Magnetic Field Magnitude Across the Shock
IRM CCE
Average _ Standard Average *- Standard
Deviation (rain, max) Deviation (rain. max)
Bs_, nT 9.9 --- 4.9 (4.3, 30) 16.9 - 4.1 (10, 30)
ns,,,,cm -3 5.3 -4.3 (1.4, 24) 42 -'- 27 (11,135)
Vs,,,.krrds 520 --- 140 (290,780) 490 - 95 (380, 720)
VAsw.krrgs 100 _ 40 (45, 200) 65 - 25 (35, 125)
M_._, 5.3 __-1.0 (3,6,7.1) 8.3 _ 1.9 (5.6, 11.5)
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Figure 2. Plot of/3(2)1/3(I)versus the cosine of the mag-
netic shear angle for IRM and CCE. For IRM /3(2)/B(I)
are indicated with circles,open for low shear, filledfor
high shear For CCE, diamonds indicate B(2)//3(I),open
for low shear, filledfor high shear and /3(2)*//3(I)are
shown with crosses for low shear and asterisksfor high
shear. See text for definitionsof ,8(I),/3(2),and /3(2)*.
Plasma depletion is indicated by /3(2)//3(I)<I. For both
IRM and CCE, plasma depletion becomes more prominent
as the magnetic shear decreases.
that the change in PJ.Tot, AP_.Tot=PJ.Tot(1) -P±Tot(2),
required to move CCE from region 2 to region 1, all
goes into particle pressure in region 2. That is,
/3(2)'< (Ppa_(2) + APj.Tot)IPB(2)=/3(2)*.
In the plots of /3(2)/,8(I)given below we indicateIRM
data with circles,open for low shear, filledfor high shear.
For CCE we indicate/3(2)/B(I)by diamonds, open for low
shear, filledfor high shear; and _2)*//3(I) by crosses for
low shear and asterisksfor high shear. Note thathigh and
low shear correspond to cos(AS) < 0.5 and cos(AS) > 0.5,
respectively.When referringto /3(2)//3(I)for CCE, wc im-
plicitlyalso refer to /3(2)*//3(I)unless otherwise stated.
Plasma Depletion, Shear, Field Strength, and Pressure
Figure 2 shows /3(2)//3(1) plotted versus cos(AO) sepa-
rately for CCE and IRM. Table 3 gives the average values
of/3(2)//3(1) for high and low shear as well as the ratio of
the high and low shear averages. Both IRM and CCE ob-
serve increased plasma depletion with decreasing shear.
Table 3. Average/3(2)//3(1) for IRJV[and CCE Events
Together With the Ratio for High to Low Magnetic Shear
Average fl(2)/B(l)
Low Shear High Shear High/Low
CCE 0.13 0.42 3.3
IRM 0.35 1.34 3.8
This confirms the expectation from the model that shear
should have a prominent influence on plasma depletion.
However, for a given shear, the plasma depletion is greater
for CCE than for IRM. At high shear, most of the CCE
events display /3(2)//3(1)<0.4 whereas all of the high
shear IRM events have /3(2)//3(1) > 0.4. For low shear,
plasma depletion for CCE is greater than for IRM and al-
most all CCE events have /3(2)//3(1)<0.1, whereas the
IRM low shear events have /3(2)//3(1)> 0.15. These trends
are reflected in the average /3(2)//3(1) values. The varia-
tions of /3(2)//3(1) with shear for the CCE and IRM data
sets are essentially the same, possibly indicating that the
shear dependence of plasma depletion is due to the same
mechanism but that the different conditions caused uni-
formly greater plasma depiction for the CCE cases.
The model predicts that plasma depletion occurs even
for high shear if either the pressure is high or the
reconnection efficiency is low. Even under these condi-
tions, however, increasing B(I) should reduce D, reduce
plasma depletion, and hence give increased /3(2)//3(1). To
test for this effect we plot/3(2)/_1) versus B(1) in Figure 3
for the high shear CCE events. We see that /3(2)//3(1) in-
creases as B(I) increases, indicating reduced,plasma deple-
tion as predicted by the model.
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shear, cos(A0)< 0.5, events showing that plasma depletion
is diminished and B(2)/B(1) increases as the magnetic field
strength in the magnetosheath proper, B(I), increases.
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Figure 4. Plot of /3(2)/B(I)versus P_ToL(2)for high
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conditions.For both high and low magneticshear,plasma
depletion becomes stronger as the dynamic pressure in-
creases.
Figure 4 shows _2)//3(I) plotted versus Pj.rot(l) sepa-
rately for high and low magnetic shear. For both high and
low shear it is clear that plasma depletion becomes more
severe as the applied pressure increases. For low shear the
plasma depletion, which is clearly apparent for pressures of
-2 nPa, becomes even stronger as the pressure increases so
that B(2)//3(1) decreases by about a factor of five as
P_.-ro_(1) increases from 2 nPa to 10 nPa. A similar behav-
ior occurs for high shear. Below about 3 to 4 nPa, no
plasma depletion is evident, but /3(2)//3(1) decreases by
about a factor of 2 to 3 for pressures of 10 nPa. This
shows that for a given magnetic shear the plasma depletion
becomes stronger as the pressure increases, also in agree-
ment with the model• Note, however, that Figure 4 reflects
the combined effects of P_.rot and /3, through k, and be-
cause P.Lrot is positively correlated with /3, the effect of
pressure on plasma depletion is exaggerated in this plot.
Reconnection Magnetic Field
In order to test whether the difference in PJ.rot between
the CCE and IRM events accounts for the difference in
plasma depletion, we need to characterize the shear
function, S(AO), that appears in (8). This can be done us-
ing (5) given A0 and the field strengths in the magneto-
sheath just outside ihe magnetopause, Bs*. and in the mag-
netosphere, Bin. For IRM we determined B_ by averaging
the field strength over the +1 to +2 rain time interval
corresponding to periods inside the magnetopause and just
inside the LLBL We cannot measure B m for the CCE
events because not every event is associated with a mag-
netopause crossing. Moreover, for the CCE events, magne-
topause crossings do not correspond to the same upstream
conditions as when CCE observed the magnetosheath
proper. Therefore we must use only the IRM data to
estimate S(A0).
The fact that the magnetic field enhancement in the
PDL becomes stronger as the magnetosheath field turns
northward implies that component merging may be al-
lowed for nearly all orientations of the magnetosheath
field. Figure 5 illustrates this effect. As sketched in Figure
5a, component merging can occur only when there exists a
coordinate system in which the field in the magnetosheath.
B_, and in the magnetosphere, Bin, have antiparallel
components. This requirement gives the condition
Bs*/Bm> Cos(A0) for which reconnection may occur
[Sonnerup, 1974]. If Bs* is independent of :t0, then as the
(a) No PDL: Bs/Bm = const
Bm ' I
,, Bs
Co) With PDL: Bs/Bm increasesas AO decreases
Bm \t
t
t
t
aO _
tkr, o.aaeraaaa
Figure 5. Sketch of relative geometry of magnet,,,ptx-r_.
magnetic field, vertical arrows, and the magnct,,,h,rath
magnetic field illustrating the Sonnerup [19741 ,.,,ndm.,n,,
for reconnection; (a) the turn off of reconne_tt,,n ,,th
shear for magnetosheath field strength independent I .X,,
and (b) allowed reconnection for all shear angle_, ,I _ _t-
fects of plasma depletion are included.
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._hcardecreasesapointis reachedwhereBs*/Bm = cos(A0)
and for smaller A0 there exists no coordinate system in
_hL,.h the fields have antiparallel components and compo-
nent merging cannot occur (Figure 5a). Because of the
PDL boy, ever, Bs* is not independent of A0 but increases
a, the sheath field turns northward. Figure 5b indicates ..--
h,,_ th,, affects the merging condition. As A0 decreases, Bs* _-_
incrca:.cs, and even as A0 approaches zero, Bs*/Bm > cos(A0) _.
ma.x still be satisfied if Bs*IBm + 1. In fact, Bs*/Bm does
approach I when A0 is small [Pl" P2; Phan et al., 1996b], _1
,mpl_ing that the component merging condition can be sat-
isficd in the subsolar region for nearly all shear angles.
The quantity of magnetic flux that participates in low
shear subsolar reconnection will of course be considerably
less than that for high shear. Nonetheless, we expect that
plasma depletion facilitates reconnection near the subsolar
reg,on for tow shear and hence subsolar reconnection
should not be regarded as restricted to high shear condi-
tions
To test this observationally, we calculate Br using B(I) ,A.
and Bm and calculate Br* using B(2) and BIn. That is, v
a - cos(A0) B(1) *
, a=_ i__B r = B(I) _1 + a2 - 2acos(A0) Bra (1 la)
(llb)B_*= B(2) a - cos(A0) B(2)
_1 + a2 - 2acos(A0) ' Bm
Figure 6 shows the ratios BrlB(1) and Br*/B(I) versus A0.
The curves are B,/Bs calculated from (5) assuming that
BJBs = I, 2, and 10. The top panel shows the S(AO) one
might infer by excluding the effects of plasma depletion.
The data closely follow the BmlB s= 2 curve, and the low
shear events have B,< 0. The bottom panel shows the
S(AO) that is actually observed, since by using B(2) and
Bm v're have included the field increase in the PDL. In
contrast to the top panel, most of the tow shear events
havc B_*> 0, indicating that component merging does in-
deed remain allowed for low shear. Thus the observations
indicate that we should use an S(A0) which does not be-
come negative for cos(A0)> 0.5. We therefore adopt the
simplest form which gives B_ = 0 for A0 = 0: S(AO) = AOI.tr.
This relation is used below to remove the general depen-
dence of/3(2)//3(1) on magnetic shear.
This result, that B_ is positive even for low shear with
Br monotonically decreasing as the shear gets smaller, has
significant implications for solar wind-magnetosphere in-
teractions when the IMF is northward. The IMF influence
on the magnetosphere is often regarded as a half-wave rec-
tifier in the sense that the interaction shuts off when the
IMF turns northward [e.g., Crooker et al., 1980]. Our re-
sult implies that although the strongest interaction occurs
for southward IMF, it is not correct to assume that the in-
teraction disappears for northward IMF. Specifically, it
means that some subsolar merging may occur for north-
ward IMF, as in fact reported by Paschmann et al. [1990],
and drive convection in the same sense as the dominant
pattern when the IMF is southward. Conventionally, this
residual convection for B_ > 0 has been attributed to a vis-
cous interaction [e.g., Reiff. 1984], but our result suggests
that the residual convection may be due to the relatively
small degree of subsolar reconnection persisting for B, > O.
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Figure 6. Plot of the magnetosheath field component
available for component reconnection, B,, calculated in two
ways and divided by the upstream magnetosheath field,
B(1), versus magnetic shear. Upper panel shows B, calcu-
lated using the magnetic field in the magnetosheath proper.
Bottom panel shows B,* calculated using the
magnetosheath field adjacent to the magnetopause.
Reconnection Emciency
To examine the data for possible dependence on
reconnection efficiency, we use (8) to calculate D/k, using
S(A0) = A01_r, removing the general effects of magnetic
shear, field strength, and dynamic pressure and leaving
only effects due to changes in k. If k is constant, the same
value of DIk for the CCE and IRM cases should give the
same value of _(2)//3(1). Figure 7 shows /3(2)/fl(1) plotted
versus DIk. Although _(2)//3(1) generally increases with
increasing D/k as we expect, the CCE data are displaced
to lower fl(2)//3(1) relative to the IRM data for the same
value of D/k. Linear regression of log(_(2)/fl(1)) with
log(D/k) gives _(2)/_(1)= g(D/k) h, with g = 1.05, h = 0.35,
and a regression coefficient, r=0.70, for IRM and
g = 0.35, h = 0.43, and r= 0.66 for CCE. This result im-
plies either that the MIlD flow is significantly different for
the CCE events or that the reconnection efficiency is
lower for the CCE events.
It is unlikely that there is a large difference in the char-
acter of the magnetosheath flow around the magnetosphere
between the CCE and IRM events. This is because the di-
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Figure 7. Plot of/3(2)//3(1) plotted versus D/k, where D
is the ratio of reconnection to solar wind electric field, that
is, D = E/E,,, and k is the reconnection efficiency. The
IRM and CCE events span the same range of DIk while
the CCE values for/3(2)//3(1) are systematically a factor of
3 lower than /3(2)//3(1) for the same D/k.
mensions of the system scale as Pram1/6 and the magneto-
pause and bow shock remain self-similar for different dy-
namic pressures [Roelof and Sibeck, 1993; Peredo et aL, 1
1995]. The thickness of the magnetosheath relative to the 86
magnetopause standoff distance does not change with Pram ___,
and is only weakly dependent on the solar wind Mach _ 4
number. For a change in MA._ from 2 to 8, the relative _"
thickness of the subsolar magnetosheath changes by +5%; _' 2
that is, the subsolar magnetosheath relative thickness
increases slightly [Peredo et al., 1995]. Thus the 0.1
magnetosheath cross-sectional area relative to the obstacle
size should be larger for the CCE than for the IRM
events, so changes in MHD flow should make the PDL
more prominent for the IRM events, opposite to what we
observe. Hence geometry effects do not explain the ob-
served /3(2)//3(1) difference between IRM and CCE. The
results therefore imply kccE < klRM; the reconnection effi-
ciency must be lower for the CCE events.
ence) of a depletion layer for high shear in the IRM
(CCE) data, can be understood as reflecting the difference
in balance between the imposed solar wind electric field
and the subsolar reconnection electric field. Both data sets
display an increase in plasma depletion with decreasing
magnetic shear consistent with our model, which predicts
the same shear dependence for fixed values of other pa-
rameters. The diminution of plasma depletion with increas-
ing sheath field strength for the high shear CCE events is
also predicted by our model and results from an increase
in the magnetosheath Aifvdn velocity and hence in the
reconnection rate. The difference in pressure between IRM
and CCE events is not sufficient to account for the differ-
ent in PDL prevalence, however, and indicates that
the reconnection efficiency is lower for the CCE than for
the IRM events.
To estimate the difference between kcc E and k[R,_, we
consider how much the CCE data must be moved to the [eft
in Figure 7 so that it makes a good overlap with the IRM
data. The regression coefficient between 1og(/3(2)//3(1))
and log(D/k) for the combined data set is 0.57. If we al-
low k(/3) to have the form k(/3)= k0/(1 + 13//3¢) where k0
and /3c are constants, we can get a rough estimate for /3:
by applying the factor 1/(1 + _/3c) and adjusting /3¢ to ob-
tain a maximum regression coefficient in the combined
data. This form is arbitrary and was chosen simply be-
cause it is the simplest form that gives k _ 0 for large /3
and has no effect on k for small /3. Using /3c = 10, 2.0,
and 0.2 gives r= 0.66, 0.74, and 0.78, respectively. Values
of/3: < 0.2 do not change the regression coefficient, prob-
ably indicating that the reconnection efficiency first begins
to decrease for /3 smaller than the /3 values sampled
by IRM. Figure 8 shows /3(2)//311) plotted versus
(D/k)l(1 +/3(1)/0.2), showing that by allowing for some
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5. Discussion
The comparison of IRM and CCE data sets shows that
the apparent discrepancy between them, the absence (pres-
Figure 8. Plot of /3(2)//3(1) versus DIk/(l + /3(1)/0.2)
showing that the difference in plasma depletion between
CCE and IRM can be reconciled if the reconnection effi-
ciency, k, is approximately inversely proportional to /3.
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decreasein k with /3, one can bring the CCE and IRM
data to follow similar trends in /3(2)//3(1). Assuming then
that k first begins to decrease for /3-1, and given that
k ~ I//3 brings the CCE and IRM /3(2)//3(1) variations ap-
proximately into agreement, we infer that the ratio of the
average reconnection efficiencies for CCE and IRM is
roughly given by kCcEIkIRM -/3(1)_RM//3(I)ccE = 2.5/8 = 0.3.
Previous reports have also found evidence linking in-
creasing 13 to decreased reconnection efficiency. Paschmann
et al. [1986] found that the occurrence of reconnection
flows is anticorrelated with magnetosheath /3 and that the
magnitude of the reconnection flows decreased as /3 in-
creased. Using geomagnetic activity as a proxy for
reconnection, Scurry et al. [1994] inferred that the
reconnection efficiency was lower when /3 was high in the
magnetosheath. Phan et al. [1996a] also found that
reconnection signatures are less prevalent when the
magnetosheath /3 is high, although they point out that direct
observation of reconnection flows is more problematical
under high /3 conditions. In the present study we have used
the degree of plasma depletion as an indicator of the mag-
netopause flow boundary condition. This technique therefore
provides independent confirmation that the reconnection ef-
ficiency decreases with increasing magnetosheath /3. More-
over, we have found that the efficiency decreases roughly
inversely proportionally to ,/3 and that the decrease probably
begins for/3- 1.
The results imply that reconnection and plasma deple-
tion are closely coupled dynamically. Specifically, when
the upstream conditions are unfavorable for reconnection,
plasma depletion proceeds and changes conditions near the
magnetopause to facilitate some subsolar reconnection.
Plasma depletion changes three factors affecting
reconnection, and all of them change so as to increase the
subsolar reconnection rate. First, the increased magnetic
field strength in the PDL implies that the component of
magnetosheath field available for reconnection increases.
Very significantly, this effect implies that reconnection
may remain possible even for very low magnetic shear
(see Figure 5). Second, the increased magnetic field and
decreased density in the PDL facilitate reconnection by in-
creasing the Alfvrn velocity near the magnetopause. Third,
the deci'eased /3 in the PDL implies that the reconnection
efficiency with the plasma in the PDL is higher than it
would be with the plasma in the magnetosheath proper.
We therefore suggest that the PDL may play an important
role in changing the conditions near the subsolar magneto-
pause to promote subsolar reconnection.
It is clear, however, that the effect of PDL formation is
not so great that reconnection flows fully take up the im-
posed solar wind flow. For high shear and moderate /3
conditions the subsolar reconnection flows apparently do
keep up with the imposed solar wind flow. The simple
fact that the PDL forms under low shear and/or high /3
conditions shows that the reconnection flow does not keep
up with the solar wind flow, despite the effect of the PDL
to enhance subsolar reeonnection. It is clear from Figure 5
that the reconnection rate for high shear will always ex-
ceed that for low shear even when the PDL does form.
Thus, in our model, PDL formation occurs in respor_se to
reductions in the subsolar reconnection rate relative to the
solar wind electric field, and the effect of PDL formation
on reconnection is Io allow somewhat more subsolar
reconnection for moderate shear than would otherwise oc-
cur and most importantly allow some subsolar reconnection
for low shear when it is impossible otherwise.
It is conventionally assumed that subsolar reconnection
does not occur for northward IMF [Sonnerup, 1984; Reiff,
1984], and this is motivated by the half-wave rectifier
analogy for subsolar reconnection which results from the
antiparallel merging hypothesis [Crooker, 1980]. Under
this assumption polar cap convection, which displays a so-
called four-cell pattern, two poleward cells giving sunward
convection at the center of the polar cap and two
equatorward cells giving sunward convection at the
equatorward edge of the auroral zone, is understood in
terms of the combined effects of cusp reconnection and a
viscous interaction [Maezawa, 1976; Reiff, 1984]. Cusp
reconnection is thought to drive the poleward cells, while
the viscous interaction drives the equatorward cells [Burke
et al., 1979; Burch er aL, 1980]. However, owing to the
effects of plasma depletion, we expect that subsolar merg-
ing does indeed occur for northward IMF, and hence the
assumption underlying the conventional understanding of
convection for northward IMF may be inaccurate. The low
shear magnetopause displays convection and electric field
structures consistent with a rotational discontinuity
[Paschmann et aL, 1990], the subsolar magnetopause ap-
pears to generally exhibit a reconnection topology even for
northward IMF [Fuselier et al., 1995], and observations of
ion velocity dispersion in the subsolar region do indeed in-
dicate that reconnection occurs equatorward of the cusp for
northward IMF [Onsager and Fuselier, 1994; Fuselier et
al., 1997]. Since the equatorward convection cells are in
the same sense as convection driven by subsolar
reconnection, these cells could be driven by the residual
subsolar reconnection facilitated by the PDI2. We therefore
propose that the four-cell convection pattern observed for
northward IMF can be understood as resulting from the
combined effects of cusp reconnection and simultaneous
weak subsolar reconnection without recourse to a viscous
interaction.
That a PDL forms even for high shear indicates that the
reconnection electric field fails to keep up with the im-
posed solar wind flow under high /3 conditions. We inter-
pret this saturation in terms of a reconnection efficiency
which falls off approximately like 1//3 for /3 larger than
about 1. This may account for the observed saturation of
the polar cap potential that occurs during periods of high
geomagnetic activity [Wygant et al., 1983]. Reiff et al.
[1981] also noted that the polar cap potential reached a
maximum value during active times, and inferred that to
achieve the observed convection, the subsolar magnetic
field had to be enhanced over its nominal magnetosheath
value; that is, a PDL must have formed. As discussed
above, PDL formation is intimately related to a reduction
of the reconnection rate relative to the solar wind electric
field. We find that the reconnection efficiency is reduced
under high /3, high shear conditions and that this results in
PDL formation. The conclusions of Reiff et al. and
Wygant et al. therefore reflect the same underlying phe-
nomenon and are mutually consistent.
It is significant that high /3 rather than high solar wind
ram pressure may be principally responsible for causing
PDL formation for the high shear CCE events. The mag-
netosheath/3 is 2_nshkTsh/Bsh 2, and for quasi-perpendicular
shocks in the strong shock limit, Tsh is given by
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r_h = 2(v-_____l) ,(y + l)Tm_w " (12)
where ",/ is the ratio of specific heats. Using this together
with the compression relations for Bsh and nsh we have
_ 4("/'1) #omnsw . 2
sh, B---g-vsw (13)
Using "y=5/3 and r/= ('¥ + 1)I('¥- 1)=4 and recognizing
that the second quotient is the square of the solar wind
Alfv_n speed, we have
Bsh =3MAs_ (14)
Since Mas,_ 2 o, nswVsw2/Bsw2, it is clear that it is not the so-
lar wind ram pressure alone which principally determines
the downstream /3. We expect that MAs w rather than ram
pressure should be correlated best with low reconnection
efficiency and PDL formation. One could then very well
have high solar wind ram pressure conditions without a
significant plasma depletion layer if the solar wind mag-
netic field is also enhanced.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we examined the physical mechanisms
leading to the different prevalence of plasma depletion in
CCE and IRM observations. The ratio of the reconnection
electric field to the solar wind electric field, D = Er/Esw,
measures the relative rate of magnetic flux transfer by
reconnection to the solar wind inflow. Since plasma deple-
tion corresponds to a reconnection flow lower than that re-
quired to take up the imposed solar wind flow, this ratio
serves as a useful indicator of plasma depletion: D = 0 in-
dicates plasma depletion whereas D ~ 1 corresponds to no
plasma depletion. By expressing D in terms of solar wind
or magnetosheath parameters, one can identify the physical
variables that influence the occurrence of plasma depletion
(see (7) and (8)). Plasma depletion is most sensitive to the
magnetic shear at the magnetopause and is most likely for
low shear. The model also predicts that plasma depletion
decreases as the magnetosheath or solar wind magnetic
field strength increases. Increased solar wind dynamic
pressure should correspond to increased depletion as well.
The reconnection efficiency also has a strong effect on
plasma depletion such that plasma depletion should be
more prevalent for high magnetosheath/3.
The predictions of this model were tested by combining
the databases of magnetosheath observations from the CCE
and IRM spacecraft. All of the model predictions were
borne out observationally, indicating that this simple de-
scription captures the essential factors influencing PDL
formation. We find that the reconnection efficiency must
have been about a factor of three lower for the CCE
events than for the IRM events, most probably owing to
the threefold higher /3 for the CCE events. We therefore
infer that the reconnection efficiency is roughly inversely
proportional to 13 for /3 greater than about 1. This conclu-
sion is based on changes in the magnetosheath flow
boundary condition as evidenced in the prevalence of
plasma depletion. The result provides independent confir-
mation of the inverse relationship between reconnection ef-
ficiency and magnetosheath /3 predicted by Sonnerup
[1974], found in direct observations of accelerated flow at
the magnetopause [Paschmann et al., 1986; Phan et al..
1996a], and inferred by variations in geomagnetic activity
with upstream conditions [Scurry et al., 1994].
The decrease in reconnection efficiency with /3 implies
that magnetosheath /3 larger than about 5 or so should cor-
relate with the occurrence of plasma depletion for south-
ward IMF. We therefore expect plasma depletion for high
magnetic shear to occur primarily during high solar wind
density conditions because although high solar wind ve-
locities produce large increases in solar wind pressure,
they do not produce magnetosheath /3 as high as those ob-
served during high solar wind density conditions.
Because plasma depletion becomes more pronounced
for low shear, the magnetosheath magnetic field imposed
on the magnetopause is not independent of the shear angle.
but increases as the sheath field turns northward. This im-
plies that component merging should remain allowed in
the subsolar region for all IMF orientations except purely
northward. Plasma depletion also promotes reconnection
by increasing the subsolar magnetosheath A/fv6n speed
and decreasing the subsolar magnetosheath /3, thus increas-
ing the reconnection efficiency. The effects of plasma
depletion therefore facilitate some subsolar reconnection
for northward IMF.
It is conventionally assumed that subsolar reconnection
does not occur for northward IMF, and under this assump-
tion four-cell polar cap convection, which occurs for IMF
Bz > 0, is understood in terms of the combined effects of
cusp reconnection and a viscous interaction. Our results
suggest that the effects of plasma depletion promote some
residual subsolar reconnection even for northward IMF
We therefore suggest that four-cell polar cap convection
can be understood as resulting from the combined effects
of cusp reconnection and simuRaneous weak subsolar
reconnection without recourse to a viscous interaction.
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